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THE BEAST IS BACK . . .
SHADOW OF THE BEAST II
The sequel to the Top Selling Amiga game of

1989

THE CONFLICT CONTINUES . . .

Your deadly struggle for freedom against the

dark forces of the Beast Lord is now but a painful

memory. You try to forgel the anguish of the past

by concentrating on your prize for success in the

bloody battle: the return of your humanoid body.

But as you slowly adjust to your newly-won

physique, the pain you thought gone is about to

return ... The Beast Mage has kidnapped your

sister! She must be rescued before she fails foul

of his dark arts. You journey to a hostile alien

world to face the malevolent hosts of the Beast

Mage and interact with more friendly characters
to learn of your unfamiliar surroundings.

You must fight your way through many enemy-

infested levels collecting and using weapons

and objects to aid your crusade towards conflict

with the Beast Mage ... before he makes your
sister his own!

Amiga $59.99

AND ON THE OTHER CHANNEL . . . ■-'--:.'

THE KILLING GAME SHOW . ..
. . . WILL HAVE YOU CLIMBING THE WALLS - IT'S THE ONLY WAY OUT!

Suited in limited-protection armour you're the unwilling contestant on THE KILLING

CAME SHOW. In front of a TV audience of millions you must battle your way to the top

of 16 Pits of Death infested with Hostile Artificial Life Forms specially created by THE

KILLING GAME SHOW's manic scientists to give you a hard time.

But . . . don't forget the rising fluid or it's "next contestant time'7.

You must give the viewers their value for money - collect the awesome weapons and tools

— if you can.

THE KILLING GAME SHOW will have you climbing the walls - it's the only way out!

First prize is your life - Don't waste it.

Amiga/Atari ST $44.99 Amiga Screen Shots
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MATRIX MARAUDERS

E>»flrH ONE - PREPARE TO

DESCEND. YOUR TIME HAS

COME...

As you hurtle through the complex mazes of the

death tunnels, you must negotiate the torturous

twists and turns in order to keep ahead ot the

competition.

The deadly race track is linked by a series of pit

grids which are littered with numerous bonuses

including speed amplification modules and fuel

which must be collected to ensure your survival!

Featuring a unique 30 arcade game concept.

This is the ultimate futuristic racing simulator -

you won't find anything like this on this side of

the galaxy!

Optional two player "Head to Head" link via

serial port.

Screen shots from the Amiga version

AVAILABLE NOW ON THE PSYCLAPSE LABEL

NITRO
Choose your car, grab the wheel

and go!

Speed through the cities, deserts,

forests and wastelands competing

in over 30 gruelling races — day

and night in a mad dash for the

finishing post.

Race against the computer or

friends.

Pop in the shop to enhance or

repair your machine.

Pedal - to - the - metal fun!

Squeals on wheels!

Lead - free frolics!

Screen Shots from the Amiga version

AVAILABLE ON THE PSYGNOSIS LABEL

Feature Packed Action mid Stmte/fy

As a Carthagian hero you must not only

repel Roman invasion by successful

troop strategy but afso maintain your

armies' ever-waning supplies by running

the gauntlet on your chariot to deliver

much-needed money.

Survey the detailed North African

landscape and zoom in on your troops

to administer strategy. Decide which of
your armies needs a cash injection then

grab the reins for a mind-boggling

first-person-perspective 3-D chariot race

to deliver the money . . .

Strategy and arcade action superbly

combined to give you a taste of ancient

history so real you can almost smell the

elephants!

Screen shots from the Amiga Version

COMING SOON ON THE PSYGNOSIS LABEL

PSYGNOSIS

29 Saint Mary's Court,

Brookline, MA 02146

Telephone: (617)731-3553

Fax: (617) 731-8379

Matrix

Nitro

Cartha

SEE

Marauders

Q6 (coming soon)

ING IS BE

Amiga/Atari ST

Amiga/Atari ST

Amiga/Atari ST

LIEVING
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•ittJO strives to be a clear voice for

Amiga users and a showcase lor the

talented people and exceptional products

of the Amiga computer community.

" Everything in this magazine (except for

some of the ads) is digitally created, edited, and color sepa

rated as complete pages on Amigas running off-the-shelf

software and peripherals, and oupul directly to film.

The 1st m,i:::i.'ii!r produced entirely with personal computers.
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Title Page
Title Page is a new video titling package for the Ami

finally allow you to create screens full of effects possible once

onlyjri your imagination! If the 'look' you want is not irvoyr

package, simply create it! Modify text, effects, patterns, brushes,
eVen backgrounds. If that's noj^^nough, ajdd avouch of fantasy

ith rarnbow letters. So if whaj yoihu^e jsn't wn^t you need,

experience Title Page.

Supports all video modes, except HAM

table overscan level

Create copper display lists allowing

thousands of extra colors per screen

De cote a cote

Joe's Classic

Leasing,

' Taricienrie '
A '.;:-, 'S-A ®k ,
Le train c est plus agreable!

- Apply 40+ effects to text,

- Use standard Amiga fopts.

- Includes 9 regular iojras

colorfonts in 2 sizes.

- Keymap support allows youTt

kx commands to customize

* to younneeds

Includes an I incompatible slideshow

"player witl^i 45 different transitions

Title Page functions properly ori/dny 512Kb

Amiga. We^atso remember^cKnat everyone's

needs are nottRe~3HmeTso we included a

variety of features for users with more memory

and faster CPUs.
Only $199.95

ESCHALON

DEVELOPMENT

For more

information call:

(514)340-9244

, \ Esctialon Envelopment Inc^ 110-2 Renaissance Square, Ne^v WesimjnslerB^C, V3M 6K3 CANADA, TEL: (5\4) 340-9244. Dealer inquiries wsjcome. Title Pa^e and Eschatoi\

■v ^ DevelOpmejUtogo are Jradejnarks of_Eschalpn- DevelopmentJnc. Other product-names and bjantis are tradeiriarts and/or registered trademartsof their respective companies....
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Taking Stock

far, 1990 has been a year of evo

lution and change in the Amiga market

place, and (here are a lot of changes yet in

the works. We're still trying to sort it all

out.

On the hardware front. Commodore

has introduced the Amiga 3000. and

CDTV is "Coming Soon" as this is writ

ten. Rumor has it that CBM is still work

ing on a cartridge-based Amiga console

game machine, though the marketing types

aren't ready 10 talk about it yet. And Com

modore's controversial C64-based 8-bit

computer is apparently still alive, though

we hear it's hanging by a thread. In the

meantime, the A500 has been split into

two units retailing at the same price. One,

for the dealer channel, has a meg of RAM

and AmigaVision; the other, for the con

sumer channel, conies with 512K, an RF

modulator, and a 3-pack of software.

Somewhere in the middle are several dif

ferent models of A2000 and A2500 with

and without hard drives and accelerator

cards. And Unix is still a big unknown -

the last word we have through the grape

vine is that it may initially only be made

available pre-installed on an A3000. Soon

the Amiga may be available in more mod

els and styles than the Macintosh. And

that's good, if Commodore, the dealers,

and the public can keep them all straight.

Competition is stiff from the Mac and

MS/DOS machines, which have added

enough options to start looking pretty

good up against the Amiga, albeit for a

price. Even Hewlett-Packard - which for

years has been the subject of rumors that

they might actually lake over Commodore

- has entered the fray with competitive

workstations modeled after the Amiga.

Meanwhile, the hot vertical markets

for the Amiga continue to be multimedia

and desktop video. AmigaVision (see page

18) will be the great equalizer in these

markets, with version 2.0 due from Com

modore by the time you read this. Though

the Amiga has not made much of an inroad

into business, it looks like it is well on its

way to wrapping up the multimedia and

video markets for itself, much as the Mac

did with desktop publishing. And with net

work solutions now becoming available

for the Amiga, business should find it pos

sible, and even appealing, to begin inte

grating Amigas into existing MS/DOS and

Macintosh networks.

24-bit graphics a la the Macintosh

will be the next big wave for the Amiga,

with new 24-bit capable software and

hardware coming from ASDG. Hash En

terprises, Digital Creations. Impulse,

NewTek, and others. Commodore is even

talking operating system upgrades for de

vice-independent graphics. In fact, it may

be easier to get 24-hit graphics on the

Amiga that it will be to get 8-bit graphics!

Go figure.

On the fun side, game development

seems to be going the way of Nintendo

and MS/DOS, which means we may see

more and more games that are simply

ports of games developed for (hose less

capable platforms. Or we may sec some

game companies pulling hack from the

Amiga completely in order to concentrate

on these more lucrative markets. Our crys

tal ball is cloudy on this one. but it seems

like a good time to support those compa

nies which are dedicated lo creating

playable Amiga games.

In the productivity arena, big-name

companies are still slaying away from the

Amiga in droves. WordPerfect isn't even

moving very far or very fast on upgrades

to WordPerfect. Truth is. as far as pro

ductivity software goes, there's little more

high-quality, pro-level stuff to choose

from than there was two years ago.

So what docs it all mean, and where

is the Amiga headed? Well, grasshopper,

life is a journey. If you worry loo much

about your destination, you won't enjoy

all the great scenery you pass by on the

way. So just relax and enjoy the trip.

- Mark & Benn

This is the first issue of the new .info

with all our Amiga columnists on board.

We hope you like our new "look & feel."

Please write and tell us what you enjoy

(and what you don't like) about .info. We

listen.
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GENLOCK ftND OVERLAY SYSTHW

A Broadcast qualify RS-170A composite output

A Two independent dissolve controls

A Software controllable

A Compatible with all Amiga models

A Dual video outputs ■

▲ Key output

▲ Selectable 3.58MHz Notch Filter

5UPERGEN IS THE PRQVEN

\ tNDUSTRY STANDARD GENLOCK

fcoVEIttAY SYSTEM FOR THE AMIGA

INTRODUCING THE

SuperGenSC
all the Duality of our original supergen™
now on a card for the amiga" 2000 series

A Occupies the video slot

A 1 video in, 1 video out

▲ Broadcast quality RS-170A composite output

A Switch selectable overlay function

-,"'-' A Software controllable

A Optional remote dissolve console ($75)

$599.95

TM

THE FIRST TRUE Y/C GENLOCK & OVERLAY CARD

FOR ffltiM«!6^ 2000 SERIES COMPUTERS

y-^v':- ■'/■'. A i^S/tp-BErt, Hi8 compatible
A broadcast quality NTSC RS-17OA output

: A builf in SC/H phase adjustability

A built in sync generator A dissolves

ION

2865 Sunrise Boulevard Suite 103 Rancho Cordova CA 95742

Telephone 916/344-4825 FAX 916/635-0475

©1989 Digital Creations.

Amiga is a registered trademark of Comodore Business Machines.

ION

2865 Sunrise Boulevard Suite 103 Rancho Cordova CA 95742

Telephone 916/344-4825 FAX 916/635-0475

©1989 Digital Creations.

Amiga is a registered trademark of Comodore Business Machines.
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I want to commend you on
your article covering the Amiga 3000

(see .info #31). It was just the Info' I

needed. The 3000 is a truly amazing

machine, but until software publishers

produce programs that will work on the

3000 under 2.0, I can't see how too

many people can upgrade to a 3000

with any confidence that the hundreds of

dollars of software many of us own will

be usable.

- John Dutka, Jr. (CompuServe)

As with any major upgrade, the 3000 and

AmigaDOS 2.0 contain design enhancemen

ts which may crash some older programs.

Commodore assures us that programs which

"follow the rules" shouldn't break under 2.0.

Big names such as DeluxePaint III shouldn't

give you any trouble. Games will be your

biggest headache. Games (and European

games in particular) are notorious for ig

noring the standards. Hopefully publishers

of the most popular game titles will update

them for 2.0 compatibility. Watch for "2.0

Compatible" stickers to appear on software

boxes soon. The stickers certify that the soft

ware is fully functional on the 3000 running

under 2.0. - Mark & Benn

Are those Commodore
stereo speakers (pictured on page 32 of

.info #31) compatible with the A500?

- Mike Hopfenspirger (Rochester, MN)

The self-powered Commodore Amiga 10

Stereo Compacl Speakers that Commodore

introduced with the 3000 can also be used

with the 500 or the 2000; but you can

achieve the same effect with any inexpensive

pair ofmini-speakers available at your local

home electronics store. Or you can hook up

your 500 to your stereo system with regular

audio-im'audio-out RCA cables for really

awesome sound. - Mark & Benn

What a relief! I had no
ticed your brief absence from the news

stands and for a while there I thought you

might be gone for good. Perish the

thought! What would computing with

Commodore without .info be like? Disas

ter! I have all your issues. I remember

driving clear across the Dallas/Ft. Worth

metroplex to get a newly released copy.

And so here it is: .info is the very best

computer magazine in the whole world.

And possibly the best magazine in all the

universe and everywhere else, too. Seri

ously, keep up the good work.

- Andrew Eschenauer

(Virginia Beach, VA)

What a blatant attempt to be chosen as this

month's ".info Is Great" letter! But as some

one more cynical than us once said, "flattery

will get you everywhere!" Thanksfor the pat

on the hack! - Mark & Benn

.info UPDATE

MOVES

We've been telling you about other

people's address changes and now

we have one of our own. That's right,

.info is moving! (Volunteers to help

carry heavy objects should contact the

old .info offices for instructions on

when to report for duty.) Our new ad

dress is 705 Highway 1 West, Iowa

City, IA 52246. All of our phone num

bers remain the same: 319-338-0070

for editorial, 319-338-3620 for the Ad

vertising Department, 319-338-0897

FAX, 319-338-0703 for Subscriptions.

NewTek has moved to 215 E. 8th

St., still in Topeka KS, still 66603,

phones still 913-354-1146 voice, 913-

354-1584 FAX.

TTR Development has a new ad

dress at 1120 Gammon Ln., Madison

Wl 53719. 608-277-8071 voice, 608-

277-8072 BBS. TTR is also shipping

the first update to their Waste Man

agement System (see New Products

in this issue) to registered owners. If you

haven't sent in that registration card, do

it now.

SPECIAL OFFER

Accolade is running a promotion

where, when you buy one of their prod

ucts for $20 or more, you can then send

away for another for only $5. Among the

titles included in the offer are Test Drive,

4th & Inches, Grand Prix Circuit, Mini-

Putt, and Hardball!. 550 S. Winchester

Blvd., Suite 200, San Jose, CA 95128.

408-985-1700.

PRICE CHANGES

GEnie Information Services has

restructured their prices starting October

first. 300, 1200, and 2400 baud access

are all now available during non-prime

time (evenings & holidays) at one rate:

$6/hour. GEnie has also instituted a new

flat rate service. For $4.95 a month, you

can connect up with basic services like

top news stories, closing stock quotes,

EMail, an online encyclopedia, single-

player games, and most non-computer

RoundTable areas for unlimited non-

prime time access. The computer

RTs, multi-player games, software li

braries, chat areas, etc., will still incur

regular connect time charges. Call

800-638-9636 for sign-up informa

tion.

Star Micronics has reduced the

prices on five of their printers. The

NX-2415 Multi-Font is now $659,

down from $699. The NX-1500 Multi-

Font is now $499, the NX-1000 Multi-

Font\s $269, the popular NX-1000

Rainbow color printer is reduced to

$329, and their LaserPrinter 8 II is

down to $2649. 420 Lexington Ave.,

Suite 2702, New York, NY 10170.

212-986-6770.

Not to be outdone by Star, QMS

has also reduced the prices of some

of their PostScript laser printers. The

PS-810 (the one we use here at .info)

is $3995, the PS-820 is $4995, and

the turbo models of each are $5495

and $6495 respectively. One Mag

num Pass, Mobile, AL 36689. 205-

633-4300.

8 ,info OCTOBER 1990
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Starts At Only $795

A1000 call!

68030 accelerator 20, 25, 33MHZ same board.

Co-processor socket clocked for 20-50MHZ 68881/882 math chip.

68000 is resocketed on board for complete compatibility.

Allows 256K or 512K O.S. to be run in fast 32-bit static ram.

Optional Dram expansion allows 1-8MB of additional 32-bit ram.

Only 68030 accelerator that fits the A500/A1000/A2000.

CSA Engineering provides same board unlimited upgrade-ability.

Wait state selectable faster ram gives faster throughput.

Unique surface mount design saves space and enhances reliability.

Lowest price 68030 accelerator for any Amiga.

Why Spend More And Get Less Performance?

12

Performance Gain 10

vs. Stock Amiga 8

(using NSIEVE 6

Benchmark) 4

2

*MEGA/33

*MEGA/25 *CBM/25 *GVP/25

*MEGA/20

"HURRICANE 500 (NOTE: CBM 2630 and GVP 3001

'MIDGET RACER not available for A500/A1000)

9 12 15 18 21

List Price (in hundreds of dollars)

24 27 30

A500, A1000, A2000 and Amiga are trademarks of Commodore Amiga Inc.

MC-68000, 68030, 68881, and 68882 are trademarks of Motorola Inc.

csn COMPUTER SYSTEM ASSOCIATES

7564 TRADE STREET

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92 121 f6 78J 566-39 11



NEW U C T S

Four of the many

fill patterns trom

JEK Graphics'

Pro Fills.

W/UJS

1 here are not one, but two
68040 accelerator boards in the works

for the Amiga. RCS Managements entry

is called the Fusion-Forty. The thing

runs at 25 Mhz, has a built-in math co

processor and MMU, physical caches

(the '030 has only logical ones) of 4K in

struction and 4K data with simultaneous

access to both. It claims a performance

of 20-27 MIPS, and has a concurrent in

teger unit, FPU, MMU, Bus Controller,

and Bus Snooper for maximum through

put. RCS states very specifically that

this is not a RISC chip, but a CISC

(Complex Instruction Set Chip), meaning

that the instruction set is not reduced.

Mostly due to delays of getting '040

chips, the board won't be shipping until

mid-October. Cost - hang onto your

checkbooks, folks - is $3000. 2075 Uni

versity St., Suite 1712, Montreal, PQ

Canada. 514-288-7825.

The second entry is corning from

Supra. They had a prototype sitting in a

glass case at AmiExpo in Chicago, and

it's scheduled for release in the fourth

quarter. The SupraTurbo 040 runs at 25

Mhz, also uses separate 4K instruction

and data caches, with each cache hav

ing 64 independent areas. This design

eliminates most accesses to DRAM,

running over 90% of the time from the

cache. On those occasions when the

thing does need to use DRAM, it oper

ates in a high-speed burst mode that fills

the cache quicker than any human (or at

least this one) can even comprehend.

The board also gains performance

points by an integral floating point unit

and an improved MMU. The unit is

made to fit into the coprocessor connec

tor in the A3000 and will retail for $1295

for the 25 Mhz version. Supra promises

even faster versions to come. 1133

Commercial Way, Albany, OR 97321.

503-967-9075.

MEMORY EXPANSIONAND

LOTS OFIT

ith the cost of RAM at af

fordable levels again, there's been a re

cent flurry of memory expanders hitting

the market from several sources. Here's

a quick look at a couple of them.

ICD has been a familiar name in

Mac hardware products and now they're

getting in on some Amiga action. Their

AdRAM system for the A500 will add up

to 6 megs of internal memory via two

separate modules. The AdRAM 540 is

available either populated (price de

pends on current RAM pricing) or not

($159.95) and fits into the belly slot of an

A500. If you buy the thing unpopulated,

you can plug 256Kx4 DRAM chips into it

in easily affordable 512K increments.

You can also add an additional 512K of

chip RAM if the A500 has a Super Ag

nus chip installed (provided you're not

squeamish about computer guts - the

procedure does require making a modifi

cation to your A500). The unit also con

tains a battery-backed system clock.

The other module, the AdRAM 560D

(S279.95) contains 2 megabytes and

plugs into the AdRAM 540 (which must

have at least 4 RAM chips on it). A little

addition shows the total additional RAM

to be 6 megs. ICD, 1220 Rock St.,

Rockford, IL 61101. 815-968-2228.

Spirit Technology has been making

hardware products for the Amiga almost

since Day One. The latest in their series

of expansion products is an economical

memory expansion board for the A500.

The Fat Trapper (and just who thought

up that title, hmmm? I'm taking names

here) has sockets for up to 4 additional

megabytes of 256Kx4 RAM chips, ac

ceptable in 512K increments. It plugs in

to the belly slot of the 500 and also has

a 68000 daughter board with a battery-

backed clock which is connected inside

the computer with a ribbon cable. The

thing is compatible with the Super Ag

nus, giving it 1 Mb of chip RAM and con

veniently has an on/off switch which can

be controlled either through software or

by an installing a hardware switch

mounted outside the computer. The re

tail price is $119.00 unpopulated. 220

West 2950 South, Salt Lake City, UT

84115.801-485-4233.

BACKGROUNDER

Fro Fills is a collection of tex

tures and patterns to use in desktop

video and presentations. The disk in

cludes over 100 standard IFF brushes

(which are then used to make full

screens using, for example, the Brush

Fill option in DPaint) in various resolu

tions. Most of them look like they would

be very useful and they would be a real

timesaver if you waste much time con

structing background screens. There are

extra palettes included as well, to save

you messing around to come up with dif

ferent color sets. JEK Graphics, 12103

S. Brookhurst, Suite E-125, Garden

Grove, CA 92642. 714-530-7603.
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ElecWThesaurus © 1990 b/ Sb ft ltood.1 n c,

Woody Williams'

Electronic

Thesaurus is

based on

Roget's II.

Ft sour

commu

2. Nc
flstot
maker

condit

:o

L Noun
Ft deceptive outuard appearance.

face, color, front, show, cover, mask, pretense, veil,

facade, guise, pretext, coloring, cloak, disguise, senblance,
gloss, veneer, uindou-dressing.

2. Noun

ft display of insincere behavior.
act, show, pretense, pose, sham, simulation, play-acting.

3. Verb
To change or modify so as to prevent recognition of the true
identity or character of.

FREE THE VIDEO SLOT!

RIGHT ON!

1V1 icroWay has come up with
a method for freeing up the video slot so

you can plug in a genlock and still use

their flickerFixerboard. The Denise Ex

tender Board (DEB) transfers the video

signal to the flickerFixer which is. and I

quote this directly from the press

release, "positioned behind the existing

XT slots and connected to the DEB

2000 by means of a cable". It apparently

just sits there, not plugged into anything.

The net result, however, is a free Amiga

video slot. The DEB has been priced at

$75, and MicroWay has also lowered

the price of the flickerFixer to $495. PO

Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364. 508-746-

4678.

SYNONYMOUS

oody Williams, the author

of Pen Pal among other impressive

products, has finished work on Roget's

II Electronic Thesaurus. Every writer

we know has been waiting for a stand

alone thesaurus and this one looks like it

will earn a permanent place on a lot of

hard drives. (It can be run from floppy,

but at a considerably slower speed; us

ing it from RAM is recommended if you

don't have a hard drive.) Derived from

Houghton Mifflin's Roget's //database

and search engine, the thesaurus con

tains over 500,000 synonyms. Each

head word has a short definition and the

synonyms for each are categorized by

part of speech, making it a little easier to

be sure you're picking the right one. The

Electronic Thesaurus multitasks very co

operatively, so you can use it with what

ever wordprocessor you like. Word-

browsers will like the fact that simpfy

clicking on a word will open a new win

dow with the synonyms for the new

word. (It's possible to open about 40

windows before everything crashes,

though anyone silly enough to try open

ing that many windows deserves a visit

from the Guru.) Price is $49.95 from

Softwood. PO Box 51209, Phoenix, AZ

85076.602-431-9151.

TRANSLATION MACHINE

1 here are untold bazillions of
AutoCAD objects and drawings in the

world and ACAD Translator 2.00 gives

the Amiga access to them. The software

will translate standard AutoCAD DXF

files Rev. 9 and Rev. 10, including 3D

extensions. Output can be in either

Sculpt or Turbo Silver format, and the

program has tools for controlling the

number of subdivisions in circles and

arcs, colors and textures, block and lay

er selection, and the overall scale of the

drawing, among other things. $179.95.

Access Technologies, PO Box 202197,

Austin, TX 78720. 512-343-9564.

DIGIWORKS REDUX

.L/ouis Markoya talked at
length about DigiWorks 3D in his article

in the last issue, so we thought we'd

give you the scoop on it. The package

provides tools for creating and editing

2D and 3D objects from any IFF graphic,

using edge detection routines for creat

ing objects from flat images, including

digitized ones. (I can think of all sorts of

interesting and peculiar things that might

make interesting objects.) Once the

edge detection is done, you can edit and

shape the object to your own needs with

provided tools. There's also a fast-fill

rendering option. Output is to the in

evitable Turbo Silver or Sculpt formats.

$129.95. Access Technologies, PO Box

202197. Austin, TX 78720. 512-343-

9564.

KEEPING PACE

Ccomspec has come out with

the ARM-1000, a hardware device that

plugs into the expansion slot of the

A1000, accomodates both 1.3 and 2.0

Kickstart ROMs, and is switchable be

tween them. It does, in keeping with

Comspec's usual, and much-

appreciated, consideration for the user,

have a pass-through so you can still use

the expansion buss for other things.

Since the ARM-1000 allows using Kick-

start in ROM. that means you can also

free up the additional 256K of system

RAM where Kickstart normally loads if

you're willing to make a small hardware

modification to the machine. Price is

S119.00 Canadian; US price hasn't yet

been set. 74 Wingold Ave., Toronto, ON

Canada M6B 1P5. 416-785-3553.

FENESTRATION IN X

B,► ringing the Amiga ever fur

ther into the mainstream of Unix com

puting, GfxBase will be releasing their

OpenLook Window Manager and

XView Toolkit. Taken together with

GfxBase's X11 X Window system, these

two products will provide a virtually

12 .info OCTOBER 1990



TTiE LIST
KEEPS

GROWING

ASDG's ScanLab 100 and The Art Department • Active Circuits' ImageLink and CineUnk • Applied

Engineering's AE 3.5 Disk Drive, DafaLink Express, Datatink 2000, RamWorks 2000 and RamWorks

500 • Avatar Consulting's Heart of the. Dragon • Black Belt Systems'Softpanei LED Display, RWI-4

Analog Card, HAM-E Color Adapter and Board Master • Braderbund's Where in Time is Carmen

Sandiego?, Where in theWorld is Carmen Sandiego?. Where in the USA is Carmen Sandiego? and

Where in Europe is Carmen Sandiego? • Brown-Weigh Publishing's

BGraphics, Easy Ledgers and Service Industry Accounting ■

Commodore Business Machines' AmigaVision • Consuttron's

CrossDOS V4.0 • Diemer Development's C-ZAR • Dr. T's Music A

Software's Tiger Cub, Keyboard Controlled Sequencer and

Level'-II • Elan Design's..Elan Performer 2.0 • Felsina a

Software's A-Talk 111, Rel. 1.3 • Gfx Base's X Windows , '

System • GlassCanvas Productions' Art- Libraries, a

Enhanced Xerox 4020 Printer Driver and Enhanced .

Sharp JX- 730 Printer Driver • Gramma I

Software's CalCalendar Maker, Fred Speed

Dialer and NAG Plus • Hypercube a

Engineerings Vista and Fractal Flight *

Inovatroniq's CanDo • InnoVision

Technology's Broadcast Titler 2 4f

• Interactive Video Systems' IVS

Trumpcard Disk Utilities and

Trumpcard/Disk Manager Mac Utilities *

JMH Software of Minnesota's The Talking

Coloring Book and The Talking Animator •

KFS^Software's The Accountant * Microsearch's ■

City Desk 2.01 • Micro-Systems Softwares

excellence v2.0 • Natural Graphics' Scene Generator

• New Horizons Software's ProWrife V3.0 • NewTek's

Digi-Paint 3 • The Other Guys Synthia Pro 2.40 and Synthia II

2.40 • Palomax's MAX-125 Hard Disk, Adapter • Passport

Designs' Master Tracks PRO and TRAX • The Puzzle Factory's

Resource • Radical Eye's Amiga TgX • Right Answers Group's The

Director • Saxon Industries' Saxon Publisher • Shereff Systems' Pro

Video Gold and Pro Video Post • Slide City's TV Graphics • Softwood's Pen Pal • Syndesis' TSSnet

Interfont and Interchange • Taliesin's ProVector • Vega Technology's- Arhikit 2.0 * Virtual Reality

Laboratories' Distant Suns • Zuma Group's TV*SHOW Version 2 and TV*TEXT Professional •

Watch for the Release 2 compatibility sticker
on your favorite software.

^Commodore

AMIGA
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complete development environment for

bringing XView applications to the

Amiga, not to mention creating new

ones. Release is set for the third quarter

for the OpenLook Window Manager and

fourth quarter for the Toolkit. Pricing

hasn't yet been determined. 1881 Ellwell

Dr., Milpitas, CA 95035. 408-262-1469.

FOREIGN WORDS

I oo many people think En
glish is the only language spoken in the

world, but New Horizons has had the

good sense to realize that people might

want to do wordprocessing in other lan

guages. They have released three new

dictionaries to use with ProWrite, their

graphic wordprocessor. Available in Ger

man, French, and Swedish (a rather

strange choice, but an inquiry reveals

that New Horizons has a publisher in

Sweden), each retails for $35. The Ger

man version has 85,000 words, the

French has 130,000, and the Swedish

150,000. PO Box 43167, Austin, TX

78745.512-328-6650.

GENLOCK

Another entry in the Amiga
genlock parade is Spirit Technology's In

terlock. It was originally shown at Ami-

Expo last October as a prototype, and is

now shipping, after a revision and a

case redesign. One of the main points to

be made about the interlock is that it

handles pause and fast forward/reverse

search without crashing your system, a

problem with some genlocks. The thing

has an internal selection system that

permits matching RGB levels to the gen

lock, no matter which model Amiga you

use it with. Since the A1000, A500, and

A2000 all produce slightly different lev

els of RGB output, this feature makes it

possible to duplicate colors and intensi

ties in encoded video on the RGB moni

tor. The unit also has a removable front

panel that can be used as a remote.

Price is $569 for NTSC or $749 for PAL.

220 West 2950 South, Salt Lake City,

UT 84115. 801-485-4233.

CLIPS

1 i! Tech News is shipping

more volumes in their series of clip art

disks. Collection Two ($99.95) consists

of five disks of art, some in IFF and

some in Aegis Draw format. There are

350 ^eg/s-format drawings and 350

screens (with a total of over 3000 indi

vidual images) of hi-res IFF drawings.

Subject matter includes symbols, car

toons, holidays, animals, and sports.

The same company is also shipping

PGS.Struct.#1 ($19.95), a collection of

48 structured drawings specifically cre

ated to use in SoftLogik's PageStream.

86 LanvaleAve., Asheville, NC 28806.

704-252-4933.

DUMPSTER WARE

T
he Waste Management

System actually has nothing to do with

landfills or those smelly, noisy trucks

that come around in the wee hours of

the morning and wake up the whole

neighborhood. It does have to do with

managing wasted time. Basically a

desktop environment, it provides a col

lection of buttons that can be clicked on

to perform various system functions on

your Amiga. When run, WMS pops up a

long, narrow window with eight buttons

that perform various functions. There's a

memo pad, a phone book, appointment

calendar, what is called the Decisive En

vironment Unit (online help for Amiga-

DOS error codes, the Shell, and an

ASCII chart), a file manager, and an

archive utility. The file manager looks

very useful; it will show pictures, read

text, play sounds, and execute files all

with the click of a mouse. The Squeeze-

Box Shell archive utility handles Arc,

Warp, Zoo, and Lharc files, either com

pressing or decompressing them. The

best part of the Waste Management

System, though, is that you can add an

unlimited number (well, I suppose you

might have a little trouble if you tried to

add 36,897,239,547,244 of them) your

own buttons to it for executing whatever

software you want. For example, it takes

about a minute to add a button for

DPaint, which will then load and run

when the button is clicked. TTR Devel

opment, 2058 Leeward Ln., Hanover

Park, IL60103. 708-213-2697.

BACKUP

oftware Support Internation

al is bringing their long experience with

C64 archive utilities to the Amiga. Mav

erick Amiga provides a parameter-

based system for backing up your soft

ware (and please, folks, only use it for

software you've paid for: Don't Steal

Software!) and SSI is offering an option

al subscription service for updates,

scheduled for every 90 days. $39.95.

2700 NE Andresen Road, Suite A-10,

Vancouver, WA 98661. 206-695-9648.
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COMMODORE NEWS

.. ommodore has announced

that the Amiga will now be available to

consumers in a number of new major

consumer outlets. The new retailers in

clude Montgomery Ward, Macy's of Cali

fornia, VideoConcepts, McDuff, High

land Appliances, Sun TV, and Famous-

Barr. These stores will give Commodore

a presence in an additional 1,200 con

sumer outlets nationwide. This increase

in Amiga visibility is part of Harry Cop-

perman's strategy to establish four dis

tinct distribution channels for the Amiga -

business, education, consumer, and

government. Commodore is currently

working to sign up more outlets. Watch

for additional outlets to be added by

November 15th.

Introduced in April for the Amiga,

Commodore has extended its Com-

modoreExpress door-to-door customer

service program to include the C64 and

MS/DOS-compatible Select Editions ma

chines. Part of an aggressive new cus

tomer service package, CommodoreEx-

press' 24-hour, toll-free "helpline" offers

free pick-up and return service only to

U.S. orders and in-warranty repairs and

requires proof-of-purchase, so save

those receipts. The CommodoreExpress

contact number is (800) 448-9987.

Commodore has developed a new

program for Value Added Resellers

(VARs) and Original Equipment Manu

facturers (OEMs) who wish to develop

custom Amiga-based solutions for key

professional markets. The new program

was created to address specialized mar

kets not traditionally served through the

retail channel. The VAR/OEM program

will capitalize on the Amiga's multimedia

capabilities, which lend it to a variety of

interactive applications, such as the in

formation kiosks we see in grocery

stores, shopping malls, and airports.

The program is expected to significantly

increase the Amiga's penetration into

these important markets.

NO AMIGAS FOR IRS?

T
here's a lot of money in

volved in government bids. There's $400

million at stake in one contract recently

awarded to Sears Business Systems by

the Treasury Department. The contract,

which Sears intended to fulfill with a mix

ture of Unix, Macintosh, and Amiga 2000

systems, was recently contested by oth

er bidders, who asked the Government

Services Administration's (GSA) Board

of Contract Appeals to review the Sears

bid. (With so much of Uncle Sam's mon

ey at stake, it is standard procedure for

the other bidders to file such a protest

with the GSA.) Unfortunately for Sears

(and for Commodore), this time the GSA

ruled that Sears had not met with ten of

the hundreds of mandatory require

ments for the bid. Among other things,

they were cited for specifying a math co

processor for the Mac systems without

including the expansion board it has to

be mounted on, substituting a 80286

Unix system where a '386 system was

specified, and failure to FCC recertify

Amiga 2000s equipped with non-

standard 101-key keyboards and '030

accelerator boards. The Treasury Dept.

has the option of awarding the contract

to the second lowest bidder or re-writing

the specifications and re-bidding the

contract.

LET YOUR FINGERS DO THE

SHOPPING

■iJo you have lots of people

on your holiday list but you hate to shop,

detest the crowds, and find it's almost

Groundhog's Day before you find a

parking place? Then just take a quick,

painless trip down to the electronic mall

with your Amiga and modem. Sears

Roebuck and Co., has added its online

catalog to the Mall area of GEnie Online

Information Service. The Sears online

catalog offers GEnie subscribers in the

U.S. more than 1,500 products to

choose from. Items can be ordered with

an "Electronic Order Blank" and can be

shipped directly to your home, your of

fice, or to a nearby Sears store. Let's

check the Naughty/Nice list; an electric

beachball for Tom, man-made mink

socks for Megan, the Compleat Rod

McKuen Anthology for Mark...

Here's a schedule

COMPUTER SHOWS 1990

of upcoming North American computer shows for the remain-

der of 1990. At presstime, Commodore had announced plans to exhibit at the

shows marked with

DATE

Sept 11-13

Sept 14-16

Sept 14-16

Sept 16-19

Sept 17-19

Sept 26-27

Oct 3-5

Oct 3-5

Oct 5-7

Oct 5-7

Oct 10-13

Oct 14-17

Nov 7-9

Nov 12-16

Nov 30-Dec

an asterisk (*).

SHOW

'Video Expo

World of Commodore

ComputerFest

Spectrum 90

"Federal Comp. Conf.

'Business & Govt.

Seybold

'Unix Solutions

AmiExpo

"World of Amiga

SPA

'EDUCOM

MATRHX12

•COMDEX

2 'World of Commodore

LOCATION

New York, NY

Valley Forge, PA

San Francisco, CA

Phoenix, AZ

Washington, DC

Ottawa, ON

San Jose, CA

Anaheim, CA

Anaheim, CA

Chicago, IL

New Orleans, LA

Atlanta, GA

Milwaukee, Wl

Las Vegas. NV

Toronto, ON
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RUMOR MILL

DISCLAIMER: The following are

among the most entertaining rumors

we've heard the past couple of

months. They are presented for your

entertainment and amusement only.

Please do not make any important de

cisions based on these rumors, as

some will prove to be inaccurate or

just plain false.

- It was reported in the August issue

of Video Games & Computer Enter

tainment that Commodore had sent

out a letter to game developers asking

them not to develop games for CDTV.

The thrust of the letter was supposed

to be that CBM wanted the "Baby" to

be seen as an educational machine,

not a games machine. But the more

we dig, the more apparent it becomes

that such a letter never went out. No

one in our vast array of game industry

contacts reports having actually re

ceived the letter, and no one we have

talked to has even seen a copy.

Though Commodore hasn't returned

our calls on the subject, a reliable in

dustry source tells us that a CBM

spokesman has told him that the story

is untrue. The whole thing seems to

be yet another unfounded Com

modore-bashing story. We've gotta

ask: with so may true examples of

Commodore shooting themselves in

the foot, is it really necessary for peo

ple to make these things up?

■ A source close to Commodore tel

ls us that in addition to CDTV, CBM is

again working on a stand-alone

Amiga-based game machine. If this

thing sees the light of day, the Amiga

will have come full circle in the five

years since its introduction.

We had heard that Jay Miner

might be working for Commodore

again, this time as a freelance consul

tant, developing new 8-bit versions of

Agnus, Denise, and Paula. Jay tells

us it just isn't so. "But I do share my

ideas with anyone who will listen, in

cluding Commodore," he adds.

Who is the new Party Queen of

the Amiga? Industry wags say it's no

contest: It's gotta be Kiki of NewTek.

- And whatever happened to Maria

Svoboda, the original Party Queen of

the Amiga?

CARMEN SANDIEGO

STEALS HOLLYWOOD

I.n an industry which usually

sees TV shows spawning computer

games, Broderbund Software, in con

junction with PBS TV stations WGBH

Boston and WQED Pittsburgh, is devel

oping a game show based on its award-

winning mega-hit computer game

Where in the World is Carmen

Sandiego? The TV show is planned for

national broadcast in Fall 1991, as a

Monday through Friday half-hour pro

gram. The show will promote geographi

cal literacy with the same sort of excite

ment that made hits of such game

shows as Jeopardy and Double Dare.

The game show will challenge contes

tants and viewers to recover exotic trea

sure swiped by the infamous Carmen

Sandiego gang by competing to answer

geography-related questions and deduc

ing Carmen's whereabouts from clues

disclosed during the game. With only

one in seven Americans able to locate

the Soviet Union or the Pacific Ocean on

a map of the world, producers of the the

Carmen Sandiego game show are hop

ing to excite the viewing public to

greater geographical awareness by

making geographic knowledge entertain

ing and fun through the use of the popu

lar and engaging game show format.

PR1CY, BUTPIONEERING

At may be a little premature to
announce this, since we haven't been

able to find an Amiga driver for it yet, but

Maynard Electronics is shipping the first

DAT backup system we've heard about.

Streaming tape has been popular for

archival purposes (or years, but May

nard has developed a computer-grade

Digital Audio Tape system that will store

up to 1.3 gigabytes on one 4mm DAT

audio-grade cassette. The MaynStream

1300DAT units have embedded SCSI

controllers, so they should be compati

ble with Amiga SCSI controllers. If not,

we're betting someone will come up with

a way to use them. There are two basic

models, one external and the other inter

nal, with prices ranging from (sharp in

take of breath here) $5495 to $6195.

460 E. Semoran Blvd., Casselberry, FL

32707. 407-263-3500.

FEDERATION II

AVAILABLE ON GEnie

JT ederation II, the most popu

lar multiplayer online game in Europe, is

now available on GEnie. Federation II is

a role playing game. Each player ex

plores the galaxy in a personally de

signed space ship becoming rich (or

poor) by exploration, bribery, and trade.

Developed by the Federation Partner

ship, Federation //is the 14th multiplayer

game on the GEnie service. For further

info on GEnie Online Information sub

scription service call 800-638-9636.

AVID VIDEOPHILES

TAKE NOTE

r\miga desktop video users
will be happy to discover Avid, the

Amiga Video Journal. Published by Jim

Plant, Avidls a professional-looking,

hefty newsletter/magazine devoted to

Amiga video production. The issues we

have seen are chock full of tutorials, re

views, hints, and tips for Amiga video,

and boast such big name writers as

Matthew Leeds and Jay Gross. AvidIs

available by subscription only by con

tacting Avid Publications, 370 Altair Way

#207, Sunnyvale, CA, 94086. A one year

(12 issue) subscription is $34, and if you

tell AvidlhaX you read about them in

.info, Jim will send you a free sample

issue. ^l.
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by Tom Malcom

People stayed away from the

Chicago AmiEXPO in droves,

and those who did come were

confronted with only a handful

of exhibitors and few enough other at

tendees that a laser cannon fired

through the aisles wouldn't have done

much mayhem.

The official attendance figure

released is listed at 9683.1 must have

completely lost my ability to judge num

bers of people (it's simple - just count

the number of feet, hands, and heads,

and then divide by 5), because the fig

ure for the most crowded AmiEXPO I've

ever seen (Chicago, 1988) was also list

ed at about ten thousand.

There were, however, plenty of new

products at the show to make it interest

ing. NewTek completely dominated the

show floor with two booths, one at the

entrance and another stretching the

complete length of one aisle. They were

showing, of course, the Video Toaster

and some videos made with it, including

the Penn & Teller opus. Allen Hastings

demonstrated his new LightSpeed 3D

rendering package.

Pulsarwas showing (and quickly

selling out of) their new Power PC

Board, which fits into the belly hole of

the A500 and provides an 8 MHz Turbo

XT as well as Amiga expansion RAM.

Pulsar is a new company operating on

the affiliated labels concept, having al

ready added Lake Forest Logic, Axiom,

CSA, and Joe's First Company. Axiom is

the developer of a new 3D object cre

ation package called Pixel 3D. Lake

Forest Logic showed their ADAPT

68030 Assembler, AmiExpress BBS,

and Macro Paint, a new hi-res 4096-

color paint package.

Xetec was showing several of their

PIXEL 3D RGB VLB - By Scott Greyson Ihede - § A,

CONVERSION SETTINGS

OUTPUT FOMAT f»UW.Ul

COLOR CONVERSION d

EXTRUSION PROCESS JSJ

EXTRUSION VALUE H

OUTLINE PROCESS iS

SHE CONSTRUCTION (3

FBONT COLOR E

SIDE COLOR H

Wn^irTT3*ttl:^**|r 11 all

CONTROL

■■■

Pulsar/Axiom's

new 3D

object creation

program

Pixel 3D.

products, including the FastTape TEAC-

based SCSI streaming tape backup sys

tem, along with the FastTrack hard

drives to back up from, and the Fast-

Card Plus SCSI controller for the

A2000. Applied Engineering displayed

the first high density floppy I've seen for

the Amiga, the 1.52MB AE High Den

sity Drive. Also at the show, but not ex

hibiting on the floor, were Progressive

Peripherals and California Access. Pro

gressive showed the press their new

QicTape-40 streaming tape backup sys

tem. Progressive is also releasing Dou-

bleTalk, an AppleTalk compatible net

work that will run at double the speed of

a standard Mac network if there aren't

any Macs hooked up to it (ironic, huh?).

California Access showed me their

Bodega Bay, an expansion box that fits

over an A500, making it look and func

tion much like an A2000. Though the fi

nal specs haven't yet been finalized,

some of the features include a heavy-

duty power supply, two A2000-type

slots, and two drive bays that will ac

commodate either 3.5" or 5.25" styles.

The most fun I had at the show

came on Saturday afternoon when a

herd of press people were taxied over to

the loft offices of the E.S.P. Corporation,

which is opening an entirely new type of

arcade called BattleTech Center

(scheduled to be open at the Navy Pier

in Chicago by the time you read this).

Each player sits in a cockpit filled with

displays, controls, and all sorts of gee-

whiz lights and readouts. Steering with

your feet, you guide your battlemech

walker as a member of a four-mech team

and try to annihilate a like-equipped team

as you roam around the same virtual-

reality landscape. The system itself is a

hybrid, based on custom boards, Amigas,

and PCs all tied together in what promis

es to be one of the more exciting devel

opments in gaming history.

Supra had a prototype 68040 board

in a glass case in their booth, along with

several hard drives, controllers, memory

boards, and modems. Digital Creations

was showing their DCTV video capture

and display system. Black Belt Systems

displayed their HAM-E box which pro

vides two new 24-bit video modes. ICD

had their AdRAM and AdSCSI 2000

boards which, respectively, are an inter

nal 6-meg expansion board for the A500

and a very fast hard drive controller for

the A2000. I also ran into Liz Arnold of

Readysoft, who told me that A-Max II is

ready to ship. M.A.S.T. showed their first

software project, Blitz BASIC. DigiFeX

had their Interact Appletalk network on

display, along with several of their other

hardware devices.

I had mixed emotions on the way out

of town on Sunday. I was very disap

pointed by the lack of users at the show,

but highly encouraged by the quality of

products I saw. With the enthusiasm and

guarded optimism I've seen in other seg

ments of the Amiga marketplace, this can

only have been a fluke. -j^-
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When Commodore announced their new

flagship Amiga 3000 at an event called

"Multimedia Live," it set the tone for their

latest marketing push. While Bill Gates

preaches about future CD-ROM equipped 286

PCs with special video boards that will make

multimedia a viable market, Commodore is

shipping a multimedia maven's dream

machine now: the Amiga.

The Amiga has the hardware muscle for

multimedia applications, with excellent

graphics and color capability, NTSC video

output, broadcast-quality genlock availability,

18 .info OCTOBER 1990

and stereo sound. It was also one of the first

computers with multimedia software, such as

EA's original Deluxe Video.

But hardware is useless without the

software to support your application.

Enter AmigaVision, Commodore's multimedia

program bundled with all new "professional"

Amigas. This isn't a presentation or hypermedia

program masquerading as multimedia software:

This is a dedicated multimedia authoring

system. It's a database program too. And a

programming language. And an ARexx host.

And... Well, let's take an in-depth look.



o whai is ;i multimedia authoring sys

tem? It's a program thai lets you lie pic

tures, animations, full-motion video,

sounds, music, and words into an inter

active presentation. AmigaVision will lei

you replace boring slideshows wilh ani

mated graphics. And becauseAmigaVision is interac

tive, you can account for "what if possibilities when

creating your presentation.

Teachers can create mouse-driven drills for their

students, complete with audio feedback and graphic

examples. Or the)1 can grab students' attention by

illustrating course materials with Amiga graphics.

Instead o( scribbling an outline of Civil War events on

an overhead projector, why not have it fade in from a

multicolor illustration of the Battle of Vicksburg?

AmigaVision also has applications in corporate

training, computer art, videodisc-based Computer

Aided Instruction (CA1), and simulation.

Best of all, people with little or no programming

experience can create AmigaVision applications.

AmigaVision^ object-oriented user interface will have

anyone familiar with operating an Amiga creating

applications in a matter of minutes. Most similar pro

grams force you to learn a specialized scripting lan

guage before you can create all but the most basic

applications. Wilh AmigaVision, you create your pre

sentation by dragging icons onto an on-screen

flowchart.

GO WITH THE FLOW

Flowcharts are a great way to design programs. You

can illustrate each task that your program is going to

perform, and all of the possible branches your pro

gram can lake in response to user input, on an easy-to-

follow graphic outline. If you've ever taken a BASIC

programming class, you've probably learned how to

AnigaVision Authoring Systen

Control Interrupt Data Wait Hodule

Call C Goto Goto Loop E Loop IfThen IfElse

Keyboard Kouse
w
Renoue

U ® '43 LS Q
Select R / k Delete Variables Output Forri E Forn

fl
Ha i t Cond i t ion Keyboard Mouse

Screen Sound Speak Husic Grx Brush Video Anin

<)B tU W
Module Subroutine Quit Return Execute Tiner Resource

Screen Sound Spe

AmigaVision's icon menus bring programming power to the rest of us.

draw flowcharts. And after you finished that class, you

probably never drew one again. They're a great way to

plan out a program, but most programmers are anxious

lo start writing actual code. Plus it's a pain to draw all

of those little boxes and circles.

AmigaVision actually makes flowcharting easy and

fun. The program starts up with a gridded window at

the top of the screen, and a set of icons at the bottom.

Each icon represents an AmigaVision function. To cre

ate an AmigaVision presentation, you simply drag

icons from the bottom of the screen into the Flow

Window, which will contain your program "listing."

When AmigaVision executes your presentation, it sim

ply starts at the top of the How window and works its

way down the screen, executing each icon's action.

Icons can control the actions of other icons, depending

on their positioning and relationship.

The initial AmigaVision screen presents you with

seven icons. The Control, Data, and Module icons are

used to manage program variables and flow. Wait and

Interrupt handle user input, and AV controls the

audio/visual features, everything from pictures and

animations to videodisc effects and MIDI music out

put. The final icon, the Trashcan, is used to when you

want to delete an icon from your program.

While the icon interface makes programming sim

ple, it doesn't limit you to creating simple programs.

YourAmigaVision presentations can contain subrou

tines, branches, keyboard and mouse interrupts, and

complex if/then/else routines. If you do come across a

task too complex for AmigaVision alone, an ARexx

port and the ability to launch external programs from

within your presentation give AmigaVision nearly infi

nite extendibtlity.

States and Capitals resources

Show USA Hap Inage

Aninated USA Hap

Anerica the Beautiful

Star Spangled Banner

Gettysburg Address

1

You can group often-used audio/visual resources in the Content Window.

THE AUDIO/VIDEO CONNECTION

Graphics and sound are the cornerstones of
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Horizontal unfold
Horizontal fold
Collapse to center
Expanding Quadrants
Snail Dissolve
Large Dissolve
Nipe fron left
Wipe fron right
Wipe fron top
Nipe fron borton
Blinds

Icon Nane Shou USA Hap inage

Heno Inage by HRLaser

ilenane

picslhan-hi/usa.inage

■^ Hold S Modify | Interlace

4096 Colors

"j Original Palette | | Pointer

| Adjust Palette

Transitions .,«.

1 i

Screen Sound Speak
Previeu

Choose among 18 different special effects when showing an IFF picture.

multimedia, and a click of ihc AV icon brings all of

those capabilities within easy reach. With a few minor

exceptions, you'll never find yourself thinking, "gosh,

if I could only do this..."

The Screen icon lets you clear the current screen, or

load a background picture. You use this icon to define

the resolution and palette for your application's pic

ture. AmigaVision supports nil non-ECS graphics

modes, including HAM. Extra Half-Bright, overscan.

and PAL resolutions.

To add a picture to your application, just drag the

Screen icon into your flow window and double-click

on the icon. A requester will appear, where you can

type the name of the picture, or choose it using a file

requester. You can also use a siring variable in place of

the filename, allowing you to select a different picture

based on user input.

You can alter a picture's palette, or offset it from the

top and left corners of the screen to center it. Depend

ing on your application (whether or not the user will

be clicking on on-screen gadgets), you can choose

whether or not to display the mouse pointer.

When loading a new picture, you can choose among

IS different special effects, including dissolves, fades,

and some very impressive wipe transitions. Bach tran

sition can take place at three speeds.

The Brush icon lets you place brushes (or full pic-

lures) on the current screen. The brush can instantly

appear, or you can bring it onscreen using one of the

wipe effects, which is sure to grab the attention any

one watching your presentation.

You can add any ANIM OPT 5 animation from a

program such as VideoScape 3D or DelttxePaint HI to

your presentation with the Animation icon. Choose lo

display the animation on its own screen, or load it on

top of another screen. You can offset a full-screen ani-

White the icon

interface

makes

programming

simple, it

doesn't limit

you to

creating

simple

programs.

mation from the top and left corners, but you can't

load an AnimBmsh. Animations can be shown once,

or looped. The first frame of the animation can appear

using one of the special effects.

Depending on how the animation fits into your pre

sentation, you can pause the presentation while il

plays, or allow it to continue. For instance, you might

display an animation showing three products rotating

on screen. You could allow the user to click on a prod

uct to get information on it. In this case, you'd want

the presentation to move on to the information screen

as soon as the user clicks on a product. On the other

hand, you might display an animation showing how

the product is built. In this case, the user isn't interact

ing with the presentation, so you'd want the program

to pause until the animation has finished.

The Videodisc icon may not get much use by the

average home user, but it will make AmigaVision an

invaluable resource in business and educational set

tings. With it, you can control a variety of Sony, Pio

neer, and Philips CAV (Constant Angular Velocity)

videodisc players, which allow frame-by-frame access.

While developing your presentation, you can view the

video and save frame numbers on the fly. Add an

ARexx-controllable genlock, and you've got the per

fect system for corporate (raining sessions. Trainees

can select gadgets from an Amiga graphics screen

using the mouse or a mouse-emulating touchscreen,

triggering a live video segment. The application can

continue while the video is being displayed, allowing

you lo overlay graphics and animations over the live

video. You can even display control gadgets on the

screen while the video is playing, so the user can fast

forward, rewind, or exit the video.

These control gadgets, called Hit Boxes, are added

by the Graphics icon. This icon also lets you toggle

color cycling (up to four cycle ranges), but its primary

purpose is to give you access to the Object Editor. In

the Object Editor, you can add open or filled polygons

and circles, lines, brushes, input windows, and text

fields. Objects can be displayed onscreen, or rendered

invisible so they can serve as transparent Hit Boxes.

The objects can be set up so that they change a

variable when clicked on. so you can use them to get

user input. You can also simply stamp the objects

down as graphic elements.

Best of all, you can create an irregularly shaped hit

box, something impossible in programs tike Apple's

HyperCard. Without this feature, for instance, you

couldn't create a states and capitals quiz that allowed

(he student to click anywhere on a state to choose it.

You'd be limited to box-shaped hit boxes. With

AmigaVision, you could load a HAM IFF picture of a

US map and outline each state with an invisible hit

box.

The Object Editor is also called by the Text File

icon, which lets you display a formatted text file on

your application's screen. While the display box

doesn't have scroll arrows or scroll bars, you can

define hit boxes lo allow the user to scroll up and

down a line or page at a lime.
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SOUNDS LIKE FUN!

Soundtracks are easily added toAmigaVision appli

cations using the Music icon. AmigaVision supports

SMUS format music, which can be created by Deluxe-

Music and Synthia. Sonix files won't work because of

their non-standard instruments, although you can call

the shareware Sonix player using AmigaVision's Exe

cute icon.

Music files can be played once, or looped. You can

use Amiga sampled sounds, or up to four MIDI voices.

Music can play in the background while (he rest of

your presentation continues, or you can force Amiga-

Vision to pause until the song has finished.

The Sound icon plays IFF 8SVX format sampled

sounds. You can select stereo, left, or right speakers,

volume, and the number of times the sound should

play. You can also assign sound samples to hit boxes,

allowing audio feedback for mouse clicks.

The final Audio/Video icon is Speak, which will

add synthesized speech to your application. You can

control all of the standard speech settings. The synthe

sized speech under Amiga DOS 2.0 is much clearer

than earlier versions - it actually pronounces most

words correctly.

BASED ON WHAT?

The Database icon group contains all of the func

tions needed to create and maintain a DBase III-

compatible database. While these functions may seem

out of place at first in a multimedia authoring system,

they make a lot of sense. Many businesses and schools

maintain a wealth of information in DBase III

databases. With AmigaVision's database functions, you

can access this information for your presentations or

academic courseware without having to re-type it. You

can also import information from Amiga database pro

grams that use the DBase file format, such as Super-

Base and Organize!

The database is full-featured, good enough to justify

the purchase ofAmigaVision as a stand-alone database

program. You can open up to 10 files simultaneously.

Each record in your database can contain up to 128

fields, with a 4000 character per record limit. The

number of records is limited only by available disk

space. AmigaVision supports string, boolean, numeric,

and date variables - it won't read DBase "memo"

fields.

You can combine the database functions with Amiga-

Vision Audio/Video functions to add new features to

your database. For instance, if you were building an

employee database, you could create an IFF brush of

each employee's picture. Store the name of each

appropriate brush in a string field in that employee's

record. Then you can call up Ihe employee's photo

graph each time you access his or her record.

The AmigaVision program has a forms screen where

you can enter records to build your database, or you

can use the Object Editor to create data entry fields

within your application.

The Output icon allows you to print AmigaVision

database records, formatted text, or any variables in

Edit Database

AmigaVision's full-featured database rivals that of

stand-alone database programs.

your application. While each Output icon is limited to

printing a single ! 32-column line of text, you can use

multiple Output icons if you need to print more infor

mation. Output can be directed to the printer or a text

file.

NO MORE INPUT AS

There are three ways to get user input. You can

define variables to be changed by hit boxes using the

icon editor, and check the status of those variables.

There are easier ways, though. Interrupt icons are used

to get input at any point in your presentation. If you

want the user to be able to hit certain keys during any

part of your presentation, such as ESC to exit or HELP

for assistance, you'd use the Keyboard Interrupt icon.

The Mouse Interrupt icon allows the user to click on a

hit box to perform a function, such as exiting the pro

gram, whether or not you happen to be checking for a

click at that point. Interrupts can be added or removed

at any point in your presentation.

The Wait icon group lets you pause the presentation

while waiting for a certain condition. You can waii on

the keyboard or mouse, for a specific variable or con

dition to change, or for a fixed amount of time. You

can use the Grouped Wait icon to combine multiple

wait icons. You can perform a logical AND or OR on

the wait icons, so you can wait for one condition or the

other to be true, or for both lo be true.

MORE BASIC THAN BASIC

Finally, we come to the only icon groups that may

send non-programmers scurrying to the manual for

reference: the Control and Module groups.

The Control group contains icons that allow you to

modify your presentation's flow. IfThen and IlElse let

you perform certain operations depending on whether

The Videodisc

icon will make

AmigaVision

an invaluable

resource in

business and

educational

settings.
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The Wait Keyboard icon allows you fo pause your
presentation until a certain key or one of a group of
keys is pressed,

(Click on the Tineout gadget to specify the anount of
Hue the presentation will uait in the event the
desired response does not occur, If the Tineout is set
to 0 (the default), the wwan waits infinitely. If
Tineout is greater than 0, the progran uaits the
specified nunber of seconds,

Click in the Key(s) field and type in the specific key
or keys to be pressed, If you want to at low nore than
one key as possible alternativesj separate then by

Screen Sound Speak Husic Gfx Brush Video An in Text

Complete online help is available for all AmigaVision functions.

a certain condition exists. Loop and End Loop allow

you to repeat certain operations. Call jumps to a sub

routine. Goto branches to a different section of your

program, and Conditional Goto branches only if a par

ticular condition is true.

The Module Group includes a mixed bag of func

tions for handling program structure and resources.

The Module icon serves as a way to group other

icons. Your presentation might consist of an IFF

slideshow. followed by a quiz on the materials pre

sented, and a refreshercour.se on the questions you

missed. You could create a different module for each

section of the program. Then, if you wanted to bring

the slideshow into another application, you could sim

ply drag the Module icon for thai section over lo the

new application, and all of the icons contained in that

module would be transferred as well. Every Amiga-

Vision program begins with a Project icon.

Frequently-used procedures can be represented as

subroutines. Simply place the procedures (surrounded

by Subroutine and Return icons) after the Quit icon at

the bottom of your program, and use Call to access

them.

If your application will be running on an Amiga

with plenty of RAM. you can use the Resource icon to

pre-load any external data files. This will prevent

pauses in your program while it goes to disk to load

the next animation or song file.

The Execute icon is the bridge from AmigaVision to

the rest of your applications. You can use it to launch

workbench or CLI programs, or ARcxx scripts. While

AmigaVision's ARexx command set is very limited

(the program only has three ARexx commands: SetVar

and GetVar. which allow you to view or change

variables in your presentation, and Version, which

returns program's revision number), most of the

AmigaVision control icons are variable-oriented, so

you do have a fair amount of control from ARexx.

JUST WAIT...

The computing world has never seen a product like

AmigaVision, This program is as big a leap over

Apple's much-touted HyperCard as HyperCard was

over BASIC. For the first time, a program authoring

system exists that doesn't require the computer user to

type any program code to fully use its abilities. As I

write this. AmigaVision is only in the hands of a few

hundred testers. Soon, it will be in the hands of thou

sands of Amiga users, I'm sure everyone will be

amazed at the applications those users build with it.

Even folks who are scared to death of computer key

boards will probably find themselves mousing

around in AmigaVision. Before you know it, they'll

go from computerphobes to programmers!

I've never been this enthusiastic about a computer

application before. Not only is AmigaVision the

authoring system for "the rest of us," programmers

will appreciate it too. Sure. I'm fluent in Modula 2.

but why spend 3 weeks writing a mailing list applica

tion when you could create it in AmigaVision in a

matter of hours?

Thai's not to say AmigaVision is perfect. There arc

some areas where it could definitely stand to be

beefed up. AnimBrush support would be good for

starters, along with support for more MIDI voices. It

would be nice to be able to display text files in real

Intuition windows, complete with scroll bars and

arrows. While videodisc support is nice. CD-ROM

support would be nice too. The ARexx command set

is very limited, and the program doesn't handle HAM

pictures very well. (Placing a visible hit box or brush

On top of a HAM picture results in terrible fringing.)

Worst of all, while you can automatically create Run

time disks containing all of the files needed for your

AmigaVision program, these disks require the origi

nal 600K+ AmigaVision program to run. This will

definitely discourage people without three megs of

RAM and a hard disk from using AmigaVision to cre

ate often-used utilities. Plus it will prevent current

Amiga owners who haven't purchased AmigaVision

from running the applications. Commodore should

provide a stand-alone run-time browser module, as

do all of the other multimedia programs.

But even with its limitations, AmigaVision may be

the Amiga's ticket to multimedia supremacy. Next

time you dazzle your friends with a neat Amiga

graphics and music demo, you'll be able to tell them

"I made it myself." *

AmigaVision

$149.95

Requires 1 Megabyte of RAM, 3 Megs and

harddrive recommended.

Commodore Business Machines

1200 Wilson Drive, West Chester PA 19380

215-431-9100

Atpresstime, Commodore announced Amiga-

Vision 2.0, with new features and capabilities.

Watch this space for an AmigaVision update!
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FRACTAL FRONTIERS
by Tom Malcom

I think I have an inkling of how explorers like Lewis

and Clark. Daniel Boone. and Davy Crockett must

have felt as they trekked West Seeing a new land

scape no one else has ever seen is an experience like

no other. There's something primal about it, proba

bly that ancient territoriality all humans share. The

planet we live on has been mapped, measured, walked,

and flown until nearly all its mysteries are gone. (And we

won't even gel into the topics of pollution, deforestation,

and ail the resL of the general blight our species has

caused.) Even space isn't the great unknown it used to be.

So what does that leave the would-be frontiersman to

explore? There are whole continents waiting inside your

Amiga, universes waiting only for the click of a mouse to

be revealed.

SCENE GENERATOR

The first fractal landscape generator I ever saw was

Brett Casebolt's public domain Scenery, which he has

since reworked and released commercially as Scene Gen

erator. While it does lack a few features. Version 2.11 still

produces the most photographically realistic fractal land

scapes I've seen on a computer screen. The program

works only on seed numbers (from 0 to 65535), and lets

you adjust such things as land height, tree line, snow

level, and how the scene is lit. It also has the option to

include clouds and texture the surface of any water in the

scene. It handles these last two functions extremely well,

and they add greatly to the overall realism of the scene.

There are a few shortcomings in the program, though. The

biggest of these is that ihe viewpoint cannot be changed;

the view you're presented with is the one you wind up

with. I've frequently found landscapes that I'd like to

zoom in on or nudge a bit to one side; since those func

tions aren't supported, that also eliminates any possibility

of generating single frames for animations. (I'm told,

though, that a separate animation module is in devel

opment and that it will, on 68030-based machines,

provide an optional joystick-controlled

preview mode.) Screen resolution is limited to lo-res over

scan, either interlaced or not. That really isn't a problem,

since you're most likely going to load the image into a

paint program anyway. The overall look of Scene Genera

tor's landscapes can be varied; things like the steepness,

spikiness, water level, tree line, and color palette can be

adjusted to your requirements. If you're interested in

doing some fractal landscape exploration, Scene Genera

tor is a good place to start.

VISTA

Vista is the most versatile of the landscape generators,

encompassing both the real and the imaginary. It produces

landscapes based on real-world US Geological Survey

data, fractal seed numbers, or even Mandelbrot-type data,

provided it's in the correct format. Vista produces only

HAM images, and those only in non-overscan. Like Scene

Generator, though, that still isn't a problem if you're plan

ning lo use the images in other applications. Specifically,

Vista will save files in either DEM (which stands for Digi

tal Elevation Model and includes the necessary topo

graphic data), plain IFF, or as Turbo Silver objects. What

makes Vista very different from Scene Generator is its

ability io move around a landscape. Since it uses the stan

dard 3D rendering metaphor of a camera and target point,

it's very easy to visualize what kind of scene you're going

to get in the end. You're given a small thumbnail sketch of

the territory you're exploring, on which you place the

camera and target, set the height of the view, determine

where lakes and rivers go, and set the overall look of the

scene. From there, Virtual Realities has incorporated all

sorts of bells and whistles to add other characteristics to

the image. There is a haze factor that adds to the illusion

of depth, a smoothing algorithm, a blend function for

fuzzing oui those parts of the image in the distance, and

several methods of tweaking the fractal parameters.

Fractal landscape generators operate by generating

and subdividing polygons (which are usually tri

angular), like 3D rendering programs such



as Sculpt 4D, If the polygons are subdivided enough

limes, they become so small that the individual faces

blend together, making a smooth, naturalistic surface.

Where this becomes a problem is when the viewpoint

is close enough to a surface where, because the scene

has to be kept in proper perspective, the foreground

polygons are magnified so much that they become dis

tinguishable as facets, spoiling the illusion of reality.

This is a problem all landscape generators share.

Vista's manual offers some suggestions for getting

around this, bul I'd rather see sonic kind of higher res

olution rendering method for the foreground while

keeping a lower resolution for the distance.

The strongest point to be made for Vista, though, is

(hat it has the ability to generate views of real places.

Vista can load in DEM data, which has been compiled

for a good bit of the planet by the US Geological Sur

vey; in fact, the program comes with data for Mt. St.

Helens, Crater Lake, and El Capitan, among other

places (including, of all things. Olympus Mons on

Mars). I like best, though, the eerie pseudo-reality of a

Mandelbrot Set (which has been put into DEM format)

landscape or one generated from one of over 4 billion

possible seed numbers. Virtual Realities will be ship

ping supplemental disks of USGS data in the coming

months.

[Note: there is another package. Digital Landscape,

from Digiscape Software which will generate wire

frame models using USGS data, but since it doesn't

produce full landscape renderings, it's really outside

the scope of this article. -Ed.}

GENESIS

The appropriately named Genesis creates, like

Scene Generator, only landscapes based on fractal

seed numbers. It does allow you to directly manipulate

Lighting Mater Op tions

Randon seed

Enter seed

Land height

/Include brown

/Include gray

/Include green

Green level

Snow level

Main editing screen from Vista

Scene Generator Version 2.11

the general height (but not the layout) of the land mass

on a wireframe model, which is a nice touch and saves

you having to look ihrough endless random possibili

ties for suitable terrain. I've been working with a beta

version of the software, so there will certainly be some

changes before the final version is released late in the

Summer. Genesis is the least intuitive of the lot, and

there are some functions 1 still haven't figured oul how

to use (or use properly), but it offers more opiions for

tweaking the landscape than any of the others. The

challenge is learning to use them all. The landscapes

I've produced with it have something of the same

polygonal problems as Vista, tending toward the

chunky in the foreground. It also has the capability to

move around a landscape under script control and

record frames for animation. What I like best about

Genesis, though, is the way it handles rivers and lakes.

It lets you define where springs originate (it will also

decide the most likely spots by itself if you're loo lazy

to do it), and then flows the rivers and lakes naturally

from there. It works belter in practice than in the

telling; the rivers and lakes always look like they're

where they should be. At least so far. there's no direct

provision for putting fractal clouds in the sky and the

dithering patterns for water could be made to look a

little more realistic. Palette control is a little weak,

though utilitarian. Overall. Genesis offers the most

control over the parameters of the final scene, but with

complexity of function comes complexity of use. Gen

esis isn't an easy program to learn to use well, but it

will certainly reward you if you're patient.

SPEED AND ANIMATION

Fractals are by their very nature slow: they require

hundreds of thousands of calculations to produce even

the simplest scenes. If you're a serious fractal

explorer, or have a desire to produce fly-through ani-
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MATH VISION
$197.00 Preview
Seven Seas Software

35 Cape George Wye,

PortTownsend, WA 98368

206-385-1956

What I've always liked best about Doug's Math
Aquarium is the fact that you don't have to know

diddly about mathematics to have a good time

generating beautiful and interesting graphics with it.

If you're proficient in math, so much the better. I've

probably wasted almost as many hours with DMA as I

have with DPaint. Lately, I've been wasting a large

quantity of hours with this completely redone and

renamed version called MathVision.

MathVision still operates along the same general

principles as DMA, with text boxes to enter formulas

and coordinates into, and then rendering the results

on a separate screen. There are now nine function

lines in addition to the top Val line that calls and puts

them together, plenty of space for insanely complex

equations. However, there are many strange and

wonderful new things hidden in the menu bar. There

are three separate plotting menus now. Simple,

Contour, and Perspective. The Simple plot does

standard XY mathematical plots, Contour produces

2D color screens, and Perspective gives you a

rotatable box that determines the viewpoint of a 3D

plot. Each of these plot mode menus has many

options to give you better control over your final

output,

The biggest change, though, is that MathVision has

been redesigned as an open-ended system. Instead

of being limited only to the functions and tools

provided, the programmers have left openings for

Hooks so you can add your own. The hooks

themselves don't appear on the Hook menu in

MathVision until they're called by clicking on an icon.

What that means in practical terms is that you load

only those hooks you want to use. These hooks can

be additional functions (tike Mandelbrot and

fractafization), plotting methods (there's one

included called Focus, which performs a

reverse-pixelization plot), or whatever else you can

dream up. In addition to this type of hook, full ARexx

support has also been added. Taken together, the

external hooks and ARexx capability give you the

ability to expand MathVision into virtually any kind of

plotting engine you want it to be. i expect we'll see

some extraordinary graphics coming from new

functions over the coming months. Be aware, though,

that these hooks have to be written in C or some

other such language. Seven Seas will make the

specifications available to those who write and

request them.

There's something almost mystical about plugging

in numbers (whether you know what you're doing

with them or not) and seeing them transformed into

images. MathVision is a wonderland for those of us

who have a fascination with computer-generated

graphics. - Tom Malcom
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mations, you should consider accelerating

your Amiga if you haven't already. Vista and

Genesis already have the ability to generate

single frames tor animation, and Scene Gen

erator will in a future release. Each of the

lilies I've talked about cither directly sup

ports accelerated machines or includes a

separate version of the program for souped

up computers. The reason for being so con

cerned about speed is animation. For exam

ple, a scene at the highest possible resolution

in Vista can take around 20 minutes to ren

der. Genesis is even slower. If you're gener

ating an animation at a professional anima

tor's rate of 30 frames per second, it's going

to take about 10 hours of rendering time for

one second of animation. On an accelerated

machine, you can cut that time by a factor of

about three. At the highest level of detail,

Vista's rendering time on an A3000 is cut to

between 7 and 10 minutes, making the bene

fits of an accelerator crystal clear.

Fly-around animations take enormous

amounts of time, storage and memory. Since

the view is constantly changing, the com

pression routines used in page-flipping ani

mation programs don't do much good: each

frame is too different from the next. How

ever, if you have the hardware resources, the

Genesis. Copyright § 1989,1998. All rights reserved,

Recursion Level 1

Nin z = -537 Sea Level = -53? Max z : 439

Observer Position

coitpass angle: 108,8

distance : 11268

height : 8888

View Direction

angle fron center : B.B

angle belou horiz - 35,5

i angle : B,8

y : -U2BB

Iouai'd Point

Control

screen

from

Microlliusions'

Genesis

Field of View : 8.228 Sun West Elev Angle = 48,8

end result is breathtaking. Seeing the still

images of an imaginary landscape pales when

compared with actually flying through it.

LAST IMPRESSIONS AND

WISHLIST

I'm glad I have all three of these pro

grams; I'd be very hard-pressed to choose

only one. Each has things it does better than

the others, and each has limitations the oth

ers don't. For overall realism, I like Scene

Generator best. I also like its lighting

options better than the others. Point of view

manipulation is best in Vista -1 find it much

more difficult to get the exact viewpoint 1

want in Genesis. That also makes Vista a

slight favorite in frame generation, which

requires very precise viewpoint positioning

contined on page 49 ...

EXPLORE!
Mons Olympus - Mars • Yosemite

Crater Lake • Mt. St. Helens

4 Billion Fractal Landscapes

Explore

the Universe!

Recreate

Real Places!
YOU CONTROL "CAMERA" VIEWPOINT

PUT AN OBSERVATORY ANYWHERE ON EARTH — ANYTIME FROM

8000 BC TO 12000 AD! A PLANETARIUM YOU CONTROL!

".. .it's really beautiful, especially when the lights are off.

I'm totally awed by what you have done!"

Arthur C. Clarke Anchor of 2001: A Space Odyssey

Virtual%tatit\jLaboratories, Inc. 234iganadorct.• sanluisobispo,ca93401 • 805545-8515
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Dr.T's Tiger Cub depicts music graphically, with the editing window showing

a single track in distinctly non-traditional notation.

A I long last. Amiga maestros have

music products practically coming

out of their ears. From semi-

automated composition to priming

gorgeous manuscripts lo 48-piece

orchestras - all these applications and

more are available, and in more than one form, too.

All too often, however, numerous choices result in a

cacophony that has everybody from tuneful toe-

tappers to prime time pros trying to figure out which

does what, not to mention which does what better.

And since it's not easy to flex your chops with a hand

ful of disks, here - ultimately for your listening enjoy

ment - is some info on the latest releases of Amiga

MIDI sequencers. It's good news time.

Amiga music

expert

Peggy

Herrington

examines

available

MIDI

sequencers.

The Mighty Music-X

Microlllusions" Music-X ($299.95) is a powerhouse

of a sequencer that you can tell right off is profession

ally oriented by its ability to synchronize to SMPTE.

(If you're interested, find out about Microlllusions'

Micro SMPTE [S299.95], their reader that syncs X's

output to video or audio tape decks.) A slick graphics

interface makes Music-X easier to work with than

those number-based MIDI programs, and its open-

ended modular design permits expansion and person

alization. It comes with a chorus of bells and whistles,

including a built-in patch librarian/editor that can be

configured to process sounds for just about any kind

of 5-pin DIN-equipped synthesizer. The only catch is

that YOU must configure it for your particular synths

(which, admittedly, will finally give you something to

do with the books that came with them), although you

can exchange modules with Music-X-own'mg friends

and find them on the online services as well.

This librarian module (which has a separate proto

col editor) is only one of Music-X's four primary sec

tions. Others are the sequencer (which lends to bar and

event editors), a filter section including a keymap edi

tor, and an Amiga samples screen. All are easy to get

to. offer pull-down menus, and have both Amiga and

synih keyboard shortcuts. If this sounds like a lot to

you, you're absolutely right. Like fine wine, with a lit

tle refinement and some aging, Music-X could rival

any sequencer ever written for any personal computer.

Even in its first release. Music-X (which really needs

a minimum of 1 megabyte of RAM to perform) was

stable, although Microlllusions has just released VI. I

which offers a new velocity flattener module. Make

sure you send in the registration card on all the prod

ucts you buy - and especially this one - as you'll auto

matically get upgrades without doing anything more.

Here Comes Jr.

Realizing thai not all Amiga musicians need high-

end MIDI features, Microlllusions has trimmed some

of them from Music-X in their recent release ofMusic-

XJr. ($149.95). While you still get the great interface

ofMusic-X, it doesn't have the editor/librarian module

nor the SMPTE hooks. And (because the bar editor i.s

sufficient for hobby use) you also don't get the numer

ical event editor. But like its big brother. Music-X Jr.

plays and lets you edit internally produced Amiga

sounds (both IFF and. interestingly. Sonix RFF format)

right along with sounds from MIDI-connected synths

and drum machines.

Microlllusions is about to release a Music Extras

Disk as we go to press, although some of the details

(like its price) weren't available. It's a collection of

modules for use with Music-X and Music-X Jr which

include:

Quantize! - Another timing fixer

Scatter - Unquantizes MIDI scores

Print Event List - Won't work with Jr.

Selector -1 forget of what, sorry

Swing - Liven up your timing

D-Flam - Removes unwanted iirace notes
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Dr. T's Ever-Expanding Practice

Besides M ("The Intelligent Music Instrument") and

Music Mouse, which distribution they recently

assumed, Dr. T has two MIDI platforms for the

Amiga: Two versions of their mighty Keyboard Con

trolled Sequencer (KCS) 3.0 ($275) and KCS 3.0 Level

2 ($375), plus their newest baby. Tiger Cub (S99). The

distinction between platforms is that KCS is designed

in two stages for the professional while Tiger Cub

(which is meant to ultimately replace MRS) is intended

for novices.

Typical of Dr. T's line, their music scoring utility.

Copyist DTP, (S325) is at the professional level while

Copyist Apprentice (S129) is intended for the less

demanding amateur. Although both print unbelievably

splendid scores, the difference between them is that

Copyist DTP (which stands for DeskTop Publishing)

includes macros, transposition capability, printing

enhancements and PostScript drivers. Since they both

use special fonts, output from either - even on an

Epson-compatible 9-pin dot matrix printer - looks tike

it was store-bought. Lastly. Dr. T's horde of MIDI

librarian/editors are interchangeable between plal-

fonns except that Tiger Cub requires updated versions.

You see. Tiger Cub has a fancy new feature called

MPE. That stands for "MultiPlayer Environment" and

because of it, multitasking programs by Dr.T can share

information - provided they are MPE-smart. of course,

which librarians developed before MPE are not. But

not only can you multitask Tiger Cub with Dr. T's

upgraded librarians, when you run it with a scoring

utility, any music you enter or change in either pro

gram shows up immediately in both.

Intended for the hobbyist. Tiger Cub is a dramatic

departure from Dr.T's powerful number-orienled

sequencers. Of course you can enter music in real- or

step-lime from MIDI-connected synths. and Tiger Cub

incorporates a graphics music display - with readable,

although pseudo-traditional notation - in which you

can enter or edii scores from the Amiga's keyboard

and mouse. But purists need not fret: it also has a

module that displays and prints traditional scores.

QuickScore, as it is called, puts a manuscript on the

screen notably faster than Copyist and will even

extract a single track, an option not available in Copy

ist. Although QuickScore only outputs to Preferences

printers, the idea is to doctor the notation of your tune

some in QuickScore as you enter it, then switch to

Copyist Apprentice or DTP - both of which have spe

cial printer drivers - to add things like guitar lablalure

and text before you print.

Tiger Cub (which reads MIDI and .ALL files in

addition lo SMUS) and KCS both play MIDI and/or

internally-generated IFF sounds. Both perform won

derfully with the new Fatter Agnus chip, too, and

never let anybody tell you that twice the graphics and

music memory don't equal twice the fun. Annoyingly,

I had several system crashes with the first release of

Tiger Cub but Dr.T says an upgrade will be available

by the lime you read this. All the good Doc's products

are cursed with on-disk copy-protection, although I

l Scoi>e

ole Staff.
1+

Jiti7l> to Bai>. . .
Play Screen

Sci'pen Colors..
MED-RKS 64Bx288E}R

—

Tiger Cub's QuickScore module shows the full score at the same point,

but this time in standard notation.

understand some commercial copy utilities will allow

you to create backups.

Personal 48-Piece Orchestras

If you use more than one Amiga serial device, you

really should check out Checkpoint Technologies'

Serial Solution dual-port board for the A2000. It pro

vides two additional serial porls (one IBM-style, one

Amiga) that permit simultaneous use of multiple

devices like modems, digitizers, and MIDI interfaces.

Better yet. using the Serial Solution with Blue Ribbon

Bakery's Bars & Pipes sequencer (which I can't rec

ommended highly enough if you're new to MIDI - and

actually, even if you're not) permits access loa stag

gering 48 MIDI channels - more instruments than

some orchestras have today. Of course, you have to

provide the synthesizers. 1 hear this capability will be

available in other Amiga sequencers Real Soon Now.

I'll have info on a couple of FUN. new music-

makers and the lowdown on a proposed sound format

called AudioIFF next month. This format (which is

MUCH better than IFF) would improve the quality of

Amiga internal sounds and. since it's already being

used on Macintosh and IBM, potentially give us more

sounds lo pick from. Keep listening! -M

Companies Mentioned

Blue Ribbon Bakery, 1248 Clairmont Rd., Suite 3D

Atlanta, GA 30030, 404-377-1514

Checkpoint Technologies. P.O. Box 2035, Manassas,

VA22110, 703-330-5353

Dr. T's Music Software, 220 Boylston St., Suite 306,

Chestnut Hill, MA 02167, 617-244-6954

Microlllusions. P.O. Box 3475. Granada Hills, CA

91344, 818-785-7345

This column

brings

Peggy

Herrington's

writing career

full-circle;

her first

steady gig

back in 1984

was a music

column for

INFO-64 called

"Sound

Advice."
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"W1 TTOran J. Sands III

Video

Shereff Systems new character and DVE generator, Pro Video Post.

Those of you who have been using

CGI, Pro Video Plus or Pro Video

Gold have gotten used to Shereff Sys

tems releasing newer versions of their

character generator software. Each

release has brought new features with

older features being expanded, sped up. improved, etc.

And the best part of all this has been that each upgrade

has been quite inexpensive. And now ihe latesl version

of their software has arrived, Pro Video Post.

.info's

Video Guru,

0. J. Sands,

takes a look at

an excellent

titling

program.

Pro Video Post is the latest in a long line of pro

grams thai make ihe Amiga serve as a character gener

ator. Character generators (or CG's) are usually dedi

cated units whose entire reason lo exist is to produce

text on a TV screen. They may offer various sizes of

text in different styles and colors with numerous other

variations, but primarily they put text on Ihe screen.

Being designed to do lhat and only that, these devices

arc usually straightforward and easy to use, but most

importantly they are quick!

Pro Video Post operates in a similar manner. It is

powerful but doesn't get in your way when creating

page after page of text. The user interface doesn't use

pull-down menus, mouse clicks, or other Workbench-

like interface items to make choices. What is does use

are the function and cursor keys, and in such a consis

tent and logical manner you'll find yourself cranking

oul pages of text in no lime.

Icon-Ready

To many, the most important change from Pro Video

Gold to Post will be the ability to run it from Work

bench. It can be run from an icon, and upon quitting

will return to Workbench. Where Gold needed only

512K of chip RAM to run. Post needs one full

megabyte. Part of this added hunger for chip RAM is

due to its need to co-exist with Intuition for (he Work

bench start-up. The rest of that hunger is because of

the new features that have been added.

Digital Video Effect Transitions

Pro Video Gold offered over 90 different page tran

sitions. The pages could slide, wipe, checkerboard,

and page peel on or paste off to appear or disappear

from view. Post has gone that one better by offering

Digital Video Effect transitions (DVE's).

The program verbally cues you to make your DVE

selection using the Amiga's built-in speech capabili

ties. Once selected, the computer crunches the data

needed to spin and tumble your text page off into

infinity or back again at the press of a single key. The

DVE style effects are numerous and varied and

include mosaics as well as moves. While the picture

shrinks and moves away, the empty background is all

color zero. This means thai when using a genlock,

your video is revealed beneath die transitioning page.

These DVEs could be considered mini-animations

of as many as 64 frames of high-res screens. The

resulting data grows to more than 800K. That means

using a lot of chip RAM. The result, though, is an

incredibly smooth DVE transition. Now I'm sure that

many of you are wondering, how long does Ihe soft

ware take to create a DVE transition? Depending upon

what CPU you have, anywhere from a few seconds to

a few minutes. Until now. some packages could take a

full day to make an similar effect.

Since only one DVE transition can be held in

memory at one time, you can't bring in a page with

one transition and make it leave with a different DVE.

If that's what you want, then you'll have lo edit, hence

the name Post, from post-production.

I know of several people who have put their Amiga
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graphics onto tape and then taken them to post-

production studios to have them spun and tumbled, all

at the low, low cost of S350 an hour. For only S300

you can buy Pro Video Post, which makes for quite a

savings! And if you already own Pro Video Gold then

its only an upgrade.

Genlock Control

A long time in coming, Pro Video Post can now

control some genlocks. SuperGen, SuperGen 2000s,

and Magni4004 scries genlocks can be activated and

controlled live via keyboard, or be programmed to

change with the page transition. Imagine preprogram

ming a series of pages with the genlock fading in a

key at the appropriate moment and then fading the

entire picture to live video and then to a PVP page,

etc., all preprogrammed. No longer do you need three

pairs of hands to lay a section of graphics down to

tape.

Remote Control

What other neat things can we find in PVPosil Glad

you asked! With Intuition opcraling fully we can now

use the mouse to act as a slide changing control. Click

one mouse button and we transition to the next page.

Click on ihe other mouse button and you transition to

the previous page. (I"ve waited a long time for that!)

Hook up your editor's GPI contacts to the right pins in

Joystick Port 2 and you can trigger your transitions

remotely. (I expect to see more of this sort of remote

triggering in other programs in the near future.) All in

all, a welcome change from the old days when discon

necting the mouse was necessary.

Picture Manipulation

The routines that make the DVE transitions possible

are also used to provide the ability to manipulate the

page images. You shrink or enlarge the screen verti

cally, horizontally, or both as desired. You can also lilt,

slant, or rotate the picture. And you can remap colors

within the palette. Any of these features can be com

bined. Shrink it to quarter-screen size, tilt it back and

then rotate it. Then use Ihe Move feature to place it

wherever you want within the screen area. Now you

have little reason to bounce back and forth between

Pro Video and Deluxe Paint in order to get the look

you need. You'll be amazed at the possibilities!

Audio Cueing

Other niceties you'll find are the addition of cue

tones for various functions. Press the wrong key and

you'll get the warning tone. Selecting a page to transi

tion to will give you a cue tone indicating that the next

page is ready. You no longer have to guess. Another

tone you might encounter is the cancel tone, which

indicates that you have deselected a selection or

stopped a page roll or crawl that was in motion.

Improved Roll and Crawl

And while we're talking about page rolls, you'll be

happy to hear that Post now rolls pages with no breaks

Typical TV production slide produced by Pro Video Post.

or jerks. The key to doing so was the I meg of chip

RAM. Now you have one hi-res page scrolling off the

screen, one scrolling on, and one stored in RAM ready

to roll on next. With 512K of chip RAM the third

page was unavailable, forcing the scrolling to stop

while it was created, hence the jerkiness. This should

finally end the complaints about the program's

scrolling ability.

Several other transitions have been enhanced as

well, while many transition speeds have been sped up

tremendously. Some transitions now occur so fast they

can't be seen at the fastest speed setting.

Conclusions

Pro Video Pos! is a worthy successor to Pro Video

Gold. It offers new and exciting features while retain

ing Gold's best features: anti-aliased. multi-colored

and patterned fonts. IFF overscan backgrounds up to

720x480, and 100 hi-res pages of graphics available at

all limes, running in RAM. Based on code that's been

debugged over five years, it's stable as can be.

The upgrade fee i.s nominal, less than some compa

nies charge for bug fixes. The new DVE transitions,

picture manipulation, and genlock control put this pro

gram into the forefront of titling packages for the

Amiga. If you own any other Shereff System products,

then upgrade now. If you have no titling package, then

Pro Video Pos! should be your first choice. You'll

rarely need another.

O. J. Sands III is an Educational Media Specialist

for a major metropolitan hospital, and is the acknowl

edged expert on Amiga video.

Pro Video

Post

Shereff

Systems

1507SWKoll

Parkway,

Suite G

Beaverton, OR

97006

(503) 626-2022
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Incredible Very Good Average Awful Drek

Amigoids have been waiting a long time for

the conversion of this game and it's been

well worth the wait. MicroProsc has done

an outstanding job of enhancing the graph

ics, including adding touches of animation here and

there. The sound effects are very good, and the 18th

Century music is cleverly done, and reasonably authen

tic (personally. I'm delighted to see it in here - obscure

Baroque music is about all I listen to any more).

Pirates! itself is a combination of rapiers, navigation,

pillage, plunder, adventure, pillage (I like pillage), and

loot (which I like even better). You can choose among

several historical scenarios, set between 1560 and 1700,

or set off on your own, buckling your swash across the

Caribbean. I like the pacing; while there's always

something going on, whether encountering another ship

on the open sea or sailing into various ports, Pirates!

doesn't get too frantic nor does it bog down into tedium.

Versions of Pirates! I've seen for other computers

haven't been nearly as good as this one. It's nice to see

real enhancement in an Amiga port for a change.

Thanks, Microprose.

- Tom Malcom

"Jou. finite iimycd. at the ioveiu

tawn af

One fort Qu.ar£s tfis

feencfi flo.$ fEiej over tfie

PIRATES!

Medalist/ Microprose, 180 Lakefront Drive

Hunt Valley, MD 21030, 301-771-1151

An attractive

wonan nanecl Akiko

is waiting for

you here in the

nassasre parlor.

This is a clean

NEUROMANCER

Interplay Productions, 1575 Corporate Drive

Costa Mesa, CA 92626. 714-549-2411

Preview

The future isn't a pretty place, especially in

Chiba City where Neuromancer starts out.

Based on my all-time favorite science fiction

book, this version of the game has the same

format that the C64 version did. but Interplay has en

hanced the graphics considerably. The game is nearly all

point and click, including movement and conversation.

The beta version I've been playing is a little slower than

I would like, but it's worth the waiting time just to be

involved in this cyberpunk classic again.

In case you missed it (and be advised that Neuro

mancer is required reading for every right-thinking

computer jockey), the story takes place in a grim future

where you are hired to track down a rogue AI living in

cyberspace. (Isn't the jargon of cyberpunk wonderful?)

Cyberspace is a "consensual hallucination", a virtual re

ality inside computer-generated space. It's also a very

dangerous place; copy protection has evolved into

Black Ice that can flatline you in a blink.

I've been saying for years that I'm ready to have the

socket installed behind my ear so I can jack into cy

berspace. With the release of this game, I guess I can

wait for a little while longer. - Tom Malcom
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Some of the magic has worn off the

Tetris theme, and while this variation

on it is a very good game, it doesn't

offer anything different enough to

make it stand out. I think one of the problems

is that it doesn't have any real depth; it only

plays one game and there are only a couple of

minor variations on that game. Instead of using

3D pieces, it uses flat ones thai slide down the

sides of a square well. You move the pieces

around the four sides to position them, at

tempting to create solid rows in either direc

tion. It does do some interesting things in the

corners, splitting and folding pieces in ways

that can be a help in fitting odd spaces.

Wellrhs is just as addictive and just as

playable as Tetris, but I came away from it

thinking that the two should have been

released as a single package. It does, of course,

invite comparison with California Dreams"

Blackout and comes off a distant second. I

found myself wishing I could change the shape

of the well, or at least play some variations. I'll

keep playing Welltris, but I'll play Blackout

more. - Tom Malcom

WELLTRIS

Spectrum Holobyte, 2061 Challenger Drive

Alamcda, CA 94501, 415-522-3584

STREET ROD

California Dreams, 780 Montague Expwy., Suite 403

San Jose, CA 95131,408-435-1445

Being a classic car owner myself,

I've been waiting for months lo rev

up this game. Now that I've played

it, I'm both pleased and slightly dis

appointed. Street Rod's atmosphere is perfect:

the still innocent world of California boulevards

on Saturday night, where cars are the main at

traction and racing them a guilty pleasure that

can result in tragedy or high triumph.

You start out with a small amount of cash,

buy a car, and start souping it up. By challeng

ing other drivers to drag or road races, you can

win extra money to sink into your hot rod. If

you customize it carefully and you're a good

enough driver, you can eventually win enough

to buy a really hot car and challenge the King of

the Drive In. Beat him and his "63 "Vctte and

you win both his girl and the game.

What Tin disappointed about is that Street

Rod builds so slowly: play is good but it lakes

far too long to build up cash. I'd also like to see

a multi player option. (I'm also a little let down

that there's no '64 Mustang convertible like

mine.) See you cruisin" on the strip.

- Tom Malcom
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST DISTRIBUTOR OFAMIGA" PRODUCTS

Summer Heat!
Great Valley Products:

• HC/40Q *449.fl0

• HC2+0/40 *499.fl0

• HC2+2/40 S699.00

Supra:

Wordsync 40Q S459.00

Wordsync80Q $669.00

Wordsync 105Q $709.0B

> SupraRAM 2000/2MB $239.00

We mil not be beat on these items!
Prices good through 9/30/1990.

A-SGIWTED

live—A2000 Call

Can lor Qwdua avaiisBihty

XHJUUN

Easyl-AIQOO .369
Easyl —A500-. .. 359

asy)-A2OOD 399

APPLIED VISIONS

tesScufi3(A1G00) 144

Future3cum]A5GGi2tJQQ.....95

ASDG

>..:JX-100 Scanner w/SW 779

Mulli Fort Serial Card Call

1-Scantab. Call

CALIFORNIA ACCESS
v CA-BB03.5"Drive 109

cniiEN
.s.'24-PiFt Gcter Fainter.. .Call

DIGITAL CREATIONS
SuoerGen S39

• SuperGenSC Call

*..'SuperCen2000S CbN
Nevproducts coming soonI

FCE

MlD!fo[A500/A1000/

A2O0G --5B

EXPABSHJH SYSTEMS

...BawBoardOK 134

n..'BaseB(BEd512K 171

•..BassBoardJHB W

Tool So* InStoctf
«..A500 Power Supply .94

GQAMIGO!

Disk Head Cteamr 15

30 Drek Case 10

NageWrrter H Cable Call

Primer CaDie 20
Modem Cable 20

Mouse Pad 10

Sony Cables Call
FlickeiFlier Cables Call

Custom Cables Call

GOLD DISK

if..1 ProScan ...la Stock!

GOLDEN HAWK TECHNOLOGY

*..MlDfGofei5Q0 .65

»..-MlDIGok!lfisid8r 72

GRAVI5

■ r-MouseSucK .....B9
«..-SmicnSUck 37

The best ioystx*!

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS

E8030 Accelerates tor

A20Q0:

Z8MHI, 1882. 4MB- -1.799
WMGMB Quantum 2,189

W 80MB Quantum 2,469

28MHi(byitssll) 719

3V50MH:—AviiWe'

t-npact SCSL'RAM for

A2000;

ImpactM ^04

Impact &2 CaH

A20O0 Hard Cards

HO'JOQ 499
HC2/80O 699

HC2/100Q - 749
ttOOftotfuds Cafl

Streaming Tarn Cafl
Removable Media in

HAUEX

S7

aHaoilit

HEWLEn-PSCKARD

«..rDesiptf Can
..-Painllei Call

ri-' LaserJet Series 111 Call
Deskiei pt'mlit driver avail'.

ICI) INCORPOHATH)

»,.!AdRAM520(0K) 135
.,-'AdFlAM520('lMB)_ m

»..'/MRAM56Ql2MB} 259

«"■ AdHAM 2080 "9
•'•'Advantage HO Controller..149

INKWELL

Liofit Pen ...39

IV S
Memory Boards ..Call

Trump Card »Q.. Call

Trump Card 2000 Call

Sourer Pow Supply CaH

KCTEK

Command Certtet Sate/

MAGH1

M^in 400(1

Genlock InSlod'

Magni 4000-S InStocM

MAXIMUM

'K.'Yoketa FligM Simulator. ..78

MICHOBOIICS

Starboard IIIA1000J OK ...239

M501 lor A500 .99

BUp(A2D0O|0K 159

S Up (A2000) 2MB Call

Hard Frame for A2Q0O.

No Dw 239

With 40MB Quantum 669

Wilti 80MB Quantum ....899

WM05MB Quantum 999

KOOWiVf

•■•OetMe EWender Board CaS

RickerRier 409

GentockUpgtade.. 49

Pfilvei$toR3V3tl3bW

MICHODEAL

MIDI interface . 31

MICROSPrjD

AmtrackTwcMall Call

MIGRAPH

vc'Hand Scanner Cafl

MIMETICS

t Amigen Genlock Call
Audio Dioiltzer 85

MIDI Interface lor

A50OanilA2QQQ .45

MITSUBISHI

OiamondScan Monitors ...Call

Great tot rideo!

NEC

MultiSync Monitors CaJI

fit tare tH tin nflW cables'

HEfllKI

■■•iNenki Desktop .919

*..'Nenki Imaoemister Call

PACIFIC PERIPHERALS

Suosystsm 500 319

Su6system500*a5'....^65

PANASONIC

Kr.!VWi500Camsra Call

WVi4iOCamnaA.ens 239

Variable Ills Lens 79

11801 Printer Call
11911 Printer Call

1124 Printer Call

PASSPORT DESIGN

u-.'MlDl Interface.. _ .Call

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS

tr.'CorfltessMouse -99
Mouse Master 31

PRO PRINT

Paper lor InkJet Pnnters....15

PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS

Frarw GtaoDer Call
«,.'Min£en 209

Pro Gen Genlock 349

QUANTUM

ProDrive40S «9

ProDnveBGS M9

ProOrlve1O5S 699

RD & L PRODUCTIONS

n<-'Pro Draw InStocH

SAILSKIM

Clear Keyboard Covers 19

Specify Amiga model

SHARP

N«.'JX-100S(ann»fw/SW.. 849

JM50S«nri!r Call

SOSV
1302 MultiScan Call

SOUTHERN TECH

My-T Mouse 42
BsdinSmci'

SF1FBT TECHMQLOCr

GKSpiritBoard/AIOOO Call

0tSqimBoanJ/A5OO....Call

1.5M3 Spirit F3oard

IwASOO 429

Ham Disk interlaces -Can

STARMICHOHiCS

» NX10O0 Rainbow 739

NX1DD0 Black 190

Ribbm available!

SUimi/t INDUSTRIES
Perfeet Souml 69

Cotor Spiittw Call

SljRFSIDE
feter3A3.5" 129

SUPRA

t 2400 Modem 115

2«m Internal(A3000). ..139
A20000KRAMBoanl 159

«OO0 2MB RAM Board. .239

A200Q wonlsync Corrtrollen
No Dfiw....... _ 129

Wtt 40MB Quantum 459

With 60MB Quantum .659

W105MB Hranturn.....7O9
E<t!mal44M8nemovalile

{ircl. controlier| .....1.039

Hard Drives lor A1000

20MB 599

30MB 679

40MB 789

80MB -...1.024

«MB Removable 1,249
SCSt interface (A1000) 209

Hard Olives lor A500:
i.J XP20with512K 629

to* XP40with512K 729

... XP20wl«i2MB 779

«..■ XP40 with 2MB 879

«MB Removable 1.169

SCSI interlace (ASOO) 189

2MB RAM faf ASM .-....-.275

512KRAME.|J.{A500)....M

TECKKiCOVER

Cover (or A500 14

Cover lorAIOOO 17

Cover tor A2000 17

WO

Tfadtbali 39

VtDTECK
Scantoctr 799

Scanlock Power .69

VISUAL AlfflALS
HindHghl7 178

XETLC

FastCardPlus 189

WitMOMB Quantum ...569

With BOMB Quantum.... 7B9

Wftfi 105MS Quantum ...899

FastTrakAHOO 329
FastTrakA500 329

RAM Module lor A1000 39

RAM Module (or ASM... .99
TapeOnves Call

We slant) behind the

hardware we sell with

full warrant! es and

intelligent informed
support. We all own and

useAmitjas, and we can

help make sure you gel

the right equipment.

. Products are new ana in

stock,

m Products had not been

released at press time.

Products have been

marked dewn In price.

While They Last!
Deluxe Photolab

with

purchase

of Deluxe

Video III

00

Corporation

2400 Baud Modem

with Cable smnoo

HUN AMIGA PRODUCT SALES!



GRAPHICS
An i malar/l maa.es 67

.'Autcsciipi 95

.'B Graphics 126
Basra Mailer 74

Butcner2.0 25
Caingrapher ., 69

Come Setter 69

Comic Setter Data Disks. ...25
Design 3D , 69

Digi-Droid 74

Digi-Matelll 3)
' DiQi-Paint 3.0 62

Digi-View GoliM.O 129

Elan Performer 2 0 99
Font-Works 67

Frame Graooer SW 74
I Imagine 239

Interchange 40

Interchange Qbjad 15
IriterFont 82

Mod;ier3D 59
Photon Paml II 99
Photon Pain! Expansion S3

.'Photon Video EOIP Call
Plirr-aie H
Prim Master Art

Gallery 1 or Z 20

Print Master Fantasy 22
Print Mastr Farts Borders 24
Print Master Plus 33

-!RESEP 56
Scantao Call

Sculpt-Am mate 4D 3991

Turk) Silver Terrain Disk 22

TurDo Sillier 109
Turto Silver Conversion 15

Turbo Silver Video 30
VidGen 99
1/idSDficape 3D 2.Q 122

.'VideoScape Promolion 56

» Wrap Session 59

VIDEO
Abacus Desktop Vid Book
Animage
Animation Studio

Aniirotion
Broadcast Tiller
Caligaii Consumer

■i-!Gred.tTe.l Scroller

Dtgi-WorksSD
Director

Director Toolkit
Director Video Tutorial ..

Easy Titler _

Fantevisiaii

Lights Camera Action. .
Movie Setter

Movie Setter Data Disks
PageFhpper F/X

Pro Video Gold

Pro Video Gold Fonts(ca

Pro Video Post

ni.-Ecenj Generator -
• ShowMaker

Super Prompt
«.■! Title "age

TV Graphics.
TVShow
TV Tent professional .

Video Effects 3D
Video Tiller vl.i

mi Vista

CAD
N..!3DP.olessiona1

Draw 2000 ...
Ham; Builders Cad ...
Horns Builders Choice.

Home Builder's Library
Home Builders Print

IntroCAO

IntroCAD Plus
■•■-Professional Draw 2.0..

Elrutfured Clip Art .

Ultra Design

X Shell Pro
X-Cad Designer

X-Cad Designer Pro ..

..299

..149

..139

....55

...34

...79

....63

....94

..134

....38

..229

..139

.112
-339

ART & FONTS
«>«i 600 Amiga Foils 37

nr-'Airsfvps 32

Aircraft PCS 36

Aloha Fonts {each). ...IS
• Amiga SciFi ...52

AmiZoo 34

Arcrme-ciur.il Design .24
Ashas Fonts 64
Bird Pics 25

China Pics ...27
Clip Art D:sks IB (each).. 15

Desktop Artist 23
E-Clips 74

■••'EPS Clip Art ..26
■■-IFor Art's Sake 16

Future Design 24
• GEN Animations 37

Human pesig.ii ,...24
KaraAmm Fonts 1 32

KaraAnimFonls2 32
Kara Headlines 1 or2 53
Maps Pics 44
Masterpiece Fonts 149
Micrcbot Design 24

i>.'Pic-Vagic 65
Pi.elScript Fonts 1 54
PuelScnptFonls2. 3 or 4 ■*?
Pue I Script Ornaments 47
Piie I Script Sampler ... 47

Planets 29

iwlPro Page Oullme Fonts .129

■..(Quick Art 27
Sex Fonts 26
Srars hips 2050 30

■■•iSlory Book Capitals 36

Studio Fonts. - 32
Su&heads. - - 55

ii.!S<j?erClips 22

• Vermont Seasons -29
• World Symbol Library 34

Zuma Fonts 25

BUSINESS
Advantage 129

■.■iBGCalc 106
Biiflgeleer 34

Critic's Choice 17B
Desktop Budget 48

Easy Leckjer.. 199
■«! Home Accounts __83

Investor's Advantage .79
Nimbus 1.3 (New Version) 99
PHASAR4 0 61
Publisher's Choice 139

•■■i Real One 106
Securities Analyst... 56

Service Industry

Accounting 274

Take Stock , 34
The Accountant 189

The Worte! Platinum 199

«n! nme Waste Manajement.,.56
»!■* Top Form II 62

WordPerfect Library 93

WORD

PROCESSING
AND DTP

City Desk 2.0 134
CygnusEd SI

■i^E*ceHence'2 0|lMB) 159

Kind Words 2.0 .74
Micro Text.. -..25

Page Seller II 79

PageStream 129
Page Stream Fonts (each)... 27

m^ Page Stream fonts |Mag.
Images) 28

• PageStreani Forms 23

Pen Pal 99
Pro Templates 38

Professional Page 1.3 189
ProFonts (each) 26

ProScripl 33

ProWirte3 0 109
ir«'Scannery 174

Scribble! Plalinurr 99
ir-'UltraFormstor Pageslream56

«■•!UllraForms for PtoPage .... 56

WordPerled [Updated!)...179

COMMUNICATION
A-Talk 111 (New Version] 70

Baud Bandit ....35

BBS-PC 106
Online1 Platinum 66

Skyline 99

GAMES
3D Pool 27
4th 8 Inches 30

ABZdc- 28

>.«! After The War .36
Airborne Ranger 36

Alien Legion 36

I ■! All Time Favorites 42

l^AMC 3S
Amiga Karate 54

i"'AM0S 70
Andromeda Mission 28

APB 31
Aijuaventure 29

Archipelagos 29

Arena 15

Art Of Chess 24

ArtolGo 42

Astern 36

Astrarain 36

Auto Duel 26

Baal 20

■! Bad Company 36

Bad Dudes 31

Ballislit 22

■iBandil Kings of Ancient

China 56
i Barbarian II 29

Bartifrisn. 27

Bard's Tale II .43

Batman Ihe Movie —.31
Batman ,,34

Battle Chess .34
Battle Squadron _Z9

Battleship 20

i Beam 23
Bermuda Project 31
Beyond Dart Castle 4i
Black Shadow 25

•'Black Tiger ......36

-'Blades of Steel 32
Blitzkrieg; Ardennes .42

Blood Money 28
Blood Wych Data Disk 18

Blood Wych 36

Blue Angel 69 28

■'Blue Angels 26
BoDo 24

■'BoingiheGame .31

Bomb Busters 23

Bombuzal 29
Breath 2 , , 34

Brea:h Scenario 19
Breach 29
Bride Of ttw Robot 3t

Bubble Ghost 29

Buffalo Bill 36
«wi Calculation 25

California Games _ .29

Capone 28
CapUmFm 21

Carrier Command 33
Casino Fevar 26
Centerfold Squares 24

i.-rctianotsd Wrath 27

■ulCriinjse Karale 31

ChronoQuest 34
Circus Attractions 29

Clown-O-Mania 28
Unicode Name Iceman -42
■ntColonel s BeQuest 43

IwlColO-ado 36
Colossus Chess _. 27

Comtai Course .27
Condicl Europe 36

««1 Corporaw Raiders 31

Corruption 31
Cosmic Bouncer 21

Cosmic Pirate ...37
Ki.l Cosmo Flanger 36

Courtroom .36

«.«!CracXdown ..36
Craps Academy .26

Crasri Garret! .27

Ciary Cars 27
1™! Crossbow: William Tell 31

Crossword Creator 35
Crystal Ouesi 36
Cyber Complei 25
Cvcfcs, 29
Dally Obi Horse Racing... 24

■.•^Damocles 31
Danger Freak 24

«»-lOariLS 36
•■■iDaikCeritury 32

«™tDay of me viper —36
Deep Space 21

1 .-i Defenders ol Ihe Eanh 36
Detonator 28

Distant Armies 31
Dive Bomber 37

Donrnator 29
Domnoes 18
Double Dragon II 31

Dr. Doom's Revenge 31
Dragon Spirrt 31
Dragon's Lair II .47
Dragons Lair 38

Dragonscane -31
«^Drak*hen .41

Dungeon Master Asst 24
Dungeon Master Editor 24

Dungeon Master Hini Disk.15

Dungeon Master 29

Dunoeon Quesl 34
«.«!DyteP07...., 29

Eliminator 28
■^Emperor ol the Mines 37
«~'Eniin:iator 17

In* Eskimo Games .28
European Scenery 20

Eioicn 28

Eye Of Horas 29
F40Pursui1 31

faery Tale 29
Falcon Scenery 20

Falcon , 34
Famous Course Disk 17

Fasl Break 30
FemmeFaiale Data 17
Femme Falale _ 28

Feud 18
Fiendish Freddy 35

Fishier Bomber 44

Final Mission 25

Fife&Forgel 27
Fire Brigade 33

fi First Contact ,.36
First Person Pmball 36

Fisti 31
Flight Simulator 2 32

nl Fool's Errand 37

Forgotten Worlds 29
Formula One 2\

Four In One 22
Fright Now „ 2B

Galactic Invasion 19

Ganymed 22

GaifitldsWinieiTale 36
Gariidd ....36

Gemini Wing 29

Genius 29

Ghouls & Ghosts 29
Gridiron 30
Gunsnip „ 37

.-i Hardball 2 36
-! Heat Wave 33

i-iHeliRuser - _..35
n1 Hero's Ouesi 42

Heroes of tlie Lance 29

Hiah Steel 2B
i-i Hockey League Simulator. .31

Holt in One Courses 15

Hole In One 25
Hollywood Poker 25

Holmas 37
Hometown USA 29

HoneyMoo ners 29

»! Hot Rod 36

~'Hoy!es Bookol Games 28
Human Killing Machine.... 28

ffiHyperforce 35

I Ludicrous -25
Indiana Jones {Doom} . .2B
Initiation 29

Insanty Finhl .29

InternatlonalSoccer 28

ii.il Iron Trackers 31

JNickiaus Cause DisK2.....ia
JNicklausGolt 37
Japan Scenery 20

Jaws 29
Jetsons 29
jet 35

Jigsaw PunSemania 25
Jinks 21
Joan of An; 31

Joker Poker 33

Journey 34
Jug 27
KaiatcKldii 28
Kennedy Approach 30

«-' Kid Gloves 36
King Arthur 37

K-iKingsOuestlV 41

Kingdoms ol England 32

««IKlM - 29
Knight Force 31

■ ■•' K u rs ■ C aT c 3 g n 43

Lancaster 31
Lancelot 29
Laser Squad 31
Last Duel 23
Lastlnca 28

Leathernecks 29
LEDSlorm 29

Legend olDjel 36
Legend 29

i»iLegend of Sir Fred 36
ln<Leisure Suit Larry [II 4J

Licence to Kill 29
LiesureSuil Larry II 34

LomBard Rally 29

Lost Dutchman M ne 35

«.•'Magic Candle 39
Magic Johnson Hoops

(1MB)..., SB
Major Motion 27

«wi Malta Slorm 43
Manhunter2-NewYork....3S

Maniac Mansion 34

MaiWe Madness 19
Mean 18 .. .27

Menace 24

Metropolis 31
•■■iMicrDLeague Wrestling 29
(..'Midwinter _ 36

Millemum2.2 37

Mind Roll ,22
Mission ConBal 35

Moeblus 38
Momentum Check 25

ii»! Moscow Campaign 43
MTB. Baroarossa..... .46

MTB. Central Germany 46
Hew York Warriors...._ 35

New Zealand Slory 36

flighl Hunter 29

NightDawn 25
Ninp Mission 18

North fi SOWh 34

Otjlileralor 30
Otl Shore Warrior 29

Omega 36
Omm Play BaskelLall 37
Omm Play Horseracmg 36

Operation Clean Streets.... 23

«™:Operation Combat 29

(^Operation Overlord .56

«*"'OperationSpruance 36
Operation Wort .26

Oswald 28

Out Run 34

P.O.W. - .....28
P47 Thunderbolt 35

PacLand 29

Paladin Scenario._ ,.19
Paladin 23

Paperboy 36
Paranoia Complex. 32

Persian Gj:i Inferno . !9

Personal Nightmare 29

Phantasm _ 24
Phaser Gun 45

Phobia 37
Pictionary 36

Pioneer Plague 27
««!Plague ..29

Planet of Lust 29
Platoon _ 31

Pocket Rockels 29

PocoMan _ 31

Poker Solilai re _ 24
n-iPolics Quest II 42
• Pool ol Radiance Call

Populous Worlds Disk 21
Postman Pat ..29
Povrer Struggle 29

Prison 28
Pro Football Simulator 27

Proiect Neptune 27
«,.i pursuit to Earth 29

On 27
OuarD _ 36
Quest For Time Birds 36
Ouestron 11 _.._... 35

iw'Raider 24

Rambolll 27
Rampage 27

Realm ottne Trolls 37
Realm of the Waitodi..., 25
Red Heat 39

■>■! Red Slorm Rising 43
ReelFish'n., 3!

Renegade 28
«i«lRennaisance _ 27

Return To Atlantis 19
Revenge of Defender 27

Rick Dangerous 37

Ringside 29
Road Raider 27

Robo-Cop 36

Rock Challenge ....27
Rocket Ranger 33

Roger Rabbit.... 31

RollOul 27
iwi Roller Coaster Bumble ....30

Romance d 3 Kingdoms J6
ii.iRommelatEI-Aljmeinr 43

alGazala 43

RVF Honda 3}
Santa Paravia 22
Scary Mutants 27
Scenery Drsk 7 or 11 18

Scenery Disk 9 20

««'Sea Haven Towers .,..25
Seconds OulBoung 21
Sei Vi*ens From Space 29

Stiadaw of ttie Beast 29
«»ISH;rTjn M-4 36

StiufiepucH Cafe !9
Side Arms 29
SrfeShow 31

Silent Service 24
Silicon Dream? 75
Sim City Terrain Editor 17

SimCily 31
Sky Chase 28
Sky fighter 19

Ekyfoill 14
Slaygon 29

Slipstream ... 17

Snake Prt 24

Snoopy 36
Soccer HaiOi 27

Solder 2OOG 36

Soldier ol Light 36
Solitaire Royals 22

Sorcirer Lord 28

Space Aco 39
Space Curler 20

Space Harrier 2 36
Spacs Harrier 36

Space fl3cer 21
Spacs Ranger 18

Spars School Simulator 24

5: ..;■;::■

Spherical_ 29
Spin World 25

Spitting Image 29
»«!Spyvs Spy 2 18

Star Goose 29
Star Ray 31
Steigar 31

Steife Crusade 41
Stock Market Game 19
Story So Far 29
Street Fighter 29
Stride r 29

Strip Poker Data (each) 15
Strip Poker II ...2B

iJStryx 23
Stunt Car Racer 34

Sub Battle 34
Supe-Scramble 29
Synapse 24
T.A.CL 74

•■■'Taflle Tennis 28
Taie Spin 37
Tangtewood 27
Tank Attack; 22
Targhan ...36
Targis 27

TecnnoCops 34

Teenage Mutant Nina
Turtles 31

Tele Epic .27
Tclegames 26
Teiewaril 27
Telewar 29

t—<Tennis Cup .31

Terro-pods 2S
Test Dnve II Data (each) 15

Test Drive 11 Muscle Cars.... 15

Test Drive II 30

Telra Quest 27
Tetra 25

<™!Tft!>n-« Park Mystery 36

Three Stooges.. 31

ThudRiOge. 34
Thunder Boy 36
Time&Magik 31

Tin Tin an the Moon 36
Titan 31

iwiTotne Rhine 36
y28

Tom i Jerry ..23
Transputer 24

iw'TreasjreTrap 29
Triad 36
TnpieX 29
Trivia Pursuit 29

■■•'Turncan 29
TwilioM Zone 29

■■•'Typhoon Thompson 2B
lillimalll 29

Ultima IV 39

UnderSeaCommando 34
Uninvited 31

Universe HI ....35
Vampire's Emptre 17

• Verte Ca»
Vigilante 29

IwiVindei 24
Virus 21
Vorifli 29

Vulcan., 29
War In Middle Earth 35

«..lWarhead 36
Waifock . 28
Wayne Gretiky Hockey .34

l-( WelRris 29
When Sleeping Gods be .36

Wnite Death 39

■«iWild Streets 33
Willow .... 28

»™'Wingsof Fury 27

WmdWaiker 31

Wordplex 25
"■-I World Championsnip

Boung 31

World Class Course Disk... 15
Worm Class Leader Brd .. 29
World oi Right 109

World Snooker Bilurds.. .22
World Tropfry Soccer 2S

Xenon II 39

Xenopfiobe 35
ZarryGolt, 19

Zero Gravity 21

Zoom , 20

EDUCATION
Adv.otSinbad 35
Aesop's Fable (Unwirn). ...33

Aesop's FaWe (Milton | 19
All About America 42
Animal Kingdom 35

Arabian Nights .35

At The Zoo 31
■ ^Barney Bear.. Call

»wtBarney Bear 1 28

Cardiac Arresl 49
Chicken Llllla 19

1..ICLAS ....99
ConSoundTralion 30
DeluieHelp Call
Desigrasaurus 34

Dinosaurs Are forever ..29

Discovery Data Disks _.15
Discovery Math 25

Discovery Spell 25
Distant Suns 51

■w'Easy Grade 47
First Letters and Words 29

Firsl Shapes 29

Fraction Aclion 33
Grade Manager 69

Intellitype _.™™.19
Jigsaw 29
Kinderama .~33
Learning Curve 55
Linkwort Languages 24
LittleRedHen 19

Logic Masier 36

Magical Mylhs 36
Match It 29

MMatii Biater Plus 36
Main wizard - 35
Matnamaiion 59
NutnFai 43
Ooposiles Anracl 31

Read & Rhyme 33

Read-A-Rama 33

Recipe Fai 28

Talking SIorybook (each| ...24

Three Bears 22
Three Lltile Pigs ,19

Trip (w/Allas] 35
Ugly Duckling 22

•■•'Where In Europe 35
Where tn The USA 35
Where In The World 30
Word Master 35

DATADASE
DBManV ...199

OataRetiieve -- 59
DataRetrieve Prof 189

lw"Mail Shot Plus -.73
Maiiodei 35
Micro Base .25
Microfiche Filer Plus 115
Nag Plus 54
Superbase Personal II . .99

Superba5e Prof. 3 229
Who What Where When 67

PROGRAMMING
A/C Basic ivl 31 .134
A/C Fortran 199

Addison Wesley Manuals .Call
Amiga Machine Lartn 2-1

ARexi 36

AssernPro 72

Aztec C-Dev(flewver!J.... 199

Benchmark C Library. .71

Benchmark IFF Library 71

Benchmark Moduti-2 ....134

Benchmark Simp 11 hed . . .71

C" 279
C5.0 199
CAPE68K 65
DevPac Amiga 67

DSM Disassembler 44

Emend ,., 29
HiSoft Basic 115

InovaTaols (Hew Version]..57

J-Fortti (New Version) 145

LOebug 76

Lint 85
Magellan (Ne* Version)..129

Modul3 2 179
Module 2 Debugger ... .88

Power WinrJowsai 63
Soltware From Hell 56
Source Level Debugger 82

T-EdPlus 57

Ultra Card 37

W-Shell 36

MUSIC
AMAS 135

• Amiga Sings 12
Audio Master 2 0 63

Bars&Pipes 199

■••'Bars & Pipes Music Bat 45

«--'3 ii. .1 Pipes Internals

Sound Kit 45
■■■'Bais& Pipes Rules for

Tools 45

Copyist Pro 149

DrT. Paten Editors Call
Drum Studio .35
Dynamic Drurns ...59

Dynamic Studio 144

fat Sounds 46

Fun Keys ...28
KCS 177
KCSLevelll ...239

■«IKCSLevel3 Call
M 149
MastsrSounO 54

Mastsr Tracks Pro 259

MIDI Quest 179
MIDI Recording Studio ......49

MiOiMagic 58
Musi; Modules Starter 35

Musis Mouse _..49
Muslf X 165

(mipericrmance 129
Pro Sound Designer 109

Quasar Sound 37
Sonii - .49
Sound Oasis 72
Sound Trw 1 or 2 15

Eoundquest Patch
Editors 100

Studio Magic 75

Synttiia2 89
Synthia Professional 280

Teitute 102
■■oiTrax 77

NniWave J89

UTILITIES
AMAX 129

Ami Alignment ...37

Amigj DOS Tool box 40

Amiga Tricks & Tips 17

AmlKt.. 29
BAD 34

(••'CAL [Calendar Maker)l 36

nw'Canbol 99
Climate ., 25
ColorCommander 21

Cross 00S40 29

Disk 2 Disk (New Version) .37

DiskMechaniC ..£0

DiskMaster .40
Dos2D0S 37
Doug's Library DisK .11
Doug's Math Aquarium —.59

<wiDU.DE - - 35
Dunljp LtHtnies 55

EnpressCopy 31
EZ Backup 36

m-i Fat Tracks 39
Farml/Tree 34

»w> FRED (Phome Dialer) 36

Home Inv Manager 27

«»lLollery Professional 31

Mac To DOS 92

Mastering CLI 29
MicrcUwyer ...42

Norgtn Geneology 71
PaWte Printer 25

PnelScript 104

Projee1D(NDw Version] 37
t Quarterback 47

Raw Copy (Latest!) 37
•w'Feaptr 36

Stufli: 28
Super Back 54
Tarot Master 21
Thmtar .49

t-<-Total Control Oiet _74
Virus Infection Proleciion ..32

Virus Protection Toolkit 39

VoRtcOne 129
X-Copyll 28

Qur objective Is lo carry every

product far Ihe Amiga-and

sell them at trie nesi prices.

Our policy is to be as compet

itive as possible on all prod

uct prices. II you lind a lower

price, please give us a call. I!

is no longer close to possible

lor us Id lisi all Ihe products

we carry If you don't see it

lislel please call.

N" Products arc new and in

stock

• Products had rat been

released at press lime.

t Products have been

marked down in price.

All other products are normal

ly in stock (plus 100s more)!

Ask about our

special for

INFO readers.

IGootl through W/15JXI

ORDERS ONLY:

CUSTOMER SERVICE:

FACSIMILE (FAX):

800 BE AMIGA
Send Mail Orders to: GO AtOIIGB 26S2D Middlefietd Rd. Redwood City. CA 94063
(Money Order. Cashier's Check, or Qualified P.O only. California residents add sales lax.)

415-364-9714

415-365-2073

(BOO-232-rM)

VfSA

SHIPPING INFO: SofMn Shippno ratfs are S3.00 per rtem usinrj UPS Ground semci |mai S9.00) or

SJ 50 per item using UPS 2nd Day Air Service |nui £13 50). Call 'or eioress shipping rales. Alaska.

Hawaii, APO. Mall, foreign shipping eitra. Call for hardware rales and other snipping info RETURN t

REFUND POtlCY: All returns must have an RMAf. Call Customer Service lo request one. Deieriive

merchandise under warranty will be repaired or replaced Returned product must oe returned postage

prepaid with all original packaging. Eichanges lor same produc! only. OTHER POLICIES: We don't charge

your card unrll the product ships. Purchase order customers must have credit applicalion on file. No

suicharijE for VISA and MasterCard. Pliua include expiration ilatt and name c-l bank!

Amga Is a I k of Commodore-Am ga Go Amigo is in no way associated 'with Amiga
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FLOOD

Bullfrog / Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo, CA 94404.415-571-7171

X was expecting innovative and wonderful things when I

saw the Bullfrog name on the box. After all. they're the

British developers who gave us Populous. What I got was

an OK ropes-and-ladders game that is very playable, with

buckets of charm, and not much to set ii apart from a dozen

others. Employing (a kudo here) an ecologically sound

premise, it has you running around mazes picking up litter

while trying to stay ahead of rising flood waters. An enter

taining game, though not what I would have expected from

Bullfrog. I suppose developers need a break now and then.

too. - TM

BUDOKAN

Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo. CA 94404. 415-571-7171

IVluch closer to a realistic simulation than an action

game. Budokan offers the player training and competition

in four of the traditional martial arts; Karate, Kendo,

Nunchaku. and Bo. The manual gives oodles of historical

background and clearly explains the dozens of intricate

moves. Recreating the subtle moves with a joystick is

easier than you would expect. Smooth animation and de

tailed graphics elevate this game into a pleasing and accu

rate martial arts simulation, rather than settling for a

badly dubbed Bruce Lee free-for-all as many martial arts

games do. - JKC

TYPHOON THOMPSON

Broderbund, 17 Paul Drive

San Rafael, CA 94903,415-492-3200

i\ii first glance Typhoon Thompson's graphics appear im

possibly tiny. Closer scrutiny, however, reveals a wealth of

graphic detail, superb animation, delightful 3D effects, and

stereo sound to boot. This arcade dazzier must be played to

be truly appreciated; a picture doesn't do it justice. The far

away perspective produces a very realistic feeling of fluid

motion as you swoop and zoom over the shimmering wa

ters of Aguar on a mouse controlled Jet-Sled searching for

a marooned child adopted by adorable Sea Sprites who

refuse lo give him back. An innovative and very addictive

game. -JKC
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THEIR FINEST HOUR

The Battle of Britain

Lucasfilm, P.O. Box2009

San Raphael, CA 94912, 415-662-1800

If this game were Amiga-tized at all, I would have rated it
much higher. As it is, BOB has MS/DOS written all over it.

Sixteen colors, even a good sixteen colors, don't make for

very impressive games. As a game, OB emphasizes histori

cal accuracy, and on lhat count it is very successful. As a

playable game, it's just another flight simulator with a plot.

Everything about the package, including the book-quality

manual, is top drawer, but I felt like I'd played it all before.

If you don't already have a WWII flight simulator, this one

will fill the bill nicely. - TM

HEATWAVE

Accolade, 550 South Winchester Blvd.

San Jose, CA 95128. 408-985-1700

ector graphics, adjustable detail level, two viewpoints, a

variety of race courses, and all sorts of bells and whistles

can't get around the fundamental problem with this speed

boat racing simulation: it's boring. Maybe it's just that

skimming over the water is only interesting if the spray is

flying in your face while you fry in the sun; perhaps if you

spritz your face with water now and then, you'll find Heat

Wave more fun. As it is, I'll leave it to boating fanatics and

go back to Accolade's air and land based racing games.

-TM

OPERATION SPRUANCE

Parsec Software, PO Box 234

Land O'Lakes, FL 34639, 813-757-0360

Subtitled "The Naval Warfare Simulation", that's just

what this is. You're the captain of a Spruance-class de

stroyer on duty in the Persian Gulf, and it's not a nice place

to be. Not only are there crazed Iranians in speedboats, but

the Russians are in on the action, too. The vector graphics

are well-done, and getting the hang of working the game is

reasonably easy provided you read the manual carefully.

Play is realistically slow, but it's been said that war consists

of long periods of boredom punctuated by periods of abso

lute terror. Good stuff. - TM
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WILLIAM TELL

Electronic Zoo, 3431-A Benson Avenue

Baltimore, MD 21227, 301 -646-5031

J\ 14th century Swiss crossbow archer named William
Tell is credited with inspiring a revolt against oppressive

foreign rule. The exploits of the legendary folk-hero are

recreated in this refreshingly original adventure. Stunning

half-brite graphics, delightful music (although I keep look

ing over my shoulder for the Lone Ranger), and an accessi

ble point-and-click interface are combined with a unique

combat perspective that really gives you the feeling of par

ticipation. The manual provides a tutorial on the finer

points of crossbow archery techniques. Great Stuff!

-JKC

OPTIONS

t Forward
1 4 Move Back
+■ Turn Left
;-* Turn Rght
B Bash Door
C Controls

ii £ Exchange
uick flef
est

:S Search
U Unlock
tt Uiew Char

The sp ir it of Corak procla ins,
"Fantastic adventure auaits you.
Cha11enging quests abound and battles
innumerable nust be fought. Do you
have the n i gh t to energe v i ctorlous?
Only tine will tell...

t 'Space* to continue >■

MIGHT & MAGIC II

New World Computing, 14922 Calvert Street

Van Nuys,CA91411, 818-785-0519

Oequcl to the classic Might And Magic, Might And Magic

II revisits the kingdom of CRON, now sinking fast into a

chaotic mire of death, doom, and despair. Your mission, of

course, is to save the world. Two new character classes.

and new spells and weapons have been introduced, along

with auto-mapping. All are complemented by colorful, ani

mated graphics. What is really needed, however, is an up

dated game system with mouse control, digitized sound ef

fects, music, and a fast loader. An enjoyable, but dated, hit-

poinls-and-dungeons RPG. - JKC
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CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN

SSI / EA, 1820 Gateway Drive

San Matco, CA 94404, 415-571-7171

X el another chapter in the DragonLancc series of AD&D

games. Champions Of Krynn chronicles the days after the

War of the Lance and the on-going battle to defeat Takhi-

sis. For this installment, SSI has updated the game system

and added a new character class. Rounding out the adven

ture experience are realistic sound effects and nicely ani

mated graphics in the style of Curse of the Azure Bonds.

Previous Dragon Lance games have been admittedly long

on story and atmosphere and somewhat short on playabii-

ily, but Champions succeeds in striking a pretty good bal

ance. -JKC
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HEART OF THE DRAGON

Avatar Consulting, 9733 Roe Drive

Santce, CA 92071, 619-562-8697

Heart of the Dragon is a tough game to categorize. Ad

vertised as a fantasy/arcade adventure, this two-player

game is much heavier on the arcade than on the adventure.

The cerebral Master Chi and the well-muscled Tommy Lee

must rescue the sacred Dragon's Heart and Tommy's sig

nificant other. Typical martial arts action is shown off in

192 dazzling colors. The not-so-typical half-brite graphics

and animation are gorgeous and are complemented by ex

cellent music. A quick HD installation procedure speeds up

loading time. Unfortunately, more fun to look at than to

play. - JKC

BRIDGE 6.0

Artworx, 1844 Pcnfield Road

Pcntleld, NY 14526, 716-385-6120

1 haven't played much bridge in the past couple of years

(I've been too busy blasting aliens instead), but this game

brought it all right back. There aren't many bells and whis

tles, the graphics are only adequate, and the sound next to

nonexistent. However, cutthroat bridge players don't much

care about the niceties: they're more interested in the game

for its own sake. And Bridge 6.0 plays a vicious game of

cither contract or duplicate - I only pulled off a couple of

Finesses in several hours. Bridge fanatics will love it. - TM

CHINESE CHESS

Eagle Tree Software. PO Box 164

Hopcwell, VA 23860, 804-452-0623

ILagle Tree released Distant Armies, a collection of an

cient chess variations, a year or so ago, and Chinese Chess

was included. Now the same people have expanded and en

hanced it into a very slick package of its own. It lakes, of

course, some effort to figure out the unfamiliar moves and

strategies, but if you're a chess fan, you'll find much of in

terest. (Otherwise. I'd stick to Distant Armies.) There are

several 3D sets of pieces, some with little bits of barely no

ticeable animation. A good game, if obscure. -TM

IBridge 6.8
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COMING SOON
The following games have been announced by

the game companies listed. Games that had

been received in our offices at presstime have

been marked with an asterisk (*).

Accolade: Elvira. Mistress of

the Dark, Strike Aces*, Strat-

ego, Jshido, Search for the

King, Altered Destiny

Avatar: Heart of the Dragon*

Itethesda: Damocles

California Dreams: Street

Rod*

Data East: ABC's Monday

Night Football, The Dream

Team, Full Metal Planet

DigiTek: Dino Wars

Disney: Arachnophobia,

Dick Tracy

Electronic Arts: Might &

Magic II* (New World), Storm

Across Europe* (SSI), Dragon-

Strike (SSI) Flood* (Bullfrog).

Imperium*, Loom (Lucasfilm).

The Secret ofMonkey Island

(Lucasfilm). Wings (Cine-

maware). Nightbreed (Ocean).

The Untouchables (Ocean).

The Lost Patrol (Ocean). Billy

the Kid (Ocean), Battle Com

mand (Ocean), UnReal

(UbiSoft), BAT. (UbiSoft),

Powermonger (Bullfrog)

Electronic Zoo: Xiphos, Black

Gold, Spherical, Berlin 1948,

Kahlaan, Treasure Trap, Ten

nis Cup*

Free Spirit: Barney Bear Goes

to the Farm*

Innerprise: The Plague*,

Globulus, The World of Turri-

can. 'Time Guardian, Aviators

interplay: Neuromancer, Fu

ture Wen's*, Checkmate

Intracorp: BUI & Ted's Excel

lent Adventure

Konanii: Double Dribble*

Live Studios: Future Classics

Collection

Masterlronic: Wonderland,

Spot. Spirit of Excalihur

Microprose: Pirates!*,

Railroad Tycoon

Parsec: Operation Spruance*

Psygnosis: Beast II, Killing

Game Show, Tempos, Aquaven-

tura. The Keep, Fire Stone,

Turbo Buggies, Carthage,

Planet Busters, Barbarian II,

Gore, Awesome, Puggsy

Software Toolworks: Loop-

(Mindscape)

Spectrum Holobyte: Well-

tris*, Vette!, Stunt Driver,

Flight of the Intruder, Tank

Taito: Castle Master, Day of

the Pharoah, Kiwi Kraze (for

merly titled New Zealand Sto

ry), Operation Thunderbolt,

Puzznic

UnSane Creations: Accor

dion*. Calculation*, Seahaven

Towers*

AMIGA
GAMES
GUIDE
THE ULTIMATE SOURCE

FOR AMERICAN

AND EUROPEAN

GAME REVIEWS

NEWS

RUMORS

TIPS AND CHEATS!

ONLY $20 FOR SIX (6)
BI-MONTHLY ISSUES

OR $4 FOR A SAMPLE

SEND TO:

AMIGA GAMES GUIDE

DEPT. 100

P.O. BOX 11945

LAHAINA, HI 96761

GAME TIPS
Here arc some secret "side doors"

and "back doors" to yourfavorite

Amiga games, discovered by .info

readers. Share your "secret tricks" I

Send to: .info Game Tips

705 Hwy I West

Iowa City, IA 52246

Battle Squadron; To become invin

cible type castor when you first

begin playing. - Giiad Vinitsky

Baal: In the second cavern there

is a force field that seems impossi

ble to get rid of. To get the time

machine chunk beyond it, simply

fall off the right side of the phone

booth platform above.

- Derek Godat

Stryx: Hit the Help, M, and E keys

at the same time to get maximum

strength and fuel levels. Hold

down the HELP M, E, and P keys

at the same time to get all four

door passes. - Albert C. Lin

The following tips are from

Zach Meslon. Amiga Games Guide:

Chamber of the Sci-Mutant Priest

ess: You don't have to complete

all five Ordeals, Instead, go into

the tunnels (from The Noose) and

wait an hour. Then leave the tun

nels and go to The Master's Eye.

Wait around until The Master dies.

Search his body for the whistle.

Use it and a panel will open up.

Reach inside and grab the egg.

Leonardo: Enter FREIBIERC as your

password for unlimited lives. The

screen will flash and tell you that

you have discovered the secret

of Leonardo.

Rings of Medusa: Enter the follow

ing on the main map screen:

DESOXYRIBONUKLEINSAEURE. Get

all that in there and a cheat

menu will come up.

Eye of Horus On the title screen,

type SPAM. The game will start,

and you will have infinite lives.

You'll also be able to use the ele

vators without needed colored

keys.

Zany Golf: On the Energy hole, hit

the ball into the mouse hole when

the mouse's eyes are red, and

you'll be taken to a secret tenth

hole.
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photo by Tom Ives

Sex, Swords, & Satire from Sierra

If any outfit in the Adventure Industry is

supporting the Amiga, it's go! to be Sier

ra. Sure, they develop on Another Com

puter and are likely to continue doing so,

but their 3D animated adventures are

convened for the Amiga before they go over

10 oilier systems - and as a mailer of fact, you

won't see them on the IIGS or Apple II at all.

since Sierra's new developmenl system is just

too sophisticated for that machine.

The most recent Sierra adventures -

Leisure Suit Larry III. Hero's Quest, and

Code-name: ICEMAN - offer journeys to di

verse locations thai are populated by even

more diverse individuals. I had more fun

playing Mr. Sleaze himself, Larry Laffer. than

striving to save a prince and princess from an

evil curse, or rescuing a diplomat from terror

ists in the Mideast. And Larry's latest quesi,

whose full title is Polyester Pafli in the Pur

suit of the Pulsating Pectorals, also features

the best payoff I've seen in an adventure this

year.

This tale commences with a divorce that

sends Larry back to the singles bars of Non-

toonyt Island, scene of the previous game.

Besides looking for love, as always, he's got

to cash in on a real estate deal, beef up his

muscles, gel a good tan, and rummage up a

copy of his divorce decree before he'll have a

shot at Patti Polyester, the girl of his dreams.

And when he finally sweeps her off her feet,

a misunderstanding leads him to think she's

still in love with an old flame.

When this happens, you assume the role of

Patti and must track him down, a clever twisi

on the well-worn theme of the Leisure Suit

series, The humor ranges from double enten-

dres to sight gags, and you can even type in

the names of the ethnic groups you want a

a Shay Addams' y^

Adventure rvoad
"So Vou Uant To Be~~H Hero" [score 2 ofSBBl

Hero's

Quest

stand-up comedian to offend. The abun

dance of animated sequences contributes to

the tlow of the story, and there's only one

action-style game to cope with (a welcome

relief after Space Quest III). When it's all

over, Larry and Patti wind up in Sierra's

headquarters, where you get a satiric look at

how adventure games are produced. Roberta

Williams stars in one scene, shouting stage

directions to Rosella. the game's main char

acter, as they "film" King's Quest IV.

For those who prefer swords and sorcery.

Hero's Quest combines logical puzzle-

solving with the skill-building aspects of

role-playing games. The emphasis is still on

the former, but regardless of whether you

play as a Thief. Magician, or Fighter, you

won't gel far without developing the charac

ter's special skills. That's pretty easy,

though, since it's done by repealing an ac

tion such as "pick lock."

I never fully mastered the knack of com

bat, in which you face the foe head-on and

use the cursor keys to duck, dodge, and at

tack, bul was usually able lo outrun the

monsters. This one's not as funny as a Space

Quest, not as enchanting as a King's Quest,

yet will still intrigue fantasy fans.

Code-name: ICEMAN is the latest from the

author of the Police Quest series, and will be

appreciated by simulator enthusiasts, since

you get to command a nuclear sub as well as

unravel puzzles around the world.

In The Offing

Just when I was getting warmed up. it's

lime to leap back into playing adventures in

stead of writing about them. At least I'll be

back next month instead of two months

down the road, and in (he meantime, you

might try these new quests, which are worth

your gold if you've got any left: Chamber of

the Sci-Mutant Priestess (which deserves an

award for the title). It Camefrom the Desert

II: Antheads (you need the first game to play

it). Loom (though it may be the first luke

warm Lucasfilm adventure) and Champions

ofKrynn. the best AD&D game yet from

SSI. Meanwhile. Ultima VI is being convert

ed for the C64 and Amiga and could be out

by Christmas.

Shay Addams, "the world's foremost ex

pert on adventure gaming™," is the publish

er of the excellent gaming newsletter

Questbusters ($18/yr.T $24 Canada, $32

Int'l., PO Box 5845, Tucson, AZ 85703). He

also owns more computers than you can

shake a stick at, so he may occasionally

mention a game he has played on the Mac

intosh (Gag!) or even on an MS/DOS com

puter (Puke!)
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D & Animation

Pitch.pic was created by Kirk Piepho using Turbo Silver.

W
3D expert

John Foust

snapshots

the "state

of the art"

in Amiga 3D.

elcome lo .info's regular col

umn about Amiga 3D model

ing and animation programs.

This column will keep you

informed about the best and

the brightest of 3D/animation

programs for the Amiga. Advances in modeling and

animation software certainly fuel much of the enthusi

asm for the Amiga in the video arena.

First, an introduction. I'm both a reader of and a

writer for computer magazines. I'm a programmer as

well as an avid computer user. I write programs for the

Amiga and the PC. enjoy my A-Max Macintosh emu

lator, and speak C in my sleep.

And I love Amiga 3D: I cut iny 3D teeth on Sculpt

3D, routinely drop objects into VklcoScapc jusi to spin

them around, pretend I'm a Cylon robot warrior while

wearing my Hailex XSpecs glasses to speed through

traces in Turbo Silver SV, and still wear red-blue 3D

glasses to play with Forms In Flight.

I keep in close contact with Amiga users and Amiga

developers, too. I'm the president of Syndesis Corpo

ration, the makers of Interchange. InterFont, and TSS-

net. Interchange is a system for converting objects

between different file formats of 3D modeling pro

grams such as Sculpt. \ ideoScape. Turbo Silver,

PAGErender. and Forms in Flight. InterFont works

with Interchange to produce structured text objects

for those 3D programs and desktop publishing pro

grams. TSSttet is a departure from 3D - it's an imple

mentation of DECnct networking software for the

Amiga.

I'd like to say this is last lime you'll hear me men

tion my own products, but it wouldn't be true. I wrote

the first incarnation ofInterchange because I needed

it, having no way to get objects from Sculpt to

VidcoScape. not because I planned to sell my soul to

the Amiga by starting a computer software company.

Interchange is the only way to do certain things, so I

might mention it in the future. To avoid conflicts of

interest, I've promised myself 1 would never write a

review of anyone's 3D product in print. I'm happy to

write general impressions about them, along with

hints, tips, and news.

State of 3D

Now, a similar introduction to the current stale of

Amiga 3D. In the past year, the Amiga market under

went :i shake-out, and the 3D marketplace felt it. too.

Companies restructured, and new versions arrived.

Here's the latest news about the most popular pro

grams, along with current version numbers and

upgrade policies.

Turbo Silver

Judging by the sales and number of telephone calls

at Syndesis. Turbo Silver is a very popular 3D pro

gram. This reputation is deserved for no other reason

than speed and quality of rendering. Impulse has a

great upgrade policy to the latest version. Turbo Silver

SV3.0I. It's only five bucks if you've got Turbo Silver

2.0. or S30 if you've got an earlier version, such as

1.0. 1.1 or 1.2. Best of all, they've got a toll-free sup

port number, (800) 328-0184, or{612) 566-0221 it"

you're outside the USA.

Sculpt

Today's lineup of Sculpt products for the Amiga

includes Sculpt Animate 4D. listing at $499.95, Sculpt

3D XL at $ 179.95, and Sculpt Animate 4D Jr. at

$149.95. Animate 4D'$ current version is 2.09c, and

updates are $15.3D XL and4D Jr. are both at version

1.0. What's the difference? 4D has everything, 3D XL

has ray-tracing but no animation. 4D Jr. has animation

but no ray-tracing.

It's been said that Byte by Byte has dropped out of
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the Amiga market, but it's not true. According to their

PR department. Centaur Software has not taken over

the Sculpt products. Confusion and rumors started

when Centaur gained rights to advertise Sculpt, in con

junction with their distribution of the product. At that

point. Centaur was the only distributor of the product.

(Normally, a developer works with many distributors

to sell a product to local dealers.) At roughly the same

time. Byte by Byte turned their energy away from

Amiga products and towards a Macintosh port, and

some people drew their own (incorrect) conclusions.

The Macintosh version of Sculpt is priced at $1595.

Mac Sculpt has no animation abilities, still, it's getting

rave reviews in Mac publications. One review said

you should buy it for the manual alone, because it

explains 3D so well. This neatly describes the Macin

tosh Way: You .should be willing to pay $1592 for a

nifty book, which happens to include a copy-protected

3D program.

Support for the Sculpt series is free, regardless of

bluster in the manual that says otherwise. Updates are

available from the many past incarnations of the

Sculpt series, but there are so many permutations of

upgrades, it's best to call for prices, at (512) 343-4357.

For example, upgrading your original Sculpt 3D to

today's Sculpt Animate 4D would cost S275. There's

even a price break for going from an Amiga version to

the Mac version, if you're interested in reading the

manual.

Videoscape

Support and sales of VldeoScape are now handled

by Oxxi, who in fact took over the entire Aegis Devel

opment product line when that company went belly-

up. They continue to sell Modeler 3D, the object editor

of choice for VideoScape users, along with a new

package called ProMotion by Dave Durham, which

makes an incredible variety of VideoScape motion

InterFontJ-ogo.pic was created by artist James Shook

using Turbo Silver, with letter objects made with InterFont.

Dice.pic was created by Kirk Piepho using Turbo Silver.

It took five hours on his 68030/68882 board.

paths. Oxxi's number is (213)427-1227.

The future for updates to VideoScape and Modeler

is dim, at least under those product names. VideoScape

remains at version 2.0, and Modeler at version I. The

history of Aegis's demise reportedly includes gory

tales of (I'll be tactful) "screw-ups" involving royalty

checks, which do not endear programmers to publish

ers. Unhappy with Aegis. VideoScape's Allen Hastings

and Modeler's Stuart Ferguson walked to Kansas to

work on Toaster-based 3D products forNewTek.

These products are planned to ship after the Toaster,

which might mean we'll see them during President

Quayle's first LOO days in office. (It's only a joke!)

PAGErender and Others

A relative newcomer to Amiga 3D is PAGErender,

from Mindware International. This program distin

guishes itself by having a strong scripting language

and ARexx support for controlling objects and anima

tions. Mindware's number is (705) 737-5998. I've

learned an update is in the works, but it's not official

at this point.

Space prevents me from mentioning every 3D prod

uct. In future columns I'll be talking about CaligaH,

Design 3D and others, along with a little news about

Forms In Flight and new releases for the 3D realm.

Progressive Peripherals has long promised a 3D pro

gram called 3D Pro (with the "pro" meaning either

"professional," "promised," or "prolonged," I assume).

It has now shipped, and we'll take a look next time.

Impulse plans a new product called Imagine, which

promises Turbo Silver rendering power plus an

improved object editor, and more IFF texture wrap

ping options. It should be available in late 1990. And

at February's Amiga Developer Conference in Paris. I

spotted two or three new European 3D programs that

may make their way to the North American Amiga

market by the lime you read this. *
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GBrad Schenck

raphics

Amiga graphic

artist

Brad Schenck

delves the

depths of

The

Art

Department

In this 16-color, high resolution montage, four images

have been resized and combined on one screen.

Amiga artists have more ways of creat

ing 24-bit graphics than they have

ways to display [hem. The 16.7 mil

lion color 24-bit palette makes truly

photographic quality possible in

scanned, digitized and raytraced

images. Unfortunately, a stock Amiga's display is out

classed when it comes to this level of graphics power.

It's quite possible to create these images, but one is

left working blind if one can't see at least a representa

tion of what the images look like.

ASDG has developed a small but impressive line of

applications including scanning software for the Sharp

scanners, and was the developer of (he 24-bit IFF for

mat. With the release of The Art Department (which

we'll call TAD for short) ASDG now offers a package

that manipulates IFF 24 and 8 bit graphics tiles, con

verts other such files to IFF format, and allows users

to translate images to any Amiga format with

remarkable control - and wilh the smartest color

dithering anywhere. TAD also produces color separa

tions from 8 and 24-bit data which ASDG's ReSep will

strip inio Professional Page documents for Postscript

printing.

The Art Department loads any IFF image file

{including 24-bit IFF's), the DV2I format used by

DigiView, 'SHAM" files (developed by Rhett Ander

son), and 'Dynamic HAM'and "Dynamic HiRes" files

generated by DigiView4.(), Since il also saves out any

of those formats with the exception of DV21, TAD

may be used to convert 24-bii and other images lo

whatever displayable mode you like.

ASDG also offers modules that add to 7>\D's import

abilities. Currently. loaders are available for these for

mats: Impulse 12 and 24-bit, Sculpt 4D 24-bit. GIF,

Targa, DPai/it HE (from the IBM version of DPaint),

and Rendition. Loaders for TIFF. PICT. PCX and

other formats are currently under development. The

loader modules don't allow TAD to save in the new

formats, only lo read them.

TAD comes with a simple installation program for

hard disks, requiring a single "assign" which you can

place in your startup-sequence. Any loaders TAD finds

in its Loaders directory on startup will automatically

become available, though it's necessary to select the

load formal you warn before loading a file.

When loading any color image TAD creates a 24-bit

copy of it in memory: if the picture is greyscale, TAD

creates a similar 8 bit image. For this reason. Ihc pro

gram needs a larger amount of memory than simpler

image processing programs. Once this 'virtual' image

has been constructed it's used as a master while you

adjust a number of attributes that affect the image

you'll see onscreen. Most of TAD*$ functions will

affect only Ibis displayed copy, though (he 'Image

Controls' panel (with the exception of the ominously

labelled "RIP" bution) will also change the 24 or 8 bit

data. At any time you may save out the displayable

image or the 8 or 24-bil buffer.

Microillusions' Transport Controller is directly sup

ported: TAD can check lo see if the TC is present, ihen

direct it to record the displayable image lo video.

Unbridled Enthusiasm

With the specifications mil of the way. I can tell you

thai this program is an absolute gem. It doesn't just

convert one IFF formal io another: il offers six dither

ing modes in order to mix colors - especially effective

in high resolution - to give the impression of many

more colors than are actually present. These tech

niques are equally powerful when matching pictures

with different palettes to a single palette, as shown in

Figure 1. TAD's abilities to wring excellent image
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quality out of a high resolution 16 color screen are

nothing short of phenomenal. In some of my more

severe tests I remapped raytraces into high resolution

in IBM's EGA palette - which, if you don't know it, is

the most hideous collection of colors in history - with

results that actually looked GOOD.

Normal image processing functions offer control of

the brightness, contrast, size and color balance of the

displayable image plus a "Gamma" quality (a sort of

color-based contrast).

TAD's dithering abilities also shine when converting

color graphics to greyscale or black and white for

newsletter work. The "RIP" button mentioned above

stands for "Remove Isolated Pixels". It's very handy

for this type of conversion. RIP searches the displayed

image for pixels thai are no! adjacent to any other pix

els of the same color, and erases them. "Line Art'

examines a greyscale image and uses cdgc-dctcction

to extract a line drawing from it in up to 16 (dis

playable) or 256 shades of grey. This is useful in

cleaning up digitized logos and lettering, and can be

used along with RIP to create pictures thai resemble

pencil drawings (see Figure 2). Recombining a Line

Art image in a few shades of grey with solid or

dithered color fills can produce very interesting pic

tures.

Raytraces are another prime target for TAD. After

hours of rendering one often finds that an image is just

a little too... something. Possibly the color is a little

off, or it's a bit dark. Rather than changing the lighting

in the scene and rendering it again, a TAD user can

load it in - preferably in 24-bit rather than HAM - to

fine tune and translate it into any IFF format

The program's possibilities in desktop publishing

range from image conversion to 24 or 8 bit color sepa

rations. There's equal potential for presentation graph

ics or any Amiga graphics application. IAD's dithering

abilities can even be useful in porting software to

other computer systems, as suggested by my EGA

tests.

Picking Nits

TAD wants memory in a big way. With seven

megabytes I was able to process practically anything

while multitasking DPaint. 1 also tested the program

under a 68000 with five, three, and two megabytes. As

you'd expect, it ran slower under a 68000. but not

painfully so.

While ASDG recommends at least one megabyte, I

found that even with two there often wasn't enough

memory to create the 24-bit buffer, so most functions

were unavailable. Even at three megs things were

tight. In greyscale, memory was less of a consideration

as the buffer took less RAM.

TAD's screen isn't slidable, but does have screen to

front and back gadgets. These aren't obvious at first.

They're in the title area of the 'Commands' panel.

There are only two features missing that I believe

are of real importance. First is the ability to save in all

supported file formats. As it is. loader modules (priced

from S24.95 up) allow one to import various types of

■-'if <• K'T-^.7 tS 1 IP

This image began as a 24-bit Turbo Silver f\\e\ it's been converted to 'Line

Art' in 16 shades of grey for a natural, pencil drawing effect.

graphics formats, but not to save in them. While TAD

doesn't claim to be a complete file conversion system

I think that this would double the usefulness of the pro

gram.

The other "must-have" feature is some type of batch

processing, either via AREXX support or an internal

function. Without that, TAD doesn't offer a convenient

way to automatically process frames lor animation.

When asked about these two features ASDG said that

they were already working on them for future release.

On the whole. The Art Department is an excellent

product, and very affordably priced. The modular nature

of the loaders means that all users aren't made to pay

for features likeTarga compatibility, which most won't

need, and makes TAD inherently upgradable. TAD'a

powerful image processing tools are unmatched, and if

you have the RAM to really exploit it you jusi can't do

better than to put The Art Department to work for you.

THE

ART

DEPARTMENT

Specifications

Tested: Version 1.0.1

Modules: Impulse, GIF. DPaint He

Configurations tested: Amiga 2000 with 2620

accelerator and 7 megabytes RAM; same, under

68000 with 5, 3 and 2 megabytes

At Presstime

ASDG informed .info that they are working on

important additions and improvements to The Art

Department, including the ability to render images

directly into 24-bit Eramebofifers! Watch this space for

details as they develop.

Bradley W. Schenck. a freelance artist and

two-time winner of the BADGE Killer Demo Con

test, can be reached on PeopleLink as -BWS.

$89.95

ASDG, Inc.

925 Stewart

Street,

Madison, Wl

53713

608-273-6585
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he programs discussed here are all available from free

sources such as local BBS services and user group public

domain software libraries. However, our columnists acquired

them through one of three commercial sources: the online

communications services American People/Link and GEnie or

commercial public domain software collections (see listings).

For further information, contact these sources directly.

AMERICAN PEOPLE/LINK

The Amiga Zone and The Amiga Zone Pro arc American Peo

ple/Link's Amiga support sections. Each file's access number is

tagged with either "AZ" or "AZPRO" to indicate which section it

can be found in. (For information on signing up for People/Link,

call 800-524-0100.)

ATC.LZH [23,099/AZ]

ATC (left) is a nice little air traffic control simulation game. You

play the part of the controller of a regional control center and direct

arriving and departing flights which you monitor from your radar

screen. Multitasks well. Don't fall asleep at the screen, please!

RIXPIX.LZH [23,363/AZ]

Here are three more hand-drawn masterpieces by the enormous

ly talented Rick Parks. It's hard to believe these pictures aren't dig

itized. STYMIE - the Little Rascal (left). NORMAN - Rick's

AMIGAWORLD Cover in Rockwell's familiar style, and BRYCE -

A beautiful canyon in Nevada. If you know Rick's work. I'm sure

that you will be eager to download these. If you're not familiar

with his art. do yourself a favor and get these, as well as his other

works.

SNAKEPIT.LZH [23,260/AZ]

SnakePit (left) is a simple action game in which your character

(the snake) must be maneuvered through mazes. However, a snake

can not back up. nor can it "bite" itself. You can modify each of

me many included level screens for an endless supply of new game

variations to conquer. This game has both eye and ear appeal (with

catchy sound effects and "jungle drums" music in the background),

and can provide hours of mindless, addictive fun.

SUPERECHO.LZH [21,264/AZ]

SuperEcho does something I've never seen (or heard) another

program do: given an audio input to the left channel of an audio

digitizer in the parallel port. {Perfect Sound, Future Sound, or oth

ers), this program will perform a variety of live special effects on

thai signal, including echos and pitch changes without speed

changes! A bunch of gadgets allow you to change the parameters

of what is going on. The default, which creates a low, booming

echoing voice, does wonders to scare the kiddies on Halloween!

You can even make a radio announcer st-st-stutter like Max Head

room!

-Harv Laser [CBM*HARV]
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GEnie

GEnie is General Electric's commercial online information ser

vice. GEnic's *S(arship Amiga* software library has about 8000

files available for downloading. (For information on signing up

for GEnie. call 800-638-9636.)

CAR_2.00.LZH [8343]

One of the snazzier Amiga PD games I've come across, Car

\>2.0 (right) is a joystick-Controlled freeware racing game that

features clean full-screen scrolling action and digitized stereo

sound. You race against the clock on ten different Swedish (racks,

from simple ovals to figure eight layouts. To add to the challenge,

track sections may be slick wet. where your tires squeal like a

Dukes of Hazzard soundirack; or bone dry, where your machine

tracks as if on rails. (I love power skidding through those "S"

turns!) Those with only 512K may want to create a bootable disk

as per instructions. Car v2.0 is (he freeware handiwork of Anders

Bjerin.

CHINA_CHALLENGE.LZH [8345]

Another game from Europe, China Challenge (right), is a 120-

tile solitaire version of Mali Jongg. This version doesn'i have all

the bells and whistles of the commercial game Shanghai, but it

gets ihe job done and qualifies as one of the better freeware

Amiga mind-stumpin' time passers. (I like these graphics better.

loo.) Completely mouse driven. China Challenge only allows you

to either take back one move or start all over from the beginning.

The docs hint about a possible sequel. This game was written by

Dirk Hoffman, runs easily in 5I2K, and seems to be well-

behaved.

APB1.1.LZH[7789]

APB vJ.l (right) is a nicely done "Rolodex'M" style phonebook

& autodialer. It's small and can make itself smaller by "iconify-

ingM to a mere title bar in Workbench. APB stores names, num

bers, and one comment line. For autodialling, it defaults to a

Hayes-compatible modem, but can be reconfigured easily. This

program supports a number of options for how it looks when it

comes up: window or title bar. default phonebook/directory. X-Y

location onscreen, and so on. APB vl.1 is a shareware program

($20 requested) written by Jeff Hoag. and il runs easily in 512K.

MEMBERS_V1.00.ZIP [7860]

Members is designed as an Amiga user group membership

database, but with a little effort and imagination it can be used for

maintaining a wider variety of mailing lists. Members' main

charm is the ease of data entry and maintenance and the clean,

easy-to-read layout. Il also docs a fair job of priming labels.

Members can sort on several fields and search on the last name

and the ten user "Interests" categories. This is a shareware demo

(60 entry limit per database; S15 requested) which easily runs in

5I2K. It was writlen by Lorraine Crawford of the Cenlral Penn

sylvania Amiga Computer Club. - Don Romero
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DISK COLLECTIONS

DEVWARE

This month we're going to look at some programs distributed by

DevWare. They have available, at this writing, a library of over

130 custom-assembled PD disks, with more being put together ev

ery month. These are divided into three basic categories; 63 De-

vDisks with tools for developers and advanced users, 36 Work-

Bench disks containing general interesi programs run from icons,

and 31 FunDisks devoted to games and entertainment

FUNDISK#6 [FD006]

Speaking of games, FunDisk #6 contains seven, including an ex-

ccllenl version of Checkers (left) by Ronnie Pertuit Play is

smooth, and it's a nice game because both adults and children can

play against a computer opponent of suitable ability (there are

four). My 12 year old daughter is able to beat the Amiga on levels

one and two. but is still challenged, especially when I "help" her.

You can play againsl another human instead of ihe Amiga, but it's

hard to get the Amiga on a cracker barrel. Dumbbell will be famil

iar if you remember the prc-computer "sliding fifteen" puzzle. If

Ihe 6-piece Dumbbell isn't enough of a challenge, try the 10-piece

Gold by the same author. These puzzles look impossible at first,

ihough children seem able to solve them through some iniuitive

Gestalt method. Still in a gaming mood? Play Metro (left). In this

game you are a planner who must construct a subway system for a

city with well-defined needs. If your mass transit isn't profitable,

you'll be fired.

DEVDISK#54 [DD054]

This disk contains 10 compression utilities, including popular

favorites FowcrPacker. Lharc, and Zoo. PowerPacker compress

es programs and then decompresses as you need them. The effect is

more data on every disk, almost immediately {and transparently)

available. But wail, there's more! PPMore to be exact, a gadget-

driven replacemenl for CBM's More. The other programs are good

too, and it's handy to have them on one disk.

WORKBENCH DISKS [WB025 & WB017]

World Data Base |WB025] (left) is based on CIA-collected ge

ographical information, and provides views of the earth in Merca-

lor projection or as a satellite view. Latitude and longitude can be

changed via gadgets. Calendar Factory [WB0l7| is a small utility

which produces calendars in any of eight formats; it will print or

save them as ASCII files which can be used in desktop publishing

packages.

HOW TO ORDER

DevWare disks are $5.95 each, including shipping.

Visa/Mastercard accepted with a $20.00 minimum. Credit card

buyers may order by calling 619-673-0759. A catalog disk wilh

good descriptions costs $ 2.50. DevWare. Inc., 10474 Rancho

Carmel Dr., Rancho Bernardo. CA 92128

- Jeff Lowenthal
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Fractal Frontiers
... continuedfrom page 27

to gel a smooth animation. However, Vista renders only in MAM,

which makes ii more involved to put together animations and touch

up screens without fringing. Genesis has, by far, the best handling of

rivers and lakes (though it is horribly slow filling lakes al higher lev

els of detail), even including waterfalls and rapids in the rivers. Water

is something of a problem in Vista. There is no direct method of

defining sea level; Bowing a lake at the edge of the land mass is the

only way lo raise the level and there is no provision at all for lower

ing it. making its lack of an Undo feature a serious frustration if you

flow a lake in the wrong spot.

Considering thai these are really only the first generation of fractal

landscape generators, they are remarkably sophisticated. Bui. being

picky by nature (some software developers might use another

phrase), there are some things I'd like to see in ihe future. First, I'd

like an option to make fractal Irecs and bushes: good as the current

scenes are. they lack ihe finishing details that naturalistic (or fantasti

cal) vegetation could add. I'd also like to have better control over ter

rain editing. Vista offers DEM support, but entering your own

requires running the dam through a C compiler in order to pui it into a

format the program can understand. Vista supports a limited zoom,

but I'd like to be able to load in. for example, a Mandelbrot scene and

zoom in on it infinitely. I'd also like to have unlimited panning,

meaning a (racially generated perspective view liiat scrolls toward an

infinite horizon, with the landscape changing constantly underneath.

I've been asked on occasion what practical good fractals are. (I

think the people who have asked me that are the same ones who

would have asked Columbus just where the hell he thought he was

going.) Until now. the only way to see an imaginary scene was

through a painter's art and vision, or through special effects in

movies. The great landscape artists, like Frederic Church and Albert

Bierstadl. examined nature and painted their own versions of it in

loving, realistic detail. Painters like Dali and Magrkte. on the other

hand, dreamed up completely imaginary landscapes, drawn not from

nature, hut from ihe psyche, and painted surrealistic visions based on

them. I low they would have loved the world of the Mandelbrot Sei!

Whether fractal landscapes are art, I'll leave to the aesthetic philoso

phers, but 1 think they are. Movies are beginning to see the value (and

economy) of artificially created graphics; the Genesis planet in Star

Trek // is a prime example. One of Psygnosis* new games, currently

titled Tempus, uses fractally drawn landscapes. We'll certainly see

more games, movies, and video using fractals. After all, why go to

the expense of location shooting when special effects techniques can

put actors in perfectly realistic electronic settings? This first wave of

fractal landscape software takes the best of the real and the imaginary

and brings them as legitimate graphic tools to the Amiga. I can only

dream about what will come next. Perhaps I'll run into you in a

cybcr-reality somewhere - I'll be the one wearing the fractal buck

skins and fractal coonskin cap. ~k

Vista, $99.95, Virtual Realities Laboratories

2341 Ganador Court, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

805-545-8515

Scene Generator $39.95, Natural Graphics

PO Box 1963, Rocklin, CA 95677

Genesis $149.95. Microillusions

PO 3475, Granada Hills, CA 91394

Active Circuits Delivers
Advanced Imaging Solutions

IinaueLink

A powerful image conversion and

24-bit imaging system which is

both flexible and expandable. It

gives the capability to convert

between multiple image formats and output lo high-quality, full-color

video and digital film for animation and multimedia presentations.

Tunis ihe Arnica' into a professional imaging workstation. Supports ihe

following image formats: Amiga IFF, Caligari™ (Rendition"1).
CompuServe GIF™, Disi-ViewIN1 RGB, Macintosh-' MacPaint & PICT2

bitmaps, PC Paintbrush™. Sculpt™ (Raw RGB), Sun Rasterfile™, TIFF.

Truevision' Targa'. Turbo Silver RGBN/RGB8

Suggested Retail Price: $199.95
[Requires Amiga with l megabyte memory. Not copy prelected AKcw compatible.)

ALink

An ImageLink expansion module

which allows direct control of

Truevision Targa and Vista frame

buffers for true-color video output.

Compatible with Microillusions Transport Controller for 24-bit color

frame-by-frame animation recording to industrial/professional VTR's.

Suggested Retail Price: $299.95
(Requires Imaflelink andAmigaXTorAT BddgeboanL]

CineLink

An imageLink expansion module

which can output directly to high

resolution (4000 line. 24-bit) film

using digital film recorders from

Lasergraphics and Presentation Technologies. Create 35mm slides and

prints. Polaroid prints and transparencies. 4x5 and 8x10 film

transparencies, and 16 and 35mm motion picture film for your next

full-length animated feature. Exposure times as fast as 90 seconds.

Suggested Retail Price: $299.95
(Requires Film Recorder, tnugeUnk and compatible SCSI controller. ARcw compatible.)

The perfect complement for your

Amiga image processing worksta

tion. The latest in optical storage

technology from SONY removes

all practical limits on disk storage by providing up to 650 megabytes of

storage on a secure, removable disk cartridge. Comes with complete

driver support, utilities, diagnostics, cables and I piece of media.

Suggested Retail Price: $4995.00
(Requires compatible SCSI controller, Additional

ISSK/seeond write. DhkSpeedben«*maiks

dia $250,110. Spc^ iis high a*. .WK per sccund read.

wilabfem request. One year wimnly Included.)

Professional Features Offering Outstanding Flexibility

For more information or your nearest

Active Circuits Dealer, call today.

Tel: 1201) 974-1616 Fax: (201)974-1672

Biand and ptodiici names are trademarks at their respective companies.

Active Circuits, Inc.
19S5 Highway 34, Suite A-i

Wall, NJ 07719
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Paint Program Round Up, Loren Lovhaug inter
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interview, Sound & Music, Fractals. GcoProgram-

mer, Silentwriter LC89O. Transcript.
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Video Boot Camp! High-End Amiga Expansion,

Gail Wellington interview, 3D options. Home

Town, Viking I, A-Max, Anti-Virus, V.I.P.
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SFX Sound Expander. The Write Stuff 128,

Toshiba ExpressWriter 301, RawCopy, Mac-2-

Dos.
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Hard Drive, Dual Serial Board. Abacus Books,

Twin Cities 128 book.
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Amiga COMAL

What Amiga BASIC should have been?

by Chris Zamara

miga COMAL is a programming

language for the Amiga that's as

simple lo use as Amiga BASIC, bul

has a much better develop

ment/debugging environment, and the lan

guage itself is richer and more easily

extended. Also, with an optional developer's

system, you can create stand-alone programs

written in COMAL. making the language a

viable alternative to C or assembler for some

applications. This article is not a review of

the product, bul more of an introduction to

Amiga COMAL for those tired of the short

comings ofAmiga BASIC and other BASICs

on the market.

COMAL's History

Amiga COMAL is an improved implemen

tation of the venerable COMAL80 standard,

which has been well-established since being

adopted as the standard programming lan

guage for education in Denmark in the early

1970s. COMAL was developed as a struc

tured alternative to the BASICs of the day.

which were generally pretty terrible: GOTO

was a fact of life, and Borge Christensen, the

creator of COMAL, couldn't bear to expose

generations of students to its evils. The first

COMAL implementation introduced stu

dents to structured programming, using IF-

THEN-END and DO-WHILE constructs

instead of messy GOTOs and line numbers.

Since then, versions of COMAL have

existed for most microcomputers, starting

with the Commodore PET. and many Com

modore 64 users have for years been using

the COMAL 2.0 Cartridge, which is an

enhanced version of the language that allows

access to the machine's sound and graphics

hardware. Amiga COMAL is a further step

forward in the advancement of the language,

with some additions that adapt the language

for programming on the Amiga (pointers and

records, which are like structures in C, are

the most notable enhancements).

Amiga COMAL is distributed in North

America by the COMAL User's Group, a

small organization dedicated to spreading

(he COMAL word. The Amiga COMAL

package, which consists of a single disk and

a manual, costs S99.95. The optional devel

oper's package, which includes the COMAL

compiler to create stand-alone COMAL pro

grams, is S34.95. The COMAL User's

Group also publishes a regular newsletter.

COMAL Today, and sells several books

about the COMAL language. Their address

is given at the end of this article.

The Amiga COMAL System

Like Amiga BASIC, Amiga COMAL is

both a language and a programming envi

ronment. A "Command" window lets you

enter and edit programs and give direct

COMAL commands to the interpreter, and

an "Execute" window is used to display out

put from the program (text and/or graphics).

The command window has horizontal and

vertical scroll bars, like those in Workbench

windows, to let you view more of the dis

play than can be seen at one time, and to let

you go back through your command history

lo reveal previously-typed commands and

program lines. You can also scroll back

wards and forwards through the lines in your

program using the cursor up and down keys.

By default, Amiga COMAL's windows

appear on a custom screen, but you can use

the Workbench screen or a different custom

screen by setting up different configuration

options. While the environment is similar in

concept (o Amiga BASIC'S, the fee! is com

pletely different due to the faster response

and easy error recovery. This improved

response, coupled with sophisticated tracing

capabilities, makes debugging and testing

very convenient.

The command window doubles as the edi

tor for the language, but instead of a regular

line-oriented text editor (a bad example of

which is the one provided by Amiga BASIC),

COMAL program lines are entered as num

bered lines like the BASICs of yesteryear.

Auto line numbering and other features

make this a little easier, but this throwback

lo an earlier age can be inconvenient for

those used to working with a good text edi

tor. Fortunately, you can use your favorite

text editor to create your program, and load

it in as an ASCII file. The advantage to

using the Amiga COMAL editor, however, is

that each program line is checked for syntax

as it is entered. When an error is found in a

newly entered line, a small window appears

with the error message, bul you can keep

editing the line and try again; when an

acceptable line is entered, the error message

disappears. This is a far belter approach than

Amiga BASICS annoying message windows

that require a response before you can con-

A simple COMAL

program has just

been listed in the

command window

and then run,

creating the

display in the

execute window.
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"atafll
company consisting of Amiga users dedicated to bringing you

finest in sales, service and support of all Amiga products.

oil Free Order Numbe

(800)321-3077 (USA and Canada)
Monday through Friday 9am-6pm Pacific Time

Unadvertised Special
Svery week we huve .it least one specially marked item,

sually a new product which no one has ever heard or but

hich we find interesting. Give us a call to get ihe details!

Because of the vast amount of Amiga

product currently available, it is

impossible to list all that we carry in one

ad. New product Is constantly arriving, so

please call for the latest!

Books Genlocks

Hard Drives

Games
Tlight Simulator II 35.00 Star Flight 36 . 00

Starglldar II 3!. 00

Video & Graphics I

3D Pool 25.00

AHC 34.00 Sold Rush 27.00 Suparcara 15.00
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Vldao
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Block Out.................26.00 Jack Micklaus Coif........35.00 TV Sporta Basketball......36.00 PageFlipper Plus F/X.....110.00

Blood Honey 20.00 Nicklaus Golf Courses 15.00 ultima IV 37.00 Photon Paint 2.0 104.00
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Bible Reader 42.00
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Can Do 99.00

CAPE 66 73.00

Cross Das 20 . 00

CygnusEd Professional E5.00

DB Han V 205.00

DavPac 65.00
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Disk Mechanic 62.00

Dunlap utilities 55.00
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InttoCad 57.00

J Forth 145.00

Lattice C 5.0 240.00
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Microfiche Filer Plus....115.00
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Morgan 55.00
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Get It Fast!!!!

Place your order by 2pm PST, gel il the next

business day through Federal Express for only

150!$6.

Justin!!.'

•Impcrium „

•Hojle's Boo* ofCamcs Vol. 2

•Block Gold

•Rotor..

jD Professional
This latest release from Progressive Peripherals is an object editor, scene

renderer and animation creator :il! in one package. Some of [he many feature;

include choice of shading methods, including Phong of Guurad. key frame

animation with morphing. outputs to standard Amiga resolutions. Haitex 3D,

scs, iriunebuffcrs, video controllers, special 24 bit modes, even Postscript!!

ncluded with this package is an eniireiy separate program called Animation

Station, which allows you to storyboard your animations and edit theni

iccordingly. This package is highly recommended lor thos e who arc serious

lotit their video graphics and comes to you, along with a VHS tape

mtaining examples and tutorials, ai a special price of:

$349.00

The best in Public Domain ai public domain

prices! S5.00 per disk or FREE with orders

of$50.00ormorc!!!

British Magazines!!!
Si-tious iihoui games'.' Want Id know whai's inminj: hvfuic

ii'.i released here? Want lo see KfOGiuhotS, get hinia ami
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•We ship FedEx or UPS
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•Product Support and order status, call

(408)245-1285

•Send checks or money orders to:

473 Macara Avc. #705

Sunnyvale. Ca. 94086

DataTime does it for you!!!

•Same day processing on most orders

•Fast delivery at a great price

*AH the latest releases

•Great technical support

DataTime Newsletter

All of our customers automatically

of useful information reeardine all

aspects of the Amiga, from games to

video to DTP. We're serious about
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linue programming.

The programming environment has its

advantages, bui the real reason lor using

Amiga COMAL is the language itself. Amiga

COMAL acts like an interpreter, allowing

you to stop and continue programs, examine

variables, etc.. but each program line is com

piled as it is entered, resulting in efficient,

fast code (see benchmark results in sidebar).

The language is BASIC-like. but unlike

Amiga BASIC, ii supports true recursive pro

cedures and functions with parameters. Once

you define a procedure or function, you can

use it in your program just like a built-in

command or function; you can also call such

procedures and functions from direct com

mands typed in the command window.

The syntax of the language has slight dif

ferences from BASIC, for example ":=" is

used for assignment instead of BASIC'S "=".

but Amiga COMAL will automatically cor

rect code typed using BASIC syntax without

reporting an error. Since the program lines

are compiled when entered and un-compi!ed

again to display when listed. COMAL auto

matically "fixes up" your code in other ways

as well. For example, an example of a sim

ple TOR/NEXT" loop in BASIC might

look like this:

for i=i to 10

print i

next

[f you typed lite above three lines as a

COMAL program, some changes would

appear as soon as you hit RETURN on each

line: keywords are capitalized, code inside

the "FOR" loop is indented, and some of the

Benchmarks

AmigaCOMAL vs. AmigaBASIC

These figures are from a program supplied on the AmigaCOMAL disk.

We have not duplicated the tests, but other observations of AmigaCOMAL's

performance tends to support these results. The benchmark results are

preceded by the following comments:

"We would like you to begin programming in COMAL because it is

easier to use. morefriendly, and more powerful [than BASIC]. However,

most people want to know howfast it is. so we ran some quick tests andfound

that you will not be disappointed."

AhPs Benchmark - Creative ComputingMagazine

AmigaCOMAL HB»e_J 3.1

AmigaBASIC I =3 12.8

Calc Benchmark - Byte Magazine

AmigaCOMAL I ZZH 7.2

AmigaBASIC I ■ 16.9

Sieve Benchmark - Byte Magazine

AmigaCOMAL i I 6.6

AmigaBASIC I

Substring Benchmark - COMAL Info booklet

5.1

16.0

AmigaCOMAL □ 0.2

AmigaBASIC 1

code itself is slightly changed as ii is trans

lated from BASIC syntax. If you listed the

resulting COMAL program, it would look

like this:

FOR i:=1 to 10 DO

PRINT i

ENDFOR i

Notice that not only has the code been

converted 10 COMAL syntax, but informa

tion has been added as well: the "NEXT"

has been translated into "ENDFOR i". since

the COMAL compiler matched the END

FOR with the corresponding FOR statement

and added the correct variable name.

As you can see, programming in COMAL

is highly interactive, and helps you along as

you develop a program. The specific and

informative error messages add to the envi

ronment's interactive nature as well,

System Interface and Packages

Any language that sets limits on access to

the machine's hardware or operating system

is no more than a toy. since you can't use it

to develop real-world applications. Amiga

BASIC does let you use system routines and

access system structures, but only in a most

unwieldy fashion. This problem has been

dealt with properly in Amiga COMAL.

Access to all system libraries and functions

is supported, and a new (for COMAL) data

type called the pointer can be used to point

to system data structures. This allows you to

access the Amiga's operating system in the

intended way. similar to the C-language

techniques.

A feature that makes Amiga COMAL

unique among interpreted languages on the

Amiga is its use of "packages" to extend the

language's capabilities, similar to the way

libraries arc used in C and other languages.

A package is a collection of procedures or

functions that exists as a separate program.

Any package can be USEd by a COMAL

program (or by issuing the USE command

directly), and the routines in the package are

loaded from disk and are ready to use as reg

ular procedures and functions in the pro

gram. The use of packages keeps the basic

COMAL system down to a relatively small

number of generic commands, with system-

specific commands in packages where they

can be used only if needed. For example, the

COMAL disk comes with packages for

speech, graphics, screens and windows, and

interface routines to most of the system

libraries and devices.
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MOVING SPECIAL!
To serve our growing customer base, we are moving into larger quarters!

8-UP

8-UP

8-UP

8-UP

MEMORY
Memorycard-2MB

Memorycard-4MB

Memorycard-6MB

Memorycard-8MB

Starboard II for A1000

M501

with512K

with 1MB

512K upgrade for

A500 with clock

1
259.95

379.95

499.95

549.95

199.95

249.95

69.95

DRIVES
FDala-10 Single drive

with on/oft'

FDuta-20 Double drive

with on/off & power

AIR drive exlcmal

Master 3A

Internal 3.5 drive for A2000

Cutting Edge MAC drive

for use with AMAX

Quantum Hardcard 40MB

Quantum Hardcard SOMB

HardFrame SCSI Controller

^ GVP SCSI Controller

with 8MB space

99.95

239.95

109.95

109.95

89.95

179.95

499.95

799.95

199.95

199.95

K^H Supra corporation

For the AMIGA 500:

Supra 40MB Quantum

Supra 80MB Quantum

For ihe AMIGA 1000:

Supra 40MB Quantum

Supra 80MB Quantum

Supra Wordsync card

599.95

849.95

649.95
899.95

149.95

System Packages

We customize AMIGA 2000 and

AMIGA 3000 desktop video

systems to meet your individual

needs. Call and talk to one of our

system specialists to get the best

price for your requirements.

GVP 68030 - 28 / 68882 / 4MB

1899.95

GVP 68030 - 33 / 68882 / 4MB

2549.95

GVP 68030 - 50 / 68882 / 4MB

3699.95

SOFTWARE |
3D Professional

Turbo Silver

■ Disney's Animation Sludk

Saxon Publisher

Pagestream 2.0

The Art Department

Imagine

Scene Generator

Digi Paint

Pro Write 3.0

Pro Video Post

Mega Paint

Deluxe Paint III

Homebuik'^r's CAD

Lattiee 5.0

Disk Manager MAC

Soundscape Pro MIDI

299.95 1
89.95 1

I 119.95 1
249.95 1
179.95 1
59.95 1

219.95 1
29.95 1
64.95

109.95

219.95

179.95

89.95

119.95

189.95

79.95

109.95

VIDEO
Digi View 4.0

Digi Works 3D

i Color Splitter

Flicker Fixer

Framebuffer with 1MB

Magni 4004S w/ remote

MiniGen

Neriki Imagemaster II

. Panasonic 1410 w/ lens

Panasonic 1500 w/ lens

Panasonic Vari-Lens

Polaroid Free/.cl'rame

ProGen

Sharp JX-100 Scanner

SuperGcn

SuperGen 2000

Vid Tech Scanlock

VIP Video Interface

1
129.95 1
79.95

119.95

469.95

749.95

1629.95

179.95 !
1699.95

199.95

299.95

39.95

1599.95

349.95 :

749.95

669.95

1549.95

899.95

99.95

Government and School

Purchase Orders Accepted.

ICD ADRAM 540
with 4MB & 501 trade-in 349.95

without 501 trade-in 399.95

NEW ORDER LINE!

InterComputing, Inc. 1-800-800-9177
2112 Sandy Lane, Dallas. TX 75220 - Customer Service: 214-556-9666 • FAX: 214-556-2336

InterComputing Deutschland Inc.
Schonebecker Str. 55-57 Telefon: 0202/89155

5600 WuppertaI-2 Telefon: 0202/89304

InterComputing France
34, Avenue des Champs Elysees Phone: (1) 42821603

75008 Paris FAX: f 1) 42806649

As always we have tin- must 'customerfriendly' terms: SHI $4.95 in cant. USA; $30.00 nun. order . MASTERCARD & VISA with NO credit

cardfee: in Texas add H 259 Sales Tax. $12.00 shipping to APOIFPO addresses. RMA# required an ail returns. All pru ea subject to < bange.



You can write your own packages simply

by defining procedures and functions in a

program and saving it with a ".pck" exten

sion on the filename; (his package can then

be used like any other. Packages can be writ

ten in C or assembler as well as in COMAL,

so you can extend the language in useful

ways to allow you to build a completely

usable application. Not only can you extend

the language by defining new procedures in

a package, you can enhance the COMAL

programming environment through the use

of a special "comal structure" that is

available for package routines to read and

modify.

The current version of COMAL, called

2.0+, needs more pre-defined packages

before the casual programmer can access all

of the essential parts of the Amiga's operat

ing system. Most notably absent are pack

ages for menus, animation, sprites, and

sound. Such packages may be included in

future releases ofAmiga COMAL, but public

domain versions created by industrious

COMAL programmers everywhere will

probably be available long before then. Until

such packages are available, only advanced

programmers with the ROM Kernal manuals

and knowledge of the Amiga system soft

ware will be able to use the Amiga to its

fullest underAmiga COMAL.

Three separate graphics packages are

included. The standard graphics package

includes some thirty routines to set graphics

modes, plot points, draw lines and other

shapes, fill areas, and similar operations. A

"PCGraphics" package provides compatibil

ity with the C64 and MS/DOS versions of

COMAL. The graphics package that will be

dearest to the hearts of COMAL fans, how

ever, is the traditional "turtle" package. Tur

tle graphics commands let you draw by

specifying the direction of a software "tur

tle" and the distance the turtle has to travel

(see figure). Simple rotations and forwards

or backwards movements of the turtle -

while raising or lowering the turtle's "pen"

as required - can make complex patterns

very easy to produce, compared with the

standard x,y coordinate system of graphics.

How to Learn More

If you like the idea of being able to easily

put together a program in an interactive

fashion but are turned off by Amiga BASIC*

faults, limitations and rough edges, you

should look into Amiga COMAL. A good

start would be to leam more about the

COMAL language itself. You can get a free

24-page COMAL Info booklet by sending a

self-addressed stamped (45 cents) envelope

to the COMAL User's Group, 5501 Grove-

land Terrace, Madison, WI 53716. You can

also investigate Amiga COMAL with the

demo disk, which is available for only $2

and may be freely copied and passed around.

CONSOLE MAGIC

Special codes to transform your CLI window

by Chris Zamara

Here's something to try from a CLI

or AmigaShell window (double

click the "Shell" icon in the

Workbench if you don't have a

shell running already). Type the following

line exactly as shown, then press

RETURN:

echo "*e[33;42m*e[H*e[J"

All of a sudden, your CLI window has a

whole new look, using spiffy-looking

orange text on a black background (assum

ing you haven't changed the default Work

bench colors). How do these magic codes

work and what more can you do with them?

You are about to find out.

The command that you typed may look

like gibberish, but there is a simple expla

nation behind the odd-looking codes. First

of all, the echo command is used lo print

whatever is between the quotes to the CLI

window. If you had put ordinary text in the

quotes, it would simply be displayed on a

new line in the window. The secret is in the

characters "*e[", which the echo command

translates as an "escape" character (ASCII

27) followed by the left square bracket.

This sequence of characters has special sig

nificance as a Control Sequence Introducer

(CSI), and gives you access to a whole

range of text controls, including inserting

and deleting lines, scrolling up and down,

changing text styles, moving the cursor,

changing border sizes, and others. Not only

can you use these codes to customize your

CLI windows, you can put the codes in text

files to do special display tricks when the

file is displayed. Some of the codes even

work when sent to a printer!

A Few More to Try

Here are a few more examples of code

sequences to play with before you learn

more about how they work, just as a teaser.

echo "*e[4t" use only the top 4 text lines in
the window

echo "*e[H*e[L" move cursor to top line, then

insert a line

echo "*eO p" make the cursor disappear (note

the space)

echo "*ec" reset: set everything back to
normal

How The Codes Work

The display tricks instigated by the spe

cial codes are not done by the CLI or Shell

program, but by a special software "device"

in the Amiga called the console device. The

console device can be used for text input and

output, and it is used by many text-based

programs like the CLI. When such a pro

gram wishes to print some text, it sends the

text to the console device. The console

device looks through this text for the special

Control-Sequence Introducer codes and

interprets the special commands, while plain

text is simply printed to the console window.

One of the nice things about these codes

is that they are standardized: they will work

with any program that uses the console

device. You can put these codes in a text file,

for example, and any program that can dis

play a text file using the console device will

interpret the codes correctly. Some of the

codes, specifically those to set text styles

and colors, are also interpreted in the same

way by the printer device, meaning that the

text file with the console codes in it will also

have the desired affect on the text when sent

to a printer.

With the exception of the "reset" com

mand and a few other special characters, all

of the console codes begin with the Control-

Sequence Introducer (Escape followed by

left square bracket) and end with a character.

usually a letter, that specifies the command.

Commands that can take numerical values as

arguments have the number or numbers

sandwiched between the CSI and the com

mand code. In most cases, the number is

optional and a defaull value will be used if

the number is left out.
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As an example, the command code to

move the cursor up a given number of lines

is "A" (the case of the letter is significant for

all CSI codes!). Since this command can

take a number representing the number of

lines to move the cursor, the formal of the

command is <CSIxn>A, where <CSI>

represents the Control-Sequence Introducer,

Esc-[ (which you can print to a CLI window

by using "*e|" in the echo command), <n> is

the number of lines to move the cursor, and

A is just a capital (shifted) A. So, to move

the cursor up by four text lines, you could

use the following command from the CLI

window:

echo "*e[4A"

If you left the "4" out of the command,

the default value of 1 would be used, and the

cursor would move up by a single line.

Some Useful Commands

Below is a list of some of the codes you

can try from a CLI window. Experiment

with these to see how they effect the display.

Some of them may prove useful for special

tasks, for example changing the text borders

within the window to preserve text and keep

it from scrolling away. If you find a com

mand sequence that you may want to use in

the future, you can define it in an "alias" in

the Amiga Shell and just use the alias name

to invoke the command in the future. For

example, this line:

alias bold echo "*e[1m"

will allow you to change the CLI text to

bold at any time by simply typing "bold" at

the CLI prompt. By adding an alias defini

tion to the "s:Shell-Startup" file, you can

make the alias permanent. The standard

Shell-Startup file in Workbench 1.3 already

comes with a few pre-defined console code

commands: "reverse", "normal", and "clear".

You can take a look at these aliases (type

"alias" to see them) and see how the codes

are used.

Not all of these commands are useful

from a CLI or Shell window; many make

sense only when used from a program. They

are listed here for reference, however, and

for you to experiment with. Remember, if

things get too messed up, use the reset com

mand: echo "*ec".

In the commands below, Escape is repre

sented by the characters "*e", which is inter

preted as Escape by the AmigaDOS echo

command. Numerical values in commands

arc represented by <n>. The actual com

mand character is in boldface.

*ec Reset to initial state

*e[<n>@ Insert <n> characters in front of

cursor

"e[<n>A Cursor up <n> lines

*e[<n>B Cursor down <n> lines

*e[<n>C Cursor forward <n> characters

*e[<n>D Cursor backward <n> characters

*e[E Cursor to next line (to column I)

*e[F Cursor to previous line (to column 1)

'e[<n>;<m>H Move cursor to row <n>;

column <m>

*e[J Erase to end of display

*e[K Erase to end of line

*e[L Insert line above the cursor's line

"e[M Delete line

'e[<n>P Delete <n> characters (default 1)

'e[<n>S Scroll up <n> lines

INTRODUCING MAVERICK FOR THE AMIGA
Absolutely The Hottest Amiga Archival Utility System In The Neighborhood!

■;_

Five yean ago. KJPB began producing a series of paralleled thai were simple, effective, and deadly to copy

protection schemes. 2 years ago. the company intmtiuml Maverick, a complete archival system that

rocked the Commmiorc world nnd literally put lesser companies out of business.

Today, after Mm than a year uf solid research anil development, that same company is

ready 10 change the course of Amiga computing forever.

Introducing Maverick for the Amiga!

The company that his always understood thai being lies: is more imponam than

being First is ready to give >ou total control over your software. Maverick Amiga

is nol like anything you've ever seen before.

Picture Ihis: No fumbling for pull-down menus or digging through overlapping

windows - the Maverkk screen is a clean control panel designed 10 allow yiiu to

operate the progmm ;is if it were a physical piece of hi-lech equipment.

A single window displays a scrolling list of all the known titles that Ma\erick copies.

Each entry is color coded to match one ofthree buttons holow. We don't make)™ waste

lime trying to figure out which tool to use iin a program -- Maverick already knows! What

could be easier?

[lultun 1 is Maverick liypert'opy, an extremely lusl dula enpier that copies Ihe chila on a disk without

duplicating any errors. This feature nukes your data backup chocu fasl. easy, and reliable!

Bullon 2 is Maverick Parameters. After five years and hundreds of successful ptnnKIGQi nobody can come

close to matching our performance. To prove just how. effective our current parameters are. we've gone after

some of the newest, toughest programs on the market - and our parameters go through them like a hot knife

through butter. You wcm'i be disappointed b> our lisi!

Button 3 activates the Maverick OverRideiR) Syslem: special paramelers that make a program useable on a

hard drive by COMPLKTill.Y de-pro lee ling il! Now you can take advantage ofyour hard drive's speed and

convenience without putting Up Will) key-did schemes and other hassles!

Even though Maverick comes with over 21X1 parameter*, that's just the beginning of the story

Don't let Maverick's simplicity fool you. If you're an advanced user, you can open the hidden

System Access panel (hat puts you in complete control of all major Maverick copier

functions. You can c^cn create and save up to three of your own custom copiers, keyed to

any of ihe three "User" buttons that are already installed on the Maverick control panel!

Now you can add jour imagination and still to the work of our own hot programmers

to crcaie an archival utility system lhat is totally uniqjc!

Future expansion is built right in: the control panel already has an expansion module

access button. And for a minimal fee rcgislered Maverick owners can upgrade their

system to ihe newest version, including expansion modules and additional new

paramelers. every 90 days! Our optional Maverick Subscriplion Service will even ensure

Ihal new updates are shipped to you automatically - you'll be among the very first to get Ihe

newest version, and you won't even have to lift a finger!

All of Ihis is proof of our commitment to keep your Ntiveiick running on the culling edge of archival

technology! That's why tins is Ihe system thai was wonh the wait. That's why this- is Ihe. syslcm thai

everyone will be talking abdUL And that's why ihis is ihe syslem thai will make every "Iher copy program

you've ever used seem like Bctaware! We have the will and we have the skill to make sure that Maverick will always

be the best archival utility system available for the Amiga. So why wait? Call us today and get your hands on Ihe

best Amiga archival utility syslem in the neighborhood - no matter where your neighborhood is!

Introductory Price • Only $39.95!

SOFTWARE

INTERNATIONAL

TOLL FREE' USA & CANADA

800-356-U79

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS

206-695-1393

NOW ACCEPTING FAX ORDERS

206-695-0059

TECHNICAL SUPPOR1 LINE

206-695-9648
You ma; mail your order to US at:

2700 NB Andrcscn Road, SA-10

Vancouver, WA'JHfifi I

MAVERICK SIIIPIMNC. HANDLING, AND PAYMENT POLICIES

METHODS OV PAYMENTS - We acccpi

certified checks. Visa. M/C. and Discover. Prcvi

may alsopay by CODorpcrjiUjIchecL AM mo

paid in US funds.

cy ordcr>. each wMiIilho] pfoCe per shipmcni. Rwdpi 1(]v

L-usiDn-cn add aioial of S25.4Opct unlcr for S&ll charges.

s). Ple

SHIPPING A 1TVM111SM

FPO, APO. US Posieitom: Pl

shipping ll usually b> U1"S gro

rUKU^-USA <48 stales),

ejsc add S3.M pet order. US

und. Pol UPS 2nd Day Air is

oyinBi^OOrxr pound! Is! Ib.)

pMlIbOnucAlula*HiwiB:

Shipping li usually bj UPS 2nd l)u; An. Place add SK.SO per

order. Canada: Software - 54.00 for Ihe Him piece & $1.00 for

CdlU'H Mil. I-.S -COD available To previous aiyomiTi only

in all 50 US slain. Please add S150 in addrion 10 you S*H

charges.

(llllKk I'll! |i II-- W»ihinEi,in Sine resident* must »dd

7.6* io their order far slate sale-, mi. Defective ucms are

rcpljeed M no charge,but muslbe relumed (uus postpaidsvithin

30 days of invoice dale. All in slocl onler% on: processed within

MhmiiT,. AHspecifcaiionsarc subject!"clwngcwiEhouinolicr

All nkt lie Tina) unless authon«ti by nwninsemeni.



*e[<n>T Scroll down <n> lines

'e[<n>t Set page length (in text lines)

*e[<n>u Sel line length {in characters)

*e[<n>x Set left margin (in pixels)

*e[<n>y Set top margin (in pixels)

'e[0 p Make cursor invisible (note the

space!)

'e[ p Make cursor visible (note the space!)

Graphics Rendition Mode

*e[<style> ;3<fg>;4<bg>m

Select graphics rendition

This command lets you select the text

style and foreground and background colors.

Any of the parameters can be left out, and

they can be put in any order.

<style> is one of the following:

0 Plain text

1 Boldface

3 Italic

4 Underscore

7 Inverse-video

The value for <fg> and <bg> is a single

digit representing the pen color to use for the

text's foreground or background color.

respectively. For example, to set the text to

orange italics on a black background, you

would use the command:

echo"'e[3;33;42"

Since 3 represents italics (from the above

table), 3 is the orange pen color (using the

default Workbench screen colors) and 2 is

the black pen.

Further Uses

Console codes arc much more than just

tricks to change your CLI window. For pro

grammers, they can be very useful in pro

grams that output to the standard I/O stream,

which is the CLI window if the program is

run from the CLI or a special console win

dow if the program is run from Workbench.

For example, if you wish to display some

sort of constantly changing numerical dis

play like a time or memory counter, you can

turn off the cursor, print the number as usual

(using the printf() function from C, for

example), then use cursor movement com

mands to reposition the cursor to print the

next number in the same place again. Con

sole codes let you do some effects that

would otherwise have to be rendered using

the text primitives in the graphics library,

which could involve a lot more code. A sim

ple text editor could use a console window

and the console codes to provide the basic

cursor movement and text insertion and

deletion operations.

Non-programmers can also benefit from

console codes: you can add special effects

like colors, boldface, etc. to your "ReadMe"

files or other text files that are typed at the

CLI or read with a console-driven text

reader. (You must use a text editor or word

processor that allows you to put an Escape

character into the text to do this.) By putting

the cursor-movement codes into the text file,

you can even create a file that will plot a

graph or change the display in strange ways.

just by typing it. If you stick to using only

the text style commands (<Eso[<n>m),

your file will also have the proper effect

when sent to the printer. If you have a color

printer, the text foreground and background

color commands will work as well.

Of course, those of you without an impor

tant use for these codes will just have fun

experimenting with them and learning a bit

more about your Amiga. That, in itself, is

not such a bad deal.

TESTING THE ARCHIVERS

There's more than one way to crunch a file

-but which is the best?

by Loren Lovhaug and Frank Hudson

Anyone who ventures into the file

transfer section of a BBS or

national information service will

soon note that nearly every file

sports a three-letter suffix such as .ARC,

.ZOO. or .ZIP. These suffixes denote that the

file has been treated by a file archiving util

ity that took the original file, compressed it.

and then perhaps linked it with several other

compressed files that are all in some way

related to one another. When you download

a file such as SOMETHING.ZOO it is not

yet usable on your Amiga; you must first

reverse the archiving process with the same

archiving utility that was used to compress

and link the files in the first place.

At first this might seem like a lot of extra

trouble. However, archiving utilities can

compress the original file(s) to less than half

their original sizes in some cases, greatly

shortening their transfer times and the bur

den on the Sysop's storage capacities.

Futhermore, linking related files is a great

boon to online file transfers, assuring that

the proper instructions, associated data, and

icon Files accompany each download of the

program. Archiving is also a good way to

free space on your hard drive or floppies.

Programs and data files seem to always

grow in size and number until they fill the

storage available. "Housecleaning" takes

time, and no amount of moving around

solves the problem of what to do with those

"don't use them often, but can't throw them

out" files. By archiving those files, you can

keep them available, but use up only a frac

tion of their usual storage space.

But which archiving utility should you

use? If you ask four Amiga users you might

well get five answers, and any survey of

Archive Creation Times

File compression

speeds of five

public domain

archivers
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THE TEST DATA

ISix sets of data consisting of three
files each were chosen, and each

archiver was tested for compression

(archiving) speed, compressed file

size, and decompression {un-

archiving) speed. All tests were done

from the RAM disk on a stock 68000-

based Amiga. The results are shown

in the bar graphs. These were the

types of files chosen for the tests:

Multimedia: This is an arbitrary

sample of various multimedia data.

These test files were a Deluxe Music

Construction Set song, a FantaVishm

movie, and a Deluxe Paint HI ANIM

format animation, adding up to 160K.

Both the FantaVision and ANIM file

formats already perform some data

compression themselves, making this

a tough test for programs designed to

further reduce file size.

Text: Three text files totalling

16IK were archived. Text is notori

ously easy to compress, and so we see

some real space savings with all the

archivers in this test.

Publishing: Desktop publishers

collect lots of old files that they don't

want to discard. Luckily the file types

native to their programs are extremely

compressible, producing the best

results across the board for each of

our five archivers. Beginning with a

set of Professional Page files, a

PostScript "print to disk" file, and a

PageStrearn file adding up to 162K,

the best compressors returned with

files of just a bit more than 24K!

Pictures: The Amiga IFF picture

format features built-in file compres

sion, but some of the archivers were

still able to slightly decrease the file

size of a set of three IFF pictures that

began as 161K of data. An exception

was Zoo. which actually increased the

total size of the files!

Programs: The archivers varied

widely in their abilities when faced

with three Amiga executable pro

grams totalling 161K.

Mixed: For this test, the programs

were asked to archive the song file, a

50K program file, and the large text

file, a total of 162K of data. Mixing

data types tightened the field a bit,

but there are still some obvious differ

ences among the archivers, especially

regarding compression time.

FLOPPY DRIVES

Applied Engineering

AE 3.5 880k S109

AE 3.5 HD Drive 189

California .Access 119

Master 3A 119

Supra 3.5 External 109

MEMORY EXPANSION

Baseboard Ok $119

ICD AdRam 540 119

Ram Works 2000 dk 109

Ram Works 2000 2mg 239

Supra 8mb board w/2mb ... 259

Microbotics 8-up Ok 139

Supra 512k for A500 69

256K x 4 80 Dip CALL

1 mg x 180 Dip CALL

3000 memory upgrade ... .CALL

X-Cad Professional

$255

X-Cad Designer II

$85

HARD DRIVES

CVP Accelerators CALL

Supra

20mb 500XP w/512k $539

40mb 500XP w/512k .... 639

Wordsync Interface 119

Quantum 40Q 385

Quantum 105Q 629

Other Drive Packages available.

Call for best pricing.

- MANTA-
AUTHORIZED AMIGA SALES & SERVICE CENTER

GRAPHICS AND VIDEO

Amigavision $ 94

Animagic 88

Broadcast Titler 174

Color Splitter 97

Disney Animator 109

Deluxe Paint 3 99

Deluxe Print 2 59

Director 43

Digimate 3 27

Digipaint 3 62

Anarchy $27

Conquest of Camelot 37

Dragon's Lair 2 43

Drakkhen 38
Dungeon Master 27

Falcon 32

Finest Hour 39

F-19 Stealth 38

F-29 Retaliator 39

Fighter Bomber Mission ... 23

Flood 29

Photon Paint

$5995

Digiview Gold 4.0 $134

Elan Performer 39

Fantavision 39

Ml Graph Handscanner... 359

Flicker Fixer 379

ENTERTAINMENT

Fool's Errand S32

Hero's Quest 38

Many More Titles in Stock.

New Arrivals Daily!

Harpoon 38

It Came From the Desert .. 32

Imperium 32

Loom 30

Leisure Larry 3 37

Printmaster Plus $ 33

Pro-Video Post 195

Pro-Video Gold 175

Pro Draw 2.0 129

Sculpt-Animate 4djr 105

Sharp JX-100 Scanner.... 785

3-D Professional 299

Turbo Silver 89

TV. Text Pro 105

TV. Show 2.0 60

Matrix Marauders $27

Midwinter 28

Pirates 29

Red Storm Rising 35

Shadow Warrior 36

Shadow of Beast 28

Sherman M-4 Tank 31

Thunderstrike 36
TV. Sports Baseball 33

TV. Sports Football 33

Unreal 30

FAX: ORDER TOLL-FREE

1-800-477-7706
ff Wl!

115 Route 35

Eatontown'NJ0
(201) 542-4608 Walk-in Traffic Welcome! OPEN 7 DAYS

Terms: V1SA/MC. Discover, certified checks and money orders wlcome. School & Corporate Purchase accepted upon ap
proval. Call for details. Most items shipptd 1-2 business days. Returns — all items retum-d must haw RMA * before relum
ing. Defective products exchanged [or same item only. Hardware items will be replaced or repaired. All relumed ilems sub
ject to restocking fee. Shipping non-refundable. Call tor complete details.

DESKTOP/WORD PROC.

Pagestream 5125

Pen Pa! 95

Professional Page 179

Pro Write 3.0 109
Saxon Publisher 254

Transcript 43

Works 173

WordPerfect .. ..149

■
AMas... - - 129

Audio Master 2 64

Bars & Pipes 189
Dr T's Copist Pro 165

Tiger Cub 65

MUSIC

X $99
Future Sound 94

FCE Hid 500/

2000/3000 49

PerfectSound 69

Sonix 52

Synthia II 74

AmiGen 99

SuperGen 669

SuperCen 2000s 1495

MagniGen CALL

MiniCen 205

Video "toaster CALL



File

Decompression

Test Results

□

□ Arc
□PKAZip
□ LHAro

PICTURES

MULTIMEDIA

PROGRAMS
HIXED

TEXT

PUBLISHING

Archive Restoration Times

recent Amiga uploads proves that the issue

is far from settled. Are the Amiga archive

programs pretty much all that same? Are any

of them faster, more efficient, easier to use,

or more powerful than the others? We

decided to test them and see.

The Tests

I selected six groups of three files (see

sidebar), each group adding up to approxi

mately 160K. The three files within the six

groups were chosen to be of a similar range

of sizes, one of around 10K, a second of

50K or so, and a large file of at least I00K. I

used the latest versions of Arc, LHArc, Pak,

PKAZip, and Zoo available online (sec side

bar for more information on these pro

grams). All the utilities and data files were

copied to the RAM disk on our stock 68000-

based Amiga for the tests. Execution times

were rounded to (he nearest five seconds,

file sizes to the nearest kilobyte. Of course

actual execution times would vary depend

ing on your Amiga configuration, but these

times are accurate for comparison purposes.

I found the performance of the five archivers

to vary considerably depending on the sort

of data file archived; there is therefore no

one best archive! for all kinds of data. Even

working with the same data, archivers vary

widely in the three main performance areas:

archive creation speed, un-archivc speed,

and file compression efficiency.

The test results are shown in the accom

panying graphs.

The User Interface

What about other capabilities and ease of

use?

Pak and PKAZip are different in signifi

cant ways from the other utilities. Pak

requires an external program only for the

"packing" process, including in the resulting

archive the self-executing code to un-pack it

later. This is convenient for the beginner and

for archiving archive utilities themselves for

upload. To on-Pack a .PAK suffix file you

only need 10 type the filename on a CLI line

and hit RETURN. In a few seconds the con

stituent files are unpacked and ready to go.

Pak's command syntax is also the simplest,

but at the expense of some options offered

by the other archivers.

PKAZip, like the other Amiga archivers,

requires the program for arcing and de-

arcing its files, bul the process is Amiga-

tized, with a built-in mouse and gadget

directory utility. To Zip or un-Zip a series of

files, all one has to do is click and highlight

the files and directories displayed in the Zip

program's window and finish with a click on

the appropriate button. As easy as this pro

cess sounds, it contributes to a slightly more

complex installation process before PKAZip

can be used for the first lime, which will add

a few seconds to the reported performance

limes for floppy disk users. PKAZip holds

the AmigaDOS subdirectory structure within

the archive in such a way that it can be

passed back to the storage device at the time

of un-arcing, a useful talent that is unfortu

nately not universal among file archivers.

PKAZip offers an easy method of increasing

archive construction speed at the price of

final file size. Those in a hurry can choose

"Force Shrinking" from the "Compress"

menu, dispensing with the time-consuming

file analysis phase of the compression.

Arc, Zoo, and LHArc work from the CLI.

Typically users place the archivers in the C:

directory with other AmigaDOS commands.

All three then follow the same format to

archive or tra-arc a file. Using the Arc pro

gram as an example, the line

arc a BigFile.arc filei file2 file3

creates a new archive BigFile.arc containing

filel,file2, and file3. The line

arc x BigFile.arc

will extract (un-arc) the files in the archive

BigFile.arc returning them to their previous

state. Replacing "arc" in the above example

with "zoo" or "lharc" runs the appropriate

archivei from the C: directory. Arc extracts

files to your current directory, as does Zoo,

so if you wish to arc some files sitting in

ram: to dfl: you can cd dfl: and then enter

arc x ram:BigFile.arc.

Zoo has an important advantage over Arc

and LHArc: like PKAZip. it can store com

plete pathnames of the files in the archive,

and restore them to the appropriate subdirec

tories, creating the directories if they don't

exist. This is very useful for sending a whole

disk or a number of files in different direcio-

_Pak

□ Zoo
□ Arc
□ PKAZip

LHArc

HULTIHEDIA

PROGRAMS
HKED

TEXT

PUBLISHING

File Compression Tests

File Size

Compression

Efficiencies
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ries, and can be an important enough factor

by itself to choose Zoo over Arc. Another

drawback of Arc concerning filenames is

that the utility ignores files with names more

than twelve characters long. This can cause

important files to be left out of an archive,

and at the very [cast can be an inconve

nience, since you will have to rename these

files before archiving, and gjve instructions

to the un-archiver to rename the extracted

files back to their correct names again.

(Twelve characters is not all that much,

especially when you consider programs that

have associated ".info" files.) Fortunately,

LHArc does not have this shortcoming.

Arc, Zoo, and LHArc will all display the

command template and a series of addi

tional options if you type the archiver's

name and RETURN with no file specifica

tion.

One disadvantage to using Arc, LHArc.

and Zoo's command line interface is that it

can lead to lots of typing. Luckily there is a

shareware answer to this problem, a won

derful file utility called S.l.D. thai lets you

list files in two scrolling windows and click

on those that you wish to archive or uncom

press. S.f.D. is well documented and will

allow the four other archive utilities to be

handled in the easy. Amigatized manner

offered by PKAZip. I highly recommend it.

Conclusions

What's the bottom line in archive

choices? PKAZip is the overall

speed/efficiency champ, the archiver to use

except in cases of IFF pictures and anima

tion data. Zoo is the second choice when

you are in a hurry or want to use a CLI-

based program, but never use Zoo with pic

ture or animation files. LHArc is the best

choice for those lough, already compressed,

file types and also performed about as well

as PKAZip on program files. If you need to

compress or link IFF pictures and can't

wait for LHArc to do its work, consider the

otherwise inefficient Pak. Never choose to

use Arc, which these tests show has been

superceded by the other faster and more

efficient utilities.

Programs Used

Arc version V0.23 March 14th 1987

by Raymond S. Brand. Arc is free for

personal (non-business) use with no

suggested donation. .ARC is arc's file

suffix.

LHArc V1.10 January 29th 1990 by

Paolo Zibetti and Haruyasu Yoshizaki.

LHArc is copyrighted freeware. The suf

fix .LZH denotes a LHArc file.

Pak V1.0 November 2nd 1987 is by

Mark Riley. Shareware, fee $10. .PAK

is the pak file suffix.

PKAZip V1.01 January 21st 1990 by

Brian Hoffman. It's Shareware, two lev

els of registration mentioned, $23 or

$43 from PKWare Inc. .ZIP file suffix.

S.l.D. V1.06 December 2nd 1989 by

Timm Martin. Shareware, with a sug

gested fee of $25.

Zoo V2.00 April 19th 1988 by J.

Brian Waters and Rahul Dhesi. Zoo is

copyrighted, but non-commercial use is

permitted. .ZOO is its suffix.

WHY BUY AMI-II YOU ASK?

SUPER CARD AMI-II
• 100% Back-up!

• Transparency Option

(Invisible when not in use)!

• Available for all AMIGAS!

• Quick & easy to install!

- Works on NTSC & PAL systems!

Please specify which AMIGA you have when ordering:

A2000 / 2500 / 3000 using two internal drives, A500 /1000/2000/2500/3000 using one Internal & one or

more external drives. UTILITIES UNLIMITED has them all covered. No other hardware copier can do that!

• Copies all 3.5" software made! This Includes: MAC, ATARI, ST, IBM, MIDI KEYBOARDS, & AMIGA!

• Copies all 5.25" software madel (Requires two 1020 AMIGA Drives) This Includes: APPLE, ATARI,

COMMODORE 64 / 12S. IBM. etc.!

• Full verify option! No more re-copying!

• Copies ail of these protection schemes: WEAK BITS, STRONG BITS,

LONG TRACKS, SHORT TRACKS, DATA-COMPRESSION / EXPAN

SION, CRITICAL TRACK LENGTHS, etc! Nothing Slips by!

With every Super-Card Ami-ll order received by July 30th, you will receive NIB

V2.0 absolutely free! Retail Value: $44.95

KICKSTART BOARD
When using KICKSTART 1.4 (WB 2.0). approximately

37% of the existing software will not work. Some programs

still require KICKSTART 1.2 to work. This board takes care

of Ihe problem. Simply remove your existing KICKSTART

ROM and plug our board into Ihe KICKSTART ROM's

socket. You can install up to three KICKSTART ROMs on

our board, so you can have 1.2,1.3.41.4 all at Ihe Kick of

a switch! Works with ALL

Amiga computers and ac-

cesories such as processor

accelerators.

BOOT DRIVE BOARD
Ever wanted to boot From your DFI drfve before? What are

you going to do if your DFO drive dies? Tired ol that

annoying "click" caused by unused drives? Eventually,

that clicking will wear out your drive! The BOOT DRIVE

BOARD installs INSIDE your Amiga computer (all models

supported), and allows the disabling ol your DF1 drive. It

also allows you to "swap" the use of your DFO and DF1

drives wilhout lemoving

them! You can boot your

system on youi DF! drive.
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UTILITIES UNLIMITED OF OREGON, INC.
ORDERS TAKEN BY PHONE 24 HOURS A DAY AT (503) 647-5611 • FAX: (503) 648-8992

P.O. Box 532 North Plains, OR 97133



DUNLAP UTILITIES

By David W. Martin

$79.95 *•+

Progressive Peripherals and Software

464 Kalamath Street

Denver. CO 80204

303-825-4144

The wealth of commercial and pub

lic domain software available on

the Amiga make il a truly fantastic

machine. Some public domain

software is so good that commercial vendors

are finding il hard to compete against it. It's

too bad that Progressive's Dunlap Utilities

falls into this category.

Novices will find this product a very hard

one to swallow due to its amazing size and

complexity - there are forty interactive pro

grams in this package! Reading the docu

mentation may not clear up all the complex-

mm m
264f£8 126
26«aB 123

123

=-s Haw - FillRender Ilext string
DisHount Address - nenorii location of subnenuiten

structure
Size - pixel width and heisth of

l_

Analyzing

menus- one

of the many

Dunlap

Utilities

at work.

Sty of the package's utilities, but il certainly

does not hurt. The documentation is well

done, with examples throughout and several

tutorials to help you get started.

Using Dunlap Utilities

Some setup is required to get DunU/p

Utilities up and running. A few special pro

grams govern the whole system of utilities

and must be installed and executed before

any of the utilities will work. The manual

clearly covers the installation and is mainly

for reference. References are available

"online" from within the utilities by clicking

VIDEO

For The Dealer Nearest You!

EAST COAST WEST COAST

615-478-5760 206-882-2009

Public Domain like you've never seen...

Your ticket to public domain

P.O. Box 3782

Redwood City, CA 94064

(415)593-1207

Circle your choices and mail this ad with your payment to the address on the ticket

above. Include $2.00 for shipping and handling. With your order you will receive a ticket

good for a FREE disk with your next purchase. Dealer and User Group inquiries invited.

TOP TEN TITLES

1. The All New Star Trek - a NEW two disk game - $10.00

2. Harv Laser's Top 20 PI) picks - twenty of public domain's

best selected by Harv Laser. A four disk set - $20.00

3. Megademo Sel - a four disk set of the Hottest European

demo disks, the Best of the Best. A four disk set - $20.00

omething lor Nothing - fifteen of the best public domain

video and graphics tools. A two disk set - $10.00

5. Games - collection of seven games: Tiles, YahZee!,

SeaHaven, Stud. Othello, Craps, 3DTT. A single disk - $6.00

6. MandelMiinia - nine Mandelbroi set programs. A two disk

set - $10.00

7. ToolKit Series - System. Disk. Icon. Print and Desktop tools

and utilities. A five disk set - $25.00

8. DeskBench - A 1.3 Workbench disk with the DeskBench

modular icon system installed. A three disk set - $15.00

9. FontLib - A library of four dozen fonts, displayable and

selectable by icons. A single disk - $6.00

10. Animation Demos - animations that will run in a meg of

memory. A five disk set - $25.00

Over 120 more disks available!
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on question-mark gadgets.

The utilities themselves are interesting at

first, but due to their complex nature arc not

much fun to use. It's true that you can cus

tomize your Amiga environment using Dun-

lap Utilities, but I found that the time used

setting up the utilities generally did not meet

the results I expected or wanted.

Many utilities similar to those in this

package are available in the public domain.

These include screen blankers, function key

utilities, mouse enhancements (i.e. click to

front for windows, etc.) and color controls. I

personally use a public domain screen

blanker, HOTKEY! (a function key program

launcher published by COMPUTE!'S Amiga

Resource), and a variety of other public

domain utilities. These programs not only

work together, but were much easier to

install than the Diwlap equivalents.

A major portion of the Dunlap Utilities

provides programs which let you monitor

your Amiga's operating system. Most of the

elements of the Amiga operating system

from windows to gadgets consist of lists.

These lists are structures used in program

ming thai make manipulating related data

easier lo use and track. The Dunlap Utilities

allow you to view the lists within the

Amiga's operating system. You can monitor

the reactions your Amiga has to functions

that you ask it to perform. This feature is

nice to watch, but again, many public

domain utilities can easily replace it.

Conclusion

Overall the Dunlap Utilities is a good col

lection of useful utilities, bul it simply is not

necessary lo have Dunlap Utilities to start

such a collection. The utilities are interactive

and full of features, but the clunky, slow, and

complex system provided by Dunlap Utili

ties is best avoided by all bul the bravest of

Amiga users; novices beware! You will

probably be more happy with the wealth of

public domain utilities available than with

this commercial product.

David Martin is a freelance writer and

author of INFO's popular Tech Corner.

PUBLIC DOMAIN UTILITIES

Here are a few PD utilities similar to

those in the Dunlap Utilities listed

here with their PeopleLink library

numbers.

SUMDISK.LZH

sum files in a directory

GETFS.LZH

#20997

#21313

show device characteristics

ZAP.LZH

Zap file editor

TRACKUTILS.LZH

disk track copy

SID30-MB.ZIP

system info display

GMAN.LZH

find duplicate files

DIRUT1L-M2DU.ZOO

directory utility

SORT.LZH

mul tifield sort

FIND11O.ZIP

find files/dirs

#21441

#21445

#21467

#22076

#22127

#22253

#22709

qmputer^

asics
No One Knows Amiga Belter

Authorized Commodore Dtaler Since 1980

1490 N. Hermitage Rd., Hermitage, PA 16148 Customer Service (412) 962-0566

9-8 M-

age, va ibi4S customer service (/uzj yo^-UDoo

5 Sat. 1-800-262-0533 Orders only
Walk-ins welcome, worth the drivefrom Pittsburgh, Erie, or Cleveland

Entertainment I Pntductlvltj

683 Attack Sub
Altered Destiny
Ana/cny

Bandit Kings of
Ancient China
Barney Boa* / Farm
B.A.T.
Battle Squadron
Codename: Iceman
Colonel's Bequest.

$37

S37

$25

S37
$22

$37

$25

S37
$37

Advantage
B-G/aph
Kindwords
Page Stream

Prowrite 3.0
SPECIAL $97

Conquest ot Camelot S37
Damocles $28
Falcon $31
Flood $30
Heart o! the Dragon $31
Hero's Quest $37
Highway Patrol $2B
Imperium $30
It Came Frm Desart 2 $37
King's Quest 4 $37
Loom S43
Monopoly Call
NickiausTJnlimited $37
Plague $25
Police Quest 2 537
Search for the King $37

Pen Pal
Professional Page
PP Outline fonts
SuperBase Personal
SuperBasePro
Transcript
WordPerfect

A CBI otdusivv

OCR Scanner -
■ tul 1u.it.rod pjge tcunnei

Including epical CharackK

RecogniCwi fei rsading Ooc.

Single tfiw-tieed $2399

Bat Bed S2699

Perfect addition lo any

Onk-tcp put/isring system

Broadcast Teller $187

Deluxe Productions $150

Deluxe Video III $99

Director $44

Disney Anlm. Studi
new SS'J J

Bars and Pipes $174

Dihx Music Const. Set $75

Dr. Ts Copyist Pro $172

Dr.rsKC.S.lBvelll $219

Dr. Ts Mid Rec Studo S44

MUSIC HARDWARE

Midi Gold 500 $65

Midi Gold Insider $71

ECE Midi $52

Deuxe Print II
Dioi-Paint 3
Digi-Viaw Gold 4.0

Mega Paint -new
2* bit pain! pogiam slew*

IGmiioncoInt Call

Faniavision $41

Movie Setter $62

PageFlipperPlusF/X$98

Photon Video EDLP $312

Pro Video Gold S1B7
Pro Video Gold Post $219

TV Text Protessional S106

TV Show $62
VIDEO HARDWARE

SuperGen Genlock $649

Supo-Gon 2000s Call

MiniGen Genlock $199

ProGen Genlock $349

Video Toaster Call

Mui'ihvari'

GVP

A2000 Harddrives/cntrler

Impact 8/0 $199

HC/40Q $534

HC/80Q S856
HC2+0/40Q S55B

HC2+0/80O S877

A2000 Accelerator*

A3001-tMB/0 S1799
A3001-4MB/40 call

A3001-4MB/SO call

A3033-JMB/0 S2599

A3033-4MB/40 call

A30504MB/0 $3599
A3050-4MB/40 call

AS00 Hofddrives

A5OO-HD/20 $599

A50O-HD/40Q $764
Network controller*

for A5O0 $686

for A2OO0 $623

Professional Draw 2.05125
Pixmate $44
Sculpt-Animate 4D $399
Seulpt-Animate4DJr. $99

Red Storm Rising
NEW $35

Trulnlfl

Shadow o! Beast 2
Sextimates
Treasure Trap
TV Sports Football
Vetta
wSIKfb
Wings of Fury
Where is C.S.Diego

Gulling Started w/Your

Amiga $26
Video Grphc Tchnique $34

Color Cycling Anim $34

Digitizing for Effect $34
Guide to Amiga HrdDrvS42
Ultimate Amiga Guide to
Video Production $341

Del. MuslcConst. Set
w/Midi interlace, dusfiM
"It's cnly Rock aniTRotr duk.
SPECIAL S69

Complete Digi-Viow

Digitizing Bundle
D.5I-VHW-S 0, Fjiu 1410

camwa Wiltms, Autodrold,
Copy Stand. v.Joo ™itdi.

arU nil rahmt 14JO HO

Turbo Silver 3.0
SPECIAL $79

GRAPHICS HARDWARE
Pan.1410Camw/lens $199
Copy Stand $62
DigiDroid $67
AuloDroid $46
Summa GrphcsTablet$475
Flicker Fixer $399
Color Splitter $119
Frame Grabber $649

Full Service Itcnair (.'enter - No I'lobkni I oo brcut
Dakota Drawing Tablet

NEW 12x12,12*18 CALL

Video Genlock

Bundle for A50C/2Q00

PtoVideo Gold
$625,00

Flicker Fixer

Bundle with Mmubtehi
14* Diamond Scan Mam to.

end cable $949.00

Hardware

SUPRA

SupraOrivos

6&0K Ext. 3.5 floppy $106

2OM8-A5O0XPrV£W S555

40MB-A5O0(Otm) $626

40MB-A5O0XPNEW $713

40MB-A2O00(Otm) $524

80MBe-A2000(atm) $756

44R(Removable)HD $841

SupraRam
500(512Kw/dock) $62

SupraRam2000 2mb $249

SupraRam20004mb S3S9

SupraRarrCOOO Smfa $649
i S117

AMIGA 500

EXPANSION SET

& 880K External Drive

CvnOo Price $169

BaseBoard new

OK RAM $115
512K-$154 2MB-$271

Vista - r:,,:-,., Landscape
aaneraling program.

iiawn ■■-.]; ■■ina ibwU

Applied Engineering

A500

Ram Works 500 $69

Time Master S43

HDPowersupply $86

A2000

RarrMorks2000 OK $112

Rarmorks2000 512K $144
Rar™orks2000 1mb $175

RarTWwks2000 2rrt> $238

Modems

DataLink Express ext,S173

DataLink 2000 int. S13B

8S0k external $99

1.52MS external S209

School PO'a wclcomed|

Free Shipping on Orders Over $166 in contiguous 48 states
$3.00 per order charged for orders under $100.
No surcharge for Visa, Mastercard. COD charge $3.30. (established customers only)
15% restocking fee for all returns unless exchanged for same item.
Any returns must be marked with RA# issued you by our Customer Service Dept.
Shaping & handling a not refundable, and is Ihe responsbilrty of the purchaser.
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Advertisers'

Index

IMPORTANT CATALOG

ANNOUNCEMENT: Call for your new 25

page catalog of specialty items for

Amiga, Commodore and IBM. This free

catalog contains: low cost replacement

chips, upgrades, 34 diagnostic products,

tutorial VHS tapes, interfaces, heavy

duty power supplies (for A500/A3000),

Amiga 1000 rejuvenator upgrade $479,

and other worldwide products you won't

find anywhere else. (MC/VISA). THE

GRAPEVINE GROUP, Inc., 3 Chestnut

St. Suffern, NY 10901. (914) 354-4448

or (800) 292-7445. FAX (914) 354-6696.

GIANT COMPUTER HINT BOOK! Over

100 games covered!!! $22, James Kato,

10374 Rainbow Circle, Fountain Valley,

CA 92708.

$$ MAKE UP TO $35/hr with your

Amiga. For this special report, send

$6.95 check or money order to:

Visionary Techniques, PO Box 42,

Plainfield, CT 06374.

INTRODUCING ENCHANTED

REALMS, the Premier Adventure Game

Magazine for the Amiga! All Adventure!

All Amiga! No Advertising! $10.95

(single issue with disk). $49.95 (six

issues with disk). Demo Disk $3.00.

Digital Expressions, P.O. Box 33656,

Cleveland, OH 44133. (216) 582-0910.

MEMORY CHIPS - 256Kx4-80 {DIP or

ZIP) $9.50; 1MGx1 -120 $9.00;

1 Mx8-80 (SIMM) $89.00; 1 Mgx4-80

(Static Column) $65.00; FATTER

AGNUS $99.95; 8MG UPW/2MG ON

$259.00. Call for GVP prices. AMPEX

Systems, Inc., 5344 Jimmy Carter Blvd.,

Norcross, GA 30093. (404) 263-9190 or

(800) 962-4489.

AVID, The Amiga-Video Journal. For a

FREE sample issue write: 370 Altair

Way, #207-A, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

BIG. BAD, BEAUTIFUL Amigademo

Tape! 2-hr. VHS features hundreds of

Amiga animations, music videos,

eyepoppers. Many rare, original. Great

for dealers. $19.95. C/O KEVIN, Horan's

Computerlab, Middletown, KY 40243.

TECHNO-WORLD Guaranteed Lowest

Prices Amiga Hardware and Software.

Call for catalog. 811 Osborne St., St.

Marys, GA 31558. (912) 882-2233.

DATA ACQUISITION for All AMIGAS.

Affordable. Expandable. Multitasking.

Measure TEMPERATURE, LIGHT, etc.

Brochure available. Boone

Technologies, P.O. Box 15052,

Richmond, VA 23227.

WORLD COASTLINE DATA for

C64/128. 200K sequential file ($5.00) or

equivalent 70K compressed random

access file and decoder/decompressor

($7.50). Reply to: MAPS. Box 1300,

Pepperell, MA 01463.

.info UNCLASSIFIEDS

$3.00 per word

Send with check or money order to :

.info Unclassifieds

705 Hwy 1 West, Bldg. #4

Iowa City, IA 52246

Ads received with payment

by SEPT. 21, 1990 will appear in

issue #35 (on sale Nov. 6).

Ads received by OCT. 19 will appear

in issue #36 (on sale Dec. 4).
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63
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59
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Advertiser

Active Circuits

Amiga Gomes Guide

Commodore

Computer Basics

Computer Systems

Associates

DatoTime

Devware

Digital Creations

Eschalon

Fuller Computer Systems

Go Amigo!

Intercomput!ng

Montgomery Grant

Premier Software

Psygnosis

Redmond Cable

Software Concepts

Software Support

International

Utilities Unlimited

Virtual Reality

Laboratories, Inc.

RELAX!
USE THE

FAX!

info Unclassifieds

Fax your ad to Anna Folkers at

(319)338-0897

Note: All faxed unclassifieds must be accompanied by full name,

street address, phone, AND your visa or mastercard number.

No unclassified ads will be billed out.
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$5.95 ea
1-9 Disks

$4.95 ea
10 or more

J

Public Domain Library
We are the Offical Public Domain Library of Antic Amiga Plus, we have been Ihe Otfical PD library
of Amiga World. Find out why these magazines choose us! Each of our disks is packed with nothing

but the best programs. The first two letters on each disk indicate the orientation of the disk; DD#

intermediate to advanced - often contains source. WB# general interest - most programs can be run from

the workbench, and FD# games and entertainment. Order our disk based catalog and receive a coupon

for a FREE volume on your next purchase. We always only use SONY disks!

WB38: Plotting and Graphics - Pioixy is the
most powerful full featured plotting package. Used by
many colleges and universities. A welcome addition
to our library! Highly recommended. Plans - a
incredibly well done Computer Aided Drafting

program, very full feaiured. Tesselalof - a program
that heips generates fantastic looking, recursive M.C.
Ecsher type pictures

New Disks

FD32: Gome Cheats and Flight Simulator Includes an

insliumenl flight simulator lor a DC ID. Also Cheats and Hints for Bra

tallowing games. Shadow of Ihe Beast, Earl Weaver great's.

Falcon, Tt c.f.t.fl.. EimCity, SpaceAce, Space Quest, Test Drive hd
install, and Extract a program that gets all of the ten Irom wilnm a

game (or other) wtich helps cheating easier. Also several football

teams (.team tiles)..
FD33: Arcade Games ■ Ftreflfly a mano brothers type ol game.

Gerbils a target practice game. Pipeline a garmany mlerprelalion
ot Pipe Dreams. Iron a light cycles version, and wetroids a

wonderful version of asteroids wiffi a htlanojs twist

FD34: Games - Includes WellTm a derivative of lie addictive

game of tetns, Dot2Dot - me connect the dots to malie a bo> game,
and new version ol BackGammon. Also included are several new

■Schwabie type Hacks".
FD35 Omega (v 1 3) - A new outstanding dungeon and outdoors

adventure game in a similar vain as hack, rouge, and moria This

version is considerably faster and better tfat ail previous versions.
Play time several weeks or months.

Wt>37: Educational - Educational games and puzzles that Cover

math, geography, spelling, and books Ages 6 -15
WB39: Music ■ Inluitracker is an germat offer ol an eiquisitoly

well done program lhai allows you to play Amiga music as if from a
CD like controls. Lets you stnp out music from your favorite games
or others and include them in your music library Slronflly

recommended tor Arrvna music lovei'S.

WB40: Music ■ "CO on a disk". 90 minutes of modern music on this

well presented collection.

WB41: Music - WED an incredibly well done, full featured music

editor Create your own stunning music directly on your the Amiga.

Similar to SoundTracker but better. Very powerful easy to use

program

DD64 Amiga Programers Manual - The fully comprehensive

Amiga programing manual wilh source code eiamples and easy to

understand tutonals I

DIMS C Tutorials - Several well done tutorials on how lo program

Ihe Amiga. Includes tutorials and working eiamples on Device

drivers, IFF reads and writes .Sound implementalion. Arcade game

design and implementation. Double Buttering, and others. A musl

have for any serious Amiga Programer

DDES Programing ToolBoi - Many programs to help in your

development efforts (most for C. some lor basic] Includes programs

to generate requesters, an incredible spritemaker toalboi. to

greatly aid compilng. convert DPainl brushes to C structures, a
great library manager, and many more woderful time savers1

Oiher Great Disks

FD5: Tactical Games - BattleForce|3 0) see MechForce on FD20.
BullRun . a Civil war battle game. Metro - you play the role of a city

planner. Build wisely and your system will be a success, but poor

planning will lead to disaster and financial rum. Very good Amiga

vers-on ot Kingdom, Golden Empire. Etc. Very very habit forming.

FD6: GAMES! ■ This disk is chalked lull ot games including-

Checkers. Clue. Gold - A new sfide the pieces puiile. Jeopard - An

enhanced version ot Risk. RushHour - Surprisingly aoaicting. and

SpaceWar - Best Cescribed as a cross between Combat-Tanks and

asteroids

FD7: PACMAN - This disk contains several pacman type games

including; PacMan87. MazMan and Zonn.

FD9: Maria - a very well done port ot an UNIX based character

adventure game. This has great graphic controls, mulliple spells.
Similar to Lam and Hack. Takes up the whale disk Play time

several weeks'

F o i o KackUtB - A dungeon adventure game. Considered a must

have classic. This is the second release of this game on the Amiga.

Onginally a UNIX game. Great Amiga graphic interface. Fills trie

whole disk Play time several weeks!

FD12A.FD12B: Star Trek, The Game ■ This is by far the best Star

Trek game ever written for any computer. It features mouse control,

good graphics, digitized sound effects and great gameplay. Counts
as 2 disks. Heq Hdb and two drives (or hd)
FD13: Board Games - contains multiplayor Monopoly, Dominoes.

Paranoids, and others.
FD14: Dungeon Master Hints and Arcade Games DM maps.

spells, item location, and hints and more, also on Ihis disk, Hbali ■

an artmoid'break out type game. Tru - a Gu type clone.

FD16: Sltalegy Games - Includes Diplomacy and Empros. Both
Sreal conquer and rule multipiayer games similar in concept to

imcrty and Populas Also includes blackboi. hearts, and others

FD17: Educational Games - This disk includes several games for

the younger memebers including geography, math, science, and

word games, also includes Wheel ot Fortune.
FD20; Tactical Games - MechForce(3.65). A game that simulates

combat between rwo or more giant, robot-like machines Simple

words can't begin to give you tne feel of O'lotmg a 30 - 40 foot tall,

tire breathing, earth shaking colossus that obeys your every whim

This game is the full featured update to BattleForcefS.O) on FD5
FDZ2: Arcade Games - This disk has MoonBase - The best lunar

larider game we have seen in a long tine, very challenging and

addicting, Also BongGame - a maze type donkey kong type game.
FD24:Slrategy Games and Others - Includes Dicey, a yathzee

type done. MM a master mind type done. Flipper an Othello type

done. China an great implementation ot Shangi. CircutWars a
challenging game based on electronics, and Etrain a computer

based model train set constructon sel fo< the enthusiast.

FD25:TacticaI Games ■ Empire (133w)Empire is a rich simulation

ot international politics, economics and war, which is played over

a period of a law at months by 2 or mare people. Players can run

their countries from the normal Amiga keyboard, or via a modem

at 300 to 2400 baud.

FD26:Arcade Games - Marole_slide. truly this is a commercial

auality game. Similar to a Lucas game named PipeDreams,
eicellent playabliUy and entertainment. Mutants . a small version of

the arcade game of the same name, also SuperBreakout a

pong-'artinoids type game

FD27: Arcade Games - This disk is loaded with some great

games. Includes. Raceorama a great racing car game with ten

different courses. MimBlast a helicopter gunship type clone. Shark

in ihe same class as Iroger.
FD2B: Games' - This disk contains several greal games including.

DripGame - Sort of belongs to the PacMan type done category but

not exactly. This is truly a new and great original gaming idea Very

addicting, eicellent payability, highly recommended. Pyramid ■ a
QB l Al KOl hll bd

g pyy gy y

Q-Bert type clone. Also. KingOil ■ a challenging board game

y h ld f ld il . Objt d b
another

yp . g gg g

you are the leader of a wild cat oil team. Object - try and become
h E

FD29: Shool'em up's - WWII ■ your tie pilot ol a world war II plane
Hying through enemy territory, you've just been spotted, good luck

on you mission, SpKiller - try and penetrate enemy lines with this

game, and Retaliator - another great game.

FD31: Games1 - Air Trattic Control - a good ATC simulation game.
Black Jack Lab - a full featured set of card games. ChessTe - play

chess with yojr friend in distant and remote places with this game

and a modem, labyrnlh - a well done ten adventure game {like an

mfocom game], and UouseTrap ■ a 3d maze game.

WB4:Telecommumnlcatlon - This disk contains several excellent

pd communication programs designed to get you on line quickly

and easily. Access (1.43) -A very nice ANSI term program based on

Comm ul.34. but with the addition of transfer protocols, Comm

(1.34) - Last version of one cf the best public domain

communications programs ever made on the Amiga, Handshake

(2 12a) Handshake is a Full featured VT52) 10(Wt02J220 terminal

emulator, and JHComm (0.94a) another great com program

WB5 - Fonts HI Several fonts (35] lor Ihe Amiga, also included are
five PageStream lonts.anfl ShowFoni - a font display pfogram

WB7: Clip Art - This disk is loaded with black and white c id an.

Art includes, t'ees. watches, tools. US and State maps, and more.

WB10;Virus Killers -The latest and best VirjsX(4.6). Kv(2.1). and
ZeroVirus) 1.31.
WB11: Business - Clerk(4.0|, finally a full featured business

accounting PD program for the small to medium company. Includes

receivables, payables, end of month and much much more

WB12; Disk Utilities This great disk is loaded with wonderlul

utilities for everything including making disk labels, disk cataloging,

disk optimizing, disk and file recovery archive and organizing, and

all sorts ofl tile mimpulalian. A real must have'

WB13: Printer Drivers and Generator - over 70 differenl drivers,

and it these don't do it. PrtDrvGen an easy to use program to make

Sour own.

/B15: Business - This disk contains a spreadsheet, a database, a

Qecttime management program and financial analysis (stocksl-
16: Business - This disk conlains an inventory manager, a loan

analysis program, a great calendar/schedular. a rolidex program,

and pennywise a good "Cash Book" accounting tor home or office
WB1S: WotdTeii Processors - This disk contains Ihe best editors

that we could find. Includes. WordWright{vE.2) a full featured word

processor wi!h marl merge and outlining capacity. Dmeivi 35) a

great programers editor with strong macro features, and

TeiED[v2.8} an enhanced Emacs type editor
WB20:Geneialln(erest-Ont.hisdi5kiE. DiskSalv V:.i2 a disk

recovery program for all Amiga file system. FuDisk VI,0 another file

recovery program with features DiskSalv doesn't have. SDLook a

program that gives a 3D appearance to your Work8ench, Clean

VI .01 a program to de-fragment memory. Tracer - trace any part ot

that image

WB22' Fonts #3 - Several more great fonts. These, like Ihe other

Ion! disks work great with Dpamt and WYSIWYG word processors.

WB23: Graphics and Plotting - Plot (20b) a three dimensional
malhematical function plotter Can plot any user detmed lunction.

alt aspects controllable,. BezSurf2 is a program for producing bezier

surfaces of revolution. It produces awesome pictures of objects

one could tu;n on a lathe. Can also map ilf image files onto any

surface thai it can draw. Now compatible with most 3D packages and
VScreen makes a virtual screen anywtiere. For you DTP people this is a

absolute must have, it allows full page editing without redraws1

WB25:Educational - On this dis< are two programs that can generate

maps of differing types. World Data Base uses the CIA s data base to

generate detailed maps ol any enter user global coordinate . Also
Paradon a great demonstration of Albert Einstein General Theory ol

Relativity.

WB26: Disk Utilities *2 - MrBackup. KwickBackup - two well done

utilities 10 help with harddisk and floppy disk backups. FileMast - a
binary file editor much like NewZap. Lablepnnter - a brand new Disk

label pnnter with some of the most powerful features we have seen to

date, each designed to give maximum control over what shows up on

Sur labels.

B27: Nigel ■ This disk contains 26 Patrick Nagel pictures of beautiful

WB28; Scientific - On this disk is MATLAB or MATru LABoratory. this

provides comprehensive vector and tensor operations
WB29: Graphics and Sound - This disk has several different

Mandelbrot type programs for generating stunning graphics Includes.

Mande I Mountains - a realistic terrain generator, Fracgan - generated
recursive fractels from user input, Mandelbrot and Tmandel - two last

mandelbrot generators, also Mostra - the besl IFF disp'ay program lo

date, will display ALL IFF's including Dynamic HAM, and Sound - a greal
IFF sound player, will play anything. Try this disk, you'll love ill

WR33:Clicull Board Design - m'w-m terrific routines for tha electronic

enthusiasm. Including PCBtool - a circuit board design tool, LogicLab -

circuit logc tester, and Mead (1 26] a well done new release of this PD

cad program, now comes with predrawn common circuit components for

insertion into schematics.

WB36: Graphics - On this disk are several programs to create stunning
B'aphical images including, MPath - creates swirling galaxy images,

oses - produce an unlimited number of variations of images that a

symmetrically similar to a rose, SimGen - display those spectacular

images as part of your workoenck screen, and RayShade ■ a very good

raylracino program, create your own beautiful 3d graphic models

DD45: AREXX PROGRAMS - This disk contains Several useful areix

programs and eiamples. PopCU4 - The latest Of a must we uWrty.
DD47: Pascal - This disk canta ns everything needed to program in

pascal Includes, A68k (1.2] B8OO0 assembler. Sink linking software and
PCQ(i 0) a modest Pascal sub-sat compiler.

DD49: C Compiler - contains zc(I.OI) fully KSR. icc|l 0] front end.

A68M1.2) assembler. Blink linker.

DD50: ARexx #2 - a must have set of tutorials on ARem and several

useful eiamples and utilities for ARex* development

DD51: Circuit Analysis - Aspice (2.3) A full featured program for electnc

circuit analysis.

0052: Scientific - This disk contains several great programs and C
source routines for the scientist and science student. Indudes Elements
an incredibly well done periodic table program with source. Scientific

plotting ■ over 600k of Lattice C source FFT ■ ftt C source

DD54: Compression - This disk is loaded wilh ALL of the best Me

compression programs and aids for the Amiga. Many of the programs

can be used by the new user. Includes Arc(2.3), Lharcfi .0).
Lhwarp(1.03), Pkax(l.O). PowerPacker|2.3a) a must have by all.
Zip(i.O), Warp(3.G4). and Zoo(2.0). Also IFFcrunch an excelent

compression for IFF files.

DDSS: ARP - On this disk you will find me complete ArpRel3 0 release

including the full user docs, the full Developers guide, and Conman (1.4),

ARP is the official AmigaDOS Resource Project (ARP) release 1.3. ARP
makes many improvements to AmigaDOS and makes your system

easier to use from the CLI.
Dili.1 Advanced Utilities - Msh - like Cross-dos, copies files to and

Irom MS-DOS. Pal-NTSC ■ convert any pal program to NTSC and visa

versa, IcotJ - a new improved IconX clone, KillAgnjs - d sables 512k of

chip ram. Also several utilities that improve your start up-sequence, plus

25 more programs.

DDE2: Basic and Xscheme - Cursor - a full featured Amiga Basic

compiler, sbasic and ftext - several wonderful routines lo help in basic

Erogramers. and Xscheme - an interpreted object onented programing

nguage

SONY Blank Disks:

10 for $11.90 (1.19centsoa)

25 for $23.25 (.93 cents ea)

50 for $41.50 (.83 cents ea)

100 for $77.00 (.77 cents ea)

No shipping charge for USA orders. Canada and

Mexico add $.05 each, Sorry no other foreign.

Anti-Virus

Now Only $19.95
■&■£"&■& , INFO Sep 89

•••• , Amiga Resource Oct89
Anti-Virus(c) is not Public Domain

[ ] Payment Enclosed

Please charge my

Visa

Master charge

Account #_

Signature.

Name

Address _

City

Please sencTme tHeloHowmg:
Enter disk id (Ex. DD17, FD5, WB3

_Exp

ST Zip.

Total disks x $ each $_

Disked based catalog (add $2.50) $_
Anti-Virus (add $19.95) $_

CA residents add 7.25% sales tax $
Sony Blank Disks* $_

Foreign Shipping $_

Total Due $

DevWare,11835 Carmel Mtn Rd., #1304-IN3 San Diego, CA 92128

Orders Only! 800 879-0759 Support & Questions 619 673-0759
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MIOINITIGIOIMIEIRIY

OUTSIDE USA & CANADA CALL
Retail Outlet, Penn Station, Main Concourse

(Beneath Madison Square Garden) NYC, N.Y., 10001 OR WRITE TO:

Montgomery Grant; Mail Order

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE FOR ORDERS & INFORMATION IN USA & CANADA CALL TOLL FREE

Call: Mon-Thurs, 9AM-5PM l A A A 7Cfl / P/ P FAX NO. #7186923372
Fri,9AM-3PM (718)692-1148 | | " O U U " / J V " 0 3 0 J | TELEX 422132 MGRANT

ORDER HOURS: Mon-Thurs, 9:00am-7:00pm / Fri, 9:00am-4:00pm / Sat CLOSED/Sun 9:30am-6:00pm (ET)
NO SURCHARGE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS / WE INVITE CORPORATE AND EDUCATIONAL CUSTOMERS

RUSH SERVICE AVAILABLE / TOLL-FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

COMMODORE

COMPUTER

Includes
1 Joystick
(a $19.95 value)

COMMODORE B4/C

COMPLETE PACKAGE

$339
| Commodore C-64C

Computer

IC-1541 Disk Drive
Commodae Coior Ptintar

J12" Monitor

Samepfcgf. with color monhor..s449

\c-1S71 Disk Drive. -..CALL
\C-1531 Disk Drive. S199

lC-1541 II Disk Drive. S159

\ExcBllerator Plus FSD-2

btskOrive, S129

COMMODORE^ lOft- D

£mmm \
with Built-in

Disk Drive

COMMODORE 1267D

COMPLfTE PACKAGE
Camrr}odoraC-12BDCornpul«

vr/'Built-in Disk Olive

Commodore Cdor Prirtler
12' Monitor S549
Same pkg. available with RGB

color monitor

Commodore 1802 Monitor. $189

Magnavox 8762-13"

RGB ColorMonitor. S225

Magnavox 8702-13" Color

Composite Monitor. $174

NEW!

AMIGA
SOOP

CALL

AMIGA
3000
ALL

MODELS

CALL

WE HAVE IIUNY ACCESSORIES

FOR YOUR COMMODORE

B4C,128&128D

COMPUTEBS ^

S519
Amiga 500 Computer

w BjJt-n j 5'CskD'i.o
Mouse System Scfware

Amiga Base

AMIGA 500 RGB COLOR PKG.
Amiga SCO Compote- with Bull-in 3.5' Disk Drive
Mouse RGB Color Monitor System Softoa/e
Amiga Basic

S669
AMIGA 500 87Oq

W/1084 FOB CohrMonllor. /OO

AMIGA 500 W/1084 RGB

Monitors, 1010 Disk Drive. J'899

^1249
AMIGA 2000

iMBE.pandablelo9MB

Built-in 3.5'Oisk Drive
Mouse System Software

Amiga Basic

AMIGA 2000 RGB COLOR PKG.

3.5" Disk Drive Mouse

Syslem Soffcvare
Amiga 2000 Computer
RGB Color Montor S

$1399
AMIGA 2000 with 1084

RGB Color Monitor.

COMMODORE 1084

RGB COLOR MONITOR..

A-1950 MULTISCAN
MONITOR

81519

8279

*549

AMIGA PERIPHERALS
AMIGA APPETIZER SOFTWARE

{Word Processor, Music, Paint. Game.Tutorial Program $39
1MBFATTERAGNUSCHIP(8372A) S99
A-501 EXPANSION MODULE S1<9
A-1010 DISK DRIVE $129
A-1011 DISK DRIVE $169
A-2010 INTERNAL DRIVE $149
A-1680 MODEM S85
A-2300 GENLOCK S269

A-20S8-D BRIDGEBOARD $489
A-22B6DATBRIDGEBOARD $1079

A-590HARDDRIVE $489
A-2620 ACCELLERATOR BOARD $1199

A-2630 ACCELERATOR BOARD $1499

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS
! IMPACT A-2000 670 $195
128MHz. 68030 ACCELLERATOR FOR A-2000 $699
.GVP3001 KIT (28 MHz.)WITH 68030.4MB. 68882 $1649

3001 KIT w/Ojaritum40MB S1969
3001 KIT w/QuantumSOMB S2169
GVP3033KIT{33UHZ.)W/68030,4MB. 68882 $2099

3033 KIT w/Quanlum-lOMB $2429

3033 KIT w/Quanlum80MB $2749

GVP3050 Kit (50 MHz.) W/68030,4MB. 68882 $3339
3050 Kit w/Qjamum40MB $3639
3050 Kit W/Qjantum80MB $3969

A-2000 HARD CARDS

I IMPACT HC/0 $155 IMPACTHCeOQ $679
IMPACT HC/2 $179 IMPACTHC/100Q $749
IMPACTHC/45 $399 IMPACTHC/2+0/40Q $479
IMPACT HC/40Q $435 IMPACT HC/2+0/B0Q $695
llMPACTHC/2+0/1000 $745

ALL OTHER GV? PRODUCTS
III STOCK

WE WILL BEAT ANY

GVPDEAL.'

AMIG

SEAGATE

DRIVE

ST-12SH

120MH)

ST-13SN
(30MB)

ST-157N-O
(49M8)

ST-IS7N-1
(«MD,Z9MS)

ST-I77N
(60MS, 1.5*)

ST277N

(60MB, 525T

ST-296N

■ (80MB)

ST-1096N

(60MB]

QUANTUM
(40MB]

QUANTUM
|60MB)

QUANTUM
(105MB)

A 51

DRIVE

PRICE

s209

*239

S294

S3I4

S374

s309

S374

S429

S354

S559

S629

n/2

Suai

MOM

S129

S329

S359

S419

S439

S499

S434

S489

S554

S479

S679

S754

ooo
SCSI

X«kU-j

FtituO
|«CM)

S1I9

S319

S349

s409

S429

S489

S424

S489

S544

S469

S669

744

HAH]
CONTR

Tninpevd
200 D

M48

5349

S379

S429

S449

s509

S449

S499

S589

S479

S679

759

JDH1
OLLERJ

knptciW

M99

S399

S429

S489

s509

S569

s504

S569

S624

S549

S759

S824

VEPJ

TrjfB(c.riJ

AMO

52?9

s409

S439

S499

S5I9

S575

—

—

S669

S5S9

779

S849

■LCKA

X*Uc

Fill Ink
ASM

S329

S519

5549

s609

S629

S679

—

—

779

S669

S889

S954

GES
Sufrt
ASM'

(2MB

•U- •"'■)

S229

S399

M29

—

—

—

—

—

—

S569

769

S849

HARD DRIVE CARD PACKAGES AVAILABLE - CALL

NEW SUPRA

500XP HARD DRIVE
(512K RAM Expandable 1o2MBQ

20MB $529
40MB $629

f L...IN STOCK"!
^fVEryTflUMPCARD MOO PflOFESSIONAL.IN STOCKj

PRINTERS

jiin

IA-MAX MAC Emulaior lor AMIGA....$109
CUTTING EDGE Mac Compatible

Drive lor A-MAX $165
AMIG-A-TOSH PLUS $239

A-MAX ROM $129

CALIFORNIA ACCESS

3.5" DISK DRIVE 5105

COLOR SPUTTER..IN STOCK

FUCKER FIXER $369
FRAME GRABBER $489
FRAME GRABBER
SOFTWARE UPGRADE CALL

AMIGA COMPATIBLE PERIPHERALS

STAR
NX-IOOOil CALL

NX-1000

RAIWOW.... CALL

CITIZEN
GSX-140 $329.95

GSX200, S 199.95
COLOR OPTION KIT
lor GSXPrimer...CALL

CANON

BJ-130E. $579.95

EPSON
LX-810 $199.95

FX-850. $349.95

LQ-510 $319.95

ALL OTHER MODELS IN STOCK! ALL
MODELS DISCOUNTED!

HEWLETT
PACKARD

DESKJET ♦ 5669,95

LASERJET IIP
w/Toner $989.95

PAINTJET S949.95

HP LASERJET III
vrvToner $1639

PANASONIC
KXP-USO $159.95
KXP-1191 $229.95

KXP-IJ24 $289.95
KXP-J624.........$349.95

NEC MULTISYNC HIDTISYNC IIID^
... $649/

BASEBOARD

OK

1MB

2MB

Memory Expansion lor A-500 {jses A-501 Expansion Slo!)

$119 3MB $339
$189 4MB $419
$269

GENLOCKS

OMN1GEN701 $1369

SUPER GEN $629

SUPER GEN 2000S $1699

MASTER 3A-1 3.5"

OISK DRIVE .5105

PULSAR A-500 PC COMPATIBLE

BOARD $496
SHARP JX100 ColorScanner

w/Sotlware & Cables $759
SUPRA 3.5" EXT. DISK DRIVE $65

IMTRONICS

MICROBOTICS
Memory Upgrades lor A-2000

BupOK $137 8jp W/4MB.$433

aup W/2MB...S273 Blip W/6MS..CALL

8jp W/8MB, CALL

WIZ-RAM 2.0 (Expandable 10 2MB ON A-500) $89
HURRICANE 500 $339

HURRICANE 500;6e020-16MHz./6881-16'1 MB $589
HURRICANE 530SB03Q-2B MHz./OK Expandable 10 8MB $1149
HURRICANE2BO0/28 MHz. Accelerator Board lor A-2000 $579
HURRICANE 2600-28MHZ./68982-4MB $1499
HURRICANE 2600-28 MHz/6BS82/4MB.'40MB S1S29

SUPRA RAM 2000

2MB RAM.

4MB RAM.

..$219 6MB RAM $439
.5339 8MB RAM $559

SUPRA 2400 EXTERNAL INSTOCK
SUPRA2400Z1 INTERNAL $117
SUPRA RAM 500
(512K Expander lor A-500) $65
VIDTECHSCAN LOCK $769

^~-1
CctUlicJ chock, ban* check, money oidcrs,3pptovedP.O.'s,Visa.MasietC3rd, Dinw'sClub.Am-Ex.Oplimj, Carl Blanche, C.OO.'si wireltanslcrsacccpwd. Please

callbeloresubiniitingP.O.'s. fJoaddmorelsutcnargcfoicrwJilcJtdoiiJcis Non-ccrithcdthccksmuslwait+e weeks lor clearance.. Piicesandawaila&lity subject
lo change withoul notice. Not responsible In typographical errors Reiuin ol detective merchandise must have prior lelum authorization number, 01 telutns will
not be accepted Please add 5*-o snipping & handling jmin. S6). 0toer5oveiSi200»e discounted loS'oshippinci & handling Ordcis over S300Gare discounterJ lo
!"o. (Canadian orders please call lor snipping rates! APO FPOordors please add 1D% shipping & handling. All APO FPOordersare shipped first class priority air.
All orders tan be shipped Air Ejpress-caii lor dcuus O.C.A 1600233. Amiga is a registered trademark 01 Commodore-Amiga Inc.



SUBSCRIPTIONS
] 11ISS.

lYear
onlv

$26°°

J 22lss.

2 Years
Only

$4750

you save

33 Iss.

3 Years
onlv

$5500

BACK ISSUES

$5.50 EACH ($6.50 outside USA)
CIRCLE THE ONES YOU WANT:

2 3 6 9 11KB

14 US M 17 US B M 21

M 31 32 33 34
(note: issues #2-6 are C64-only, #9-31 cover

Ami pa and C&4. and #32 on arc Amiga-only.)

SUBSCRIPTION S

BACK ISSUES S.

INFO-PADS $

TOTAL $

* CanadaAMexico: add 5S per year

*Foreign: add $24 per year

Card # or payment MUST

accompany order. We do nui hill.

U.S. funds only! Credit card, check, or money order only. Make payable to: .info

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

□ iNEW □ RENEWAL (Much your .info mailing label)

VISA Mastercard expiration date

$12.so
subscrl

Includes one popularrvfertnee cam! Additional earth

shippedperiodically with your subscription copy!

*(non*8ubscrlbers, please add $5.00)
(outside N. America, please add $3.50)

VJSA-

ORDER NOW BY

' ■■ ^■'C■ - _ -

with

VISA or MASTERCARD

CALL (319)338-0703
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.info Subscriptions
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The best Amiga disk

copierjust got better...
Project D: BackupTool Copyright 1987-98 Fuller Conputer Systens, Inc.

Project D: BackupTool Version 1

Using "diskcode.library" Version

Using Paraneter File Nunber 079

BHCKUP CONTROL SELECTOR

CHOOSE BflCKUP MODE!

BEGIN <* Standard RnigaDGS

I VERIFY -^ RnigaDOS Multicopy

JINDEXSYNC JflutoHfiGIC Paraneter

BEEP Jlianual Pjra"eter
DRIVE C0NFI6URRTI0N SELECTOR

SOURCE: (• DF8: JDF1: JDF2: JDF3:

TRRGET: JDF8: <• DF1: (• DF2: (• DF3:

TRRCK POSITION SELECTOR

STflRT RT CYL

STOP flT CYL: 79 HERD:

J

(•Both
JHead B

JHead 1

DISK BflCKUP ERROR LIST

Lj
_LJt

..introducing the new

Project D.
Once again, Pioject D is setting new standards in the Amiga utility marketplace.

See your local Amiga dealer for a demonstration.

FULLER COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.

AmigaDOS

Release 2

compatible

Post Offic-e Box 9222 Mesa. Arizona 8S214 Oltim: (80CO 874-DKK Tech Support: (602) 497-6070 FAX: (602) 497-6071 BBS: (602) 497-9114
Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga. Inc. Dealer Inquiries Invited Project D is a tradcmaifc oi Fuller Computer Systems, Inc.



wondered just how smart you were
lght your Amiga, get AmigaVisiori!

Ifyou ever wondered just how sm
when you bought your Amiga; get

Remember your original reasons for getting an

Amiga? Of course you do. Silly question.

Well, fast-forward now to April 24th, 1990, the dav

Commodore introduced AmigaVision.

Can it extend the use of application software you

already own? Is there multitasking interaction with

other programs? Is it dBase III™ database compatible?

Yes. ..yes. ..yes, to all these queries.

L> an authoring system for a mere $ti() thai

allows theAmiga to live up to ltdfullpotential

The easy-to-lcarn, easy-to use iconsyou see up on the

screen and on this page call up music, animation, text,

video —in whatever order or even simultaneously—and

create, well, any type of presentation or courseware.

Also, AmigaVision takes full advantage of ARexx,

your Amiga's Hie format standards and its multitasking

capabilities.

As you might imagine, you don't have to be a pro

grammer to turn your abstract ideas into reality. All you

have to be is you. yf

£ 1990 Commodore Business Machine*. Inc. Commodore am! the Oimmodorr logo ar
of Commodore-Amiga. Im. AmigaViiion and The Computer for rhr Creativi .Mind •

For business people, it can create presentations that

persuade. For people in education and training, it can

help create interactive instructional programs. For any

one, anywhere, it can liberate the way they communi

cate, whether they are delivering information or

entertainment. ^!1 /jf^i

Call 1-800-627-9595 soon to find the location ofyour

closest Amiga dealer. For you, it's another confirmation

of whatyou knew before most people: namely how smart

Amiga is and how shrewd its owners were when they

bought one.

Amiga1. The computer for the creative mind'.'

C'Commodore"

rrgislcrcd trademarks oFCorajnadora Elcdreniw. Ltd. Amiga i=a registered iradem.irk
■ trademarks a( Commodore-Amiga. Inc. dBase 111 ii a trademark olAshlon-Tatc. Inc.


